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INTRODUCTION 
One hundred years ago, \XfilJiam B,lrf, and Thom as 
M. Field, both of Boone County, Missouri, wert listed as 
"Civil Engineering Graduates" in the University catalog 
for 1856 and rhus these two men were the first engineers 
co be graduated from the University. 
On M:uch 16 and 17, 1956, one hundred years J:UCf, 
the appropriate "Centennial of Engineering Education" 
was held at the University. T he emire proceedings of 
the celebration arc here presented to the alumni, former 
students, and friends of the College of Eng ineering, thus 
enabl ing those who CQuld not be in Columbia in person, 
to take part :u least through the medium of rhe printed 
word. 
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AMERICAN 
INDUSTRY 
OF THE 
FUTURE 
br 
Andrew A. Kucher 
ANDREW A. K UCHIHt, a native of J ersey Gty, N . j. , grad-
uated from Di ckinson Industrial H igh School and foll owing 
his graduation scrv(;(J as a draftsman and designer for various 
eastern ai rcr:lft manufacturers. In 1918, he was instructor in 
aerodynamics theory and practice :l( CiTy College of New York. 
Since 1 9~1, Mr. Kucher has been director of the scicmific lab-
oratory. engineering suff, of thc Ford Motor Comp:,my. Pre· 
viously he had served as consulting engineer at Westinghouse 
Electric and Manufacturing Comp:my, and manager of rCSe2rch 
engineering for the Frigidaire D ivision of General Motors. 
[n 1942 he beC:Lmc director of rCSC:Lrch for rhe Bendix Aviation 
Corporation, :lnci was promoted to vic!!' president in chuge 
of research in 1944. 
• Mr. Kucher is a nation:llly known enginccf :lnd invenlor. 
He holds p:ltenu on nearly 100 inventions and induSlri:l1 pro-
cesses. H e h:ts developed a se:t led unit refrigerating m:lchine, 
pio neered a new method of aircraft construction, and invented 
one of the first all-fresh-air-condilioning systems for homes. 
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AMERICAN INDUSTRY O F THE FUTU RE 
A. A. KUCIlER 
De:LIl Croft, 1\.'1r. Chairm:lI1, members of rhe facu lty, students, alumni 
and guests. 
\'(Ihcn I first rc(~ived the invit:ltion from Dean Croft to address )'OU 
on the subject of "Engineering in Industry" 100 years hence, the thought 
was frighlC~ning. How could I, a facrualist, presume to be a sage, and [ 
hope that I will nor be I:l.bckd a witch like Mmher Shipton who is re-
pUled [0 have lived ~oo years ago and prophesied among other rhin~~ that : 
Carriages without horses shall go 
and :Kcid('IUS fill rhe world with woe. 
Around the world thoughts will fly, 
in the twinkling of an eye. 
Water shall yet morc wonders do, 
now strange, yet Sh:LII Ix: true. 
Under water men shall walk, 
shall ride, sh:l.ll slttp, sh:.J1 talk. 
In rhe air men sh:111 be seen. 
in while. in black, in gre<'n. 
Iron in thc w:lIcr shall AO:H, 
as easily as a woodcn boat. 
Taxes for blood and fur war 
will come 10 cvcry door. 
My work has been predicated upon relatively short-range imagineer· 
ing, gcnerail)' having a firm fOOl in economic necessity. Experience has 
proven this process to be highly speculative, but in the main, results have 
been f~irly productive. 
Upon furthe r reAection, it became apparent that by taking engineer· 
ing license, numerous guide POStS exist which point the way fOf reasonable 
assumptions for extrapolating engineering progress in industry bctwe<'n 
19:;6 and 20:;6. 
I nd~d, it became apparent that I stood on much firmer ground in 
predicting for the next 100 ye:Hs than in attempting ro predict for either 
the next 10 years or the next 1())() years - 10 years are too short to smooth 
OUI statistical fluctuations and 1000 years afe tOO man)' life spans to be 
meaningful. 
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We here, uc all involved in one way or anorher with many o f t he 
cre~live ph:ISCs of futu~ science and engineering. \Vlr:. employ the modtrn 
tcchnigucs, new mcdlOds and devices Ih:u were scoffed ac a fe w shor! years 
ago :lnd which are now contributing ro ma king morc th ings ben er with 
Jess effort. T his curnu l:ltivc: process is accder.tting at an exponen ri al rate:. 
It is certainly exciting !O speculate on rhe state of engineering in indusrry 
100 years from now. 
T he complexiries of OUf expanding knowledge. the eV:llu~ t ion and 
inregntion of (h;1.( knowledge into new :md useful applications, present a 
formidable p roblem to all of us. 
The e(fect of :Ill of this effort combines to provide each of us widl an 
abundance of food . shelter, clothing. health, comfort and hlX\lry in stark 
contrast with a rcbtivcly simple subsistence o ( 100 years ago. 
\'({ould we have it otherwise? \'({ould we rather recede into a more 
primitive state? What is this compell ing, driving force th:n urges us be-
yond the simple life? Why arc we nOI (on!en! to live primitively? T he 
:I.nswers to these questions seem to me to be very simple. W/e are w here 
we arc beca use !III' have chosen to emerge aooV(: the hunger. strife and 
oiscomfons of the past. As we all know, this does nOt imply thai t he in-
dividu~l work load has as yet been reduced, rather it means merely that 
the average man to<by Jives, tcchnologically speaking, the e'1uivalcll( of 
sevenL1lifc spans of his grandparents. 
\Vle are continuously foreshortening l ime and whar II can do for us. 
I! rC<Juires only a brief rcflccrion on rhe relative primiriveness of our an-
cestors of 100 years ago 10 realize rh:H we have reduced tasks wh ich rt;-
quirccl years to perform, inco d~ys, into hours, inlG minutes, into seconds. 
This compacrion of rime is pal'.l.lleled wi th the immense expansion of 
our physical knowle<lgc. E~ch of us ca n possess but :1 minute fr~ct ion of 
accumulated knowlc(lge, ana, thereforc, we arc increasingly dependent 
upon the inrim~le a5sociarion wirh others who possess rela ted knowledge 
and ability; and that brings me 10 my fi rst proposition, t h~ t the fUTure 
demands of each of us :In incre:lsing respcn :lnd reg~rd :l lld l"C'Cognit ion of 
the :lbilities of others and, thereby, rhe full utilintion of convergent knowl-
edge through collaboration and coopel'.l.tion. \Vle arc making progress, bur 
much remains to be done in order to remove artificial barriers mainly gen-
erated by intolerance toward new concepts and a lingering resis tance co 
change. Many people resist ch~nge and in novation, nor 50 much beca use 
they fear a new approach, but because to accept the new rhey must first 
give up the old. One of rhe c:llamities of nnure is thar when we get old 
enough to know how to live, we start falling ap)rl. Our momentny span 
of life moves us to presume that we are the chosen few and rhar we have 
acquired an ultimate superiority over the p:tSt. Nothing could be fu rther 
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from the truth. Gener:uions !O come will look back upon us as having 
been relatively primitive, 
To prove the point we need merciy !O reflect upon the marvels of 
science that :Ire now upon us and await expansion into our future environ· 
m~nt , 
Modern Technology is already conrributing significantly to the new 
field of automation. \Vle can certainly expect giant strides ro be Imde by 
American industry in adapting auromation on a truly broad basis. This 
will give industry the enormous capability !O produce more things bener 
with less manual elTon and less COSt than is now possible. A comparable 
:tnd parAllel increase in the srandard of living is, of (Qurse. inevitable. And 
with This risc in our standard of living will come the leisure so nt'Cessary 
ro nurture the ans. litcratun;, music :lnd general humaniSTic pllrsuits. As 
an extra dividend of extensive auromation. it is easy to predict thai new 
opportunities and new things will be provided for our expanding popula. 
lion, 
Peacetime alOmic energy olTers 10 man an incalcuhble broad vista for 
future explor:ltion and exploitaTion. T he application of nuclear energy and 
its by·products reachl.'S inw every phase of our IiHure Technology - physics. 
biology, agronomy. chemistry, metallurgy :lnd manufacturing techni<jues. 
All of these possibilities :lre before us, provided That we can :lpply the 
same degree of sober dcliber:ltion to human relations that we have It-:lrncd 
ro usc in the physiClI sciences. 
Beyond the realm of atomic energy, the harnessing of solar energy 
through photosynthesis already points rhe w~y 10 limitless supply of food 
and energy. Man has al ready developed a perception ranging (rom incocn· 
prehensiblc minUTeness 10 the more incotnprehensiblc expanse o( space. 
Within an ordinary drop of water, there arc 6 sextillion atoms. That is 6 
with 21 zeros behind it. That many drops of W:lIer would supply Niag:lfa 
Falls for more than 2,000 years. Beyond our tiny planet lies boundless 
space. r.hn 's vision reaches 2 billion light years into (hat un(lcfinable void 
at the r:ne of 186,000 miles per second. And now man is ambitious to 
begin TO explore a liny scgmenl of that vaS! void. 
Will this hunger for increased knowledge of the mysteries of nature 
be satiated by the discoveries and revc13tions of the past? Most certainly 
not: the future is replete with unsolved mysteries. There is no evidence 
that man's curiosity is on the wane. The inverse is true, JUSt so long as 
man has the urge 10 probe into the unknown, JUSt so long will there be 
compensating rewards to thwart sterility and decay. 
Our reserve of fundamen tal and applied ideas is by no means exhaust· 
cd. nor is it approaching an end point. Quite the COntrary, we have JUSt 
begun ro pry at nature's most cherished secrets. Our problem is not one 
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of se~rching for things to (]o. but rather one of appropriate selection. 
In the v~St complex 'in which we live ~nd work. w~ h~ve yet to find 
the underlying forces of natllre. 
Ba~ic research provides the neces~ary spark of creativity in the se· 
quence of events without which our physic:d world would become sterile. 
The increasing emphasis on thc necessity for expanding the involve-
mcnt of industry in ba~ic rcsearch. is now recognized as the prerequisite 
for things to come. Industrial enginl-ering is directed toward the develop-
ment ~nd improvemenrs of materi:lls, processes and products in support 
of our exp:lI1ding civi lization, W/e :lrc busy finding better ways of conven-
ing heat into mech~nical energy. Wle arc developing new high sm:ngth, 
high rcrnperature, corrosion resistant. low cost m~r(:fial~ for application to 
our present and future demands. 
Sucll things a~ colore(1 television, venical ascension aircr-lft, sUIx:rsonic 
Aight and earth .~atdlites arc almost mundane. 
In developing the material for this pap(;r, ! have drawn heavily ulXln 
facts dcveloped by orh(:fs. They have exrr:lpo!:tte,] th(· demands of the 
future based upon the steeply :lscending curves of population growth. 
power dcm:lllds :1ll(1 expanding world l'(onomy. Abulld:mt m:ltcrial exists 
to suhst;!mi:lte these projections and ! will :In:ept thclll as f:lctu:tl. This 
acceptance is justified since progress has been more rapid than the extr:tp-
olatc-<] estimates in the P:ISt, 
Therefore, Itt us :lssumc from these estim:ttes that by the year 20% 
man will recluire 28 times the present power rnput for a world population 
increased from the present 2.5 bill ion H) 6 billion, 
I would nOt care to carry the IXlpul:ttion growth curve out much fur-
ther since such a progression would shortly result in "standing room only" 
on this tiny planet, in wllich case we wl)ul(] have long since run out of 
Bridey Murphys. 
Next let us assumc that by employing :111 forms of aV:libblt energy 
including coa l. fossil fuds. nuclear and sol:lr energy, that the nec(]ed sup-
ply of primary energy exi sts. 
Of vastly greater economIc sign ificance than the means for producing 
tlle energy, is the me:lIl~ for consuming the energ)'. The elev~tion of th~ 
standards of living of the peoplts of the world clepcnds largely upon the 
means of distribution and consumption of ellergy produced. The primary 
problem of providill j; adc(luate food, shtltcr :lI1d clothing for lhe billions 
of people inhabiting the globe, remains the primary economic problem of 
our time. Each pcrson mUSt COIHume the eClu ivaknt of 10 horsepower a 
day ro ~pproach our stand:lrd of living and that is a lot of light bulbs, 
hc~ters, tractors. automobiles, etc. 
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Now we begin 10 SC1:: Ihe enormity of rhe problem confronting indus-
trial cnginttring -first to produce machines that produce the energy :md 
then to produce Ihe m:lchines and devices co consume Ihe energy. 
I will nor dwell upon hiSlOriC21 accumulation of scientific discovery 
:lnd cnginec:ring devel opment nor the implications of economic. poli t ical. 
and sociological change. T he conti nued compaCtion of lime ~nd sp:ltt and 
Ihc development of world concepts are prcfC<juisires 10 Ihe accomp lishment 
of the task before us. I will :lncmpr ra ther 10 define some of th e mech· 
anisms lh:1( indUStrial engineerin;t:: must employ in order (0 provide the 
abund:mcc demanded by these assumptions. The solucion of the myri:td 
complex problems depends largel y upon the contributions that Amcricnn 
science ~nd industrial cngine:eri ng wi ll m:lkc. \Vic have lhe urge. the: bnins, 
:Ind the faciliti es necessary to accomplish the task. 
How do we go about it ? 
W'e must immediately concede that technologiC21 adv~nce is depend· 
ellt upon knowledge. energy. and m:lIerials. Substantial improvements 
mus{ be made in these three categories. 
T he scientific method is bound {o prevail and accordingly the pre-
ponder:mt shift in thought will require increasing millions of pcople bodl 
male and female: to be trained ill science: :lnd engineering. 
T he enormous expansion of indUStrial laboratories, now ex tan t and 
proiect«] for the future, places a burden on our emire educational system. 
\Y/c :11 Pord arc erecting a 2~ million dollar scienrific laboratory and cnBi-
nt:ering rCSc:lrch facility within a $200,000,000 enginccring cenler. ded-
icated to the advancement of knowledge of principals. materials, processes, 
and devices. Ten thousand engineers. scientists and supporting personnel 
are contri buting to an expanding c<onomy. What we are doing at Dear-
born is indic:ltive of (he nadonal trend and will be multiplied many fold 
within the coming century. 
Based upon the ratio of populadon growth alone, a quadntpling of 
technically trained people will be required. At present, there e:xists a shorl-
:lge of tcchnic:IlI y rraine:d people in all of the physical sciences. Industry 
rod:!)' cou ld absorb one-third to one-ha lf again more tr:lined people than 
arc now :Ivailable. It is common to find hundreds of company represent-
ative:s vying for gradu:lte students where only dozens are available. No 
im me:diate ~l1evi:Hio n of this situation is in sight. \Y/e at Ford, at the 
present moment, have over 1,000 unfilled requisitions for engineers and 
technical people. The dcm:md f:n exceeds the ~b i liry of thc ~ndemic frl-
Ic rni ry 10 provide, \VJe Illve all bccn working on the fringe of the prob-
lem. The solution requires the combined and concerted efforts of the uni-
versity, industry and govern ment. 
One aspcct of the problem which deserves immediate attention is that 
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scicnce and engineering have nor been properly sold (() rhe «:enager. The 
high school sophomore is over-awed by rhe assumed complexities of science 
and engineering. T he tendency to rake rhe easy way has, therefore, de-
prived science and engilleering of their sh1re uf potential taient. The young 
student mUSt be irnbuc<1 with the spirir of :tdventure into dIe unknown, 
the excitement :lnd rhe rhril l of discovery and invenrion which the exrf:l 
effort atTords. Tile adventurers of old sought new land . H is modern coun-
terpart makes his discoveries in the bboratory. An appetite for such things 
can be developed in tbe young by presenting rhe subject mattcr in a sim-
ple, undersrandable and uS:lble form through persollal association with 
those who have experienced the joy of <Iiscovery. The transirion ftom dIe 
ulliversity to industrial will rhereby be made more comparible. 
Modern indmtri:d 1:lbor:uones provide not only :Ill environment con' 
ducive to high level creative thinking :mJ cro~s fertilization, but, also, 
ideal facilities and an :lttnosphere of n(·t:cssity and security. Th!; time h:1S 
long since passed when we were looked down upon as :l necessary evil. 
Basic research and long-range development is recngnized by top manage-
ment as a prerC<:Juisite to sdf-prcscrvarinn . T od:1Y :1 liber:tI and affirmative 
attitude is expressnl by all componcntS of industrial m:lnagernent in tlK 
establishment of modern bbor:ltories ~t:llTed with highly competellt tech-
nical personnel. The rate at which industri~l labor:ltofies arc growing has 
created an acute shortage of competent technical brains to frll the splendid 
opportunities til:u exisr. A much hlgher degree of :lssuciation and col-
labor:ltion between the tcchnical elcmentS in education and indll~try must 
be developed if we are to prevail in the expanding rC<Jllirements confront-
111g us. 
Permit me to glance b~ckward 250 years for just a moment. At the 
Greenfield Vill age Industrial Museum in Dearborn,:r ponderou~ steam 
contraption occupying about }O' x }O' capable of producing about 7 horse-
power, is reminiscent of one of the men an(l devices that radically changt-d 
the world. Today we compact 10,000 colltrollable horsepower into a device 
hardly larger than a rain barrel. The era of the atom and ekC(fon will 
dwarf the era of steam. W ithin 100 years we may know enough about the 
photogalvanie phenomena to begin rhe gencration of electrical power by 
sol ar radiation withour the intermediary of the steam cycle or other con-
version processes. The period of consuming concentrated and stored energy 
and mineral wealth is almost over. The bounty of rhe sands of the shofes, 
the waters of the seas, and rhe heat from the sun, will become the pri-
mary sources of energy and basic materials. 
I would like now TC do a link imagineering on :t few of the rhings 
which appear fe asible within the next 100 years. 
J ndustriallaboratories will gravitate deeper into rhe fundamentaln:tture 
of things and will continue to contribute significantly to scientific knowl-
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edge, primarily in fields which arc related to their (cchnologic;!.i interests. 
New d!scoveries in diversified fields will combi ne to establish a closer 
liaison between the concributors. The future of matcri~ls will be limited 
largely co four metallic elements-iron, alUlninum, magne~ium and titan· 
ium; :and one semi-metal-silicon; for major construnion. The other cle-
ments arc becoming scarcer lncl, therefore, tOO costly for usc even :as alloy-
ing agents. Copper, for example. is alre:ldy more expensive than aluminum 
and may be restr icted co electrica l uses only. The present position of rita-
nium cost-wise is very likely to change in the f\lture and may easily com· 
pete with stainless steeL 
t.h teri:als for use in Ihe 2,0000 to 3.0000 F. range will undoubtedly be 
developed. Ceramics or ceramic metal compounds capable of standing 
rapid temperature changes will Ix- commonpb.ce. Metals in general will Ix 
produced to realile a bigger fraction of their theoret ictl strength. For exam-
ple, the theoretical strength of present-day steels may be raised from 100,000 
PSI to about I million PSI resulting in lighter and STronger structures. 
The extremely high mechaniul propertics of single crystal met:ll 
whiskers calculated from bending tests of these whiskers have now been 
confirmed by direct tensile tes ts. In the ne){[ 100 years, n1etal scientists 
will havt developed ways of imparting these very high propcnies to bulk 
metals. 
Sciemists will have learned mueh about the structure of matter and 
will be able to engineer matcrials to suit one's tastcs. Engineers will build 
in or remove dislocation and impuri tics so th:H the resulting m:Heriai will 
have precisely the properties rC'Juired. It will no longer be necessary to 
adapt sysrems to materials. On the contrary, the engineer will write a 
prescription for a material, hand it to the metallurgist and he will com-
pound the material in a fashion reminiscent of modern pharmacy. 
By 20)6, scientists will have long !e:uned how to control the Iher· 
monucJe:ar re:action. New furnaces will be available to the metallurgist-
furnaces with temperatures in excess of 10 million degrees. By means of 
these new furnaces, scicllIisrs will be able to take a common n1;ltetial, for 
example, sand, and brc:tk it down intO clemenury entities an(1 then re-
synthesize it illlo material of structunl and electrical value. 
Scientists will have learned about the ult imate particles in nature and 
with this knowledge will h;l.ve le:l.rncd how to utilize Ihem. 
Silicon, one of the most plentiful of materials, will be used as an elec· 
tronic device to harness the free eleCtrons. T he efficiency of such devices 
will be increased to an extent that they will be widely used to convert 
sob r energy into clectrial enc:rgy, tappi ng an almOST inc:xhaustible supply 
of energy. 
One can conceive of cars run by electrical power generated by atomic 
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reactors and propagated by microwave beams dirt!(ccd toward the or. The 
engine will consisr of scmi-comluCting devices and motor.; o f unusu:l.] de-
sign made of m:Hcrials whose magnetic properties cxccc<1 (hose now un· 
known. 
Man will no longer depend upon human response time and, therefore, 
all con Hoi functions will be electronic. 
Industrial engineers will incorporate these response fun ctions into 
scaled d evices having complete dependability. 
T h e degree of precision of mechanical (!evicts will be expressed in 
angstroms r:ll hcr than pans of an inch. 
The quality of all products wi ll h:l.VC improved to a degree that those 
of us who :I f( fami liar wi th aircufr gadgetry Cln relax in complete rr:m-
qui lity. 
Such things :1.5 miniature turbo machines to power vehicles, which we 
now look upon ~s l thi ng of the fUIlI Te, will he as commonplace in tnt 
not 100 distant future as the covered wagon was of nOt many years ago. 
\'Q it hout doubt , individual tr:msl>on ation in the 3rd dimension will 
compete': wiTh wheeled and whcellc~s ground vehicles. 
\'(fe know IOday how to h~rdcn soft m~tcrials, how 10 make plastics 
which s rand gre!lt S trcsse~ by a v:lriety of tre~tments such as precipitation, 
radiation, e tc. As yet unreali zed is the ideal polymer, resistant 10 he:u, 
corrosion resis ta nt , able to withstand usable loads far in e)(cess of yield 
loads of present-day metallic materials. The ingredients of this polymer 
arc yet co be found; however, there is good throrctiol reason for believing 
that thcy will be found. 
TIle age of the electronic brain is nearly, bu r nOt qui te, upon us. Com· 
puti ng machines arc still too cumbersome and expensive to be used for all 
hut Ihe most e xacting, co mplicated and ind ispensable tasks; yet one can 
~Iready visualize eleCtrical memory devices and information storage mech· 
anism~ reguiring bur a sm:dl volume, easily I>ortable and inc)(pcnsive. 
Th e prodigious rare of growth in our technology has been accom· 
panied by a vast accumulation of technical knowledge; yet our method 
of recordi ng, transmitting and reviewing resuh s o f rese:arch are totally 
in~dcqu:He for their purpose. 
Already the impetus for effecting :a transformation in graphic records 
has been generated :and rese:arch is underway for providing :automatic elec-
tronic c'luipmenr for recording and stOring inform:ation and, more if!lpor. 
t~ndy, (o r selectively searching and coordinating such information for 
broad ranges of comple)( subject matter. A further :aspen of this research 
is the development of an apparArus for language translation. The engineer 
and scienrisr of rhe fUTure will be able nor only to di:t1 into a machine for 
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a bibliography of references on :1 subject of incerest to him , but also to 
push a button and have a transcription presented to him. 
Industrial chemistry will be developed to a point where a new chem-
ical can be developed by feeding a set of specifications to a calculator and 
dle re'juired StrUCture and synthesis will be promptly indicated by the 
machine. The products, wheTher it is a pl:l.Stic, glass or other material, will 
have unheard-of strength and durability beGluSC the invisible flaws which 
now cause all materials to exhibit only :l fraction of their theoretical strength 
will have long since been eliminated. 
Voice writers and voice files will have been engineered inco office use. 
Steel, Stone, wood and other materials will be removed or CUt by 
ultrasonic or electronic means at a r3te and with a precision unheard of by 
present methods. 
Already electromechanical devices have been created which program 
mechanical operation from tape, father than employing the human cross 
link berwccn the blueprint and the machine. 
All Thest: things conspire to develop a concept of the future in which 
all repetitive function now performed by man will be performed electro-
mechanically. 
In dosing I should like to leave this thought with you: Engineering 
progress in industry during the past rwenty years has hct:n a phenomenon 
difficult TO comprehend and evaluate in terms of irs impact on modern 
society, for progress has been so rapid we are unable to reach a steady 
state for proper evaluation. I bel ieve that the histOrian of the future in 
evaluating the basic factors that have influenced human progress most, 
will point to engineering during 19% to 2056 and procl:Lim this century 
the golden years of engineering progress. 
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RI:SI:ARCH 
OF THI: 
FUTURI: 
c. Y. Thomas 
c. Y. Til OM AS, :J n:u ivc o f RU:lIlokt. Virgin;:!. rc((:i\'<:<I;1 
B. S. dCJ.\n;c in rnn:haniC:ll cl1~inccrin,L: from Pu rdue Uni ver-
Sll)'. 
I-lis first job W:IS ;L1l apprentice instrucwr with the Atchi· 
son. Topcb. :lIld S:tnt~ Fe Ib ilw:l Y. SubsC(llIcnrlr. he ocellne 
S llpCfVi .~O f o f :tppn:nliccs for the Kans:l.~ City Southern. :In(l 
!:tI er s<:fv(;d :I.~ chid hKommivc inspccwf of rhe Kansas City 
Southern s)'s!cm. In 1929. he joilled the staff of the Piltsburg 
and ~ I idw:l}' Co:d Comp:lI1}' :\$ Illcdl:mical engineer. lata be-
( Itilling chief engineer. 
\'(!hcn S~nccr Ch<:mical Company was organized in 1941, 
j\.!r. Thorna.~ beca me chi ef engineer and :Iccinp; manager. In 
1942. Ill: was m:tdc gcncr:d manager :Inc! in 1946 was promoll'd 
to hi s present posit ion as vice president in charge of 0pcu · 
li ons. 
Mr. T homas is ~ni\'e in profeSSional. engineerin,ll, ~n(1 
civic or,llanizarions ,mel is currentl y 3 member of the K~ nsas 
En~ineeri n g Society, Am erica n Society of Mech:lIlical Engi· 
neers, and A merican Institute of Mining and Mc(~lIurgicaJ 
Engi neers. 
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RESEARCH OF THE FUTURE 
c. Y. THOMAS 
\Vhcn Dean Croff was in Kansas City to speak to the Engineers' 
Club on March 5, he distributed a brochure, by now undoubtedly familiar 
to all of you, which virtually tOfe rhe heart riglH out of my introductory 
remarks. Since my own ideas were personalized through my father's coJ-
lege catalog, and as [ compare them with the pagc~ reprinted in your 
Centennial brochure, it is apparem rhat almost any college catalog of the 
day would suffice. My father studied mechanical engineering at rhe Vir. 
ginia Agricultural and Mechanical College, now known as V.P.I., and I 
have here the college Gltalog of the college year 1887·88, which was fa-
ther's sophomore year. These old catalogs arc nor only interesting, bur, 
to say the lea5!, arc unigue because they publish the gr~des, the ranking, 
and the demerits of tvery student. The rules were even more strier in 
those days, For example, with respect to holidays, students at V,P,1. were 
rtlcased from classes on Thanksgiving Day and for one week at Christ-
mas. No one could be absent from the college for more th an 24 hours 
without permission from the President. 
Having rather recently put our son through medical school, with its 
virtually non-remunerative internship and a 3 year residency, and then 
bearing the burden of twO daughters through their baccalaureate degrees, 
I'm sure that those of you who ~re struggling along one jump ahead of 
the sheriff would like to thin k of an entire year at college for $142.30. 
Let me read some details of the annual expenses from my dear ol(! Dad's 
catalog. 
As to courses of study, J won't go into the details of them, bur it 
appears to me that they were somewhat more general than is tfUe today, 
and they were just on the verge of beginning specialization. There were 
no courses in chemical engineering, in metallurgical engineering, in de<:-
[rical engineering ,md in other prominent fields. 
By and large studtnrs a hundred years ago were not as well prepared 
to cnter college and once {here they progressed more slowly , Not until 
his senior year did the engineering student of a century ago study ana-
Iytics or calculus. Commonly for mar.ly years, in all branches of engint-cr-
ing it has been necessary to complete differential and inregral calculus 
before raking up many of the junior year cngineering subjects. 
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While il is interesting to consider college life, rules and facilit ies 
when father or grandfather or grelt-gr:lndCathef were in attendance, I 
have a real purpose in such refetence~. Excepting a few notable: inventors 
of the type of Edison or Bell or Whilney or Hall, to name only a few, 
who worked virtually alone in relatively sma ll shops or bOOr.uoties, re-
S('1tch was orricd on almost solely It our colleges and un iversi ries. On ly 
the institutions of higher Ien-ning h~ld technical staffs capable of lny con-
siderable research work. \'(fi thout the vaST amount of technical informa-
tion which is ours today, resench of previous generations was largely on 
{he hasis of {rial and error, without good instruments, met~ls and mll te-
rials. The wonder is that they did so welL 
Like a surveyor who mUSt set ~l back stake before going ahead, il 
scems to me that we might take a look bKkward before we consider re-
scarch of the future. In these days of television, high fidelity radio and 
record systems, I find it difficult 10 convince my own children thai cven 
in my college days there was no such thing as even the old fashioned 
crystal radio set. It is even harder for my children to believe that one of 
the earliesl dear memories which I posses~ i~ thar of being permitted, at 
the age of 5 years, to light the taper and then (he gas bmps which il-
luminated our residence at T opeka, Kansas, after we moved there from 
Illy birthplace of Roanoke, Virginia. I was 9 years old before my father 
lin:ll1y bought:l house which was e'lldppcd with electric lights, Today 
all!! romorrow, from other spukers on the progr.lm, will corne recitat ions 
of the m:.rvelous developments everyw here in our country. I would be 
out of place if I attempted to trace ~ny of thest: st:emingly impossible 
developments which have resulted in SO much pleasure ~nd comfort fOf 
thoS( of liS here in Amcric~. 
There are all sorts of definitions of research, but my favori te one is 
that of Dr. E. Duer Reaves, Executive Vice President of Esso, who says 
that induSHi~1 research can be best defined as an org~nilc.-d effon on the 
pHt of a company to provide itself with the technology for its present 
and future operations. 
\'\I'hile the term "research and development" has been used very com-
mOllly in recent years, there arc a few who deline the words properly. 
The General Electric Company, after some years of struggling with def-
initions, has come up with three classifiutions and defin it ions which I 
think arc simple and very good. 
\. Ihsk research is a sorch for new knowledge in advance of specific 
"wi 
2. Applied research is ~ SClrch for new knowledge for a specific n«<.l. 
3-. Deve!opmenl is the ~ppliution of existing knowledge for a sflC' 
cilic need. 
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The National Science Foundation reporrs that 554,000 scientists and 
engineers employed by industry in research, may be cbssifie(j as follows: 
409.000 engineers 
60.000 chemists 
11.000 metallurgists 
10.000 life scientists 
10.000 earth scientists 
8,000 physicists 
6,000 m:lthematicians 
and 34,000 In administrative work. 
• 
There is no gainsaying the facr that indusrri:d research today is one 
of Ollr largest indllsrries. It will :ICCOUllt for more dlan 1% of the ~ross 
natural prOdltct . Alread)' mort th:m one-half million IX'opk arc engaged 
in industrial resea:dl and the number is growing :IS r:lpidl), :tS compctttH 
sta!T~ can be secured. 
Despite it~ size. its imporr:lllCl: and the emphni."i placed on industrial 
research today, it has n01 always been thus. Indu strial research is a COm· 
pararivd)' rOllng indusr!)' . havin,l: grown up from essenti:dly nothing 
since \'{torld \'{tar I. 
Since the first da),s of organized research in the United States up co 
tht- present time, about $39 billion have been spent. Of rlus figure nearly 
45 %, or S 17 bill iOIl, has been spent in tht ftve ),tar period 1950-54. 
Of the $5 billion slx:nt in restarch in 1955, :tbout 75fj W:l, spent h)' 
industry. and 25% b), govnnmellt. 
Rcse:lrch today is the glamorous parr of AmeriClll industry. COIn-
partd (() che longer cstablished divisions alJ(i departtllelHS of (he :t\'er~ge 
company, tht resorcll ([tpanmcot is (he f:lir-haired bd Our magazines 
of both thl· popuLu :llld the scientiftc type havc publishtd hundrtds of 
:lrticles on tllcr)' single ph:tsc of rtsearch. all)' 011t an~le of which would 
uke more timc to pursuc dun I have available hcre this afternoon. 
Ycs, research is :t magic word thcse days. Perfcctly stupendous de-
velopments likc thc A- Bumo :tnd fhe H-Bomb have necessit:ncd c:!fent! 
sccurity progr:lms. \'{te arc now accustomed to nearly al l rese:trch being 
conducted on a hush-hush basis. 
The most sophisticated visitors at the :lverage industrial plant today 
are the security an3lysts or other represenr:ttivcs of investment trusts or 
invesrment b3nktrS. Though secret research ptojects arc s<.:ldom disclOStd 
to thest visitors, they have ways and means of appraising (he volume. 
the genera l nature and the C:lliber of rhe rcscarch work being done by the 
company being inspecred. Lee me assure you th~t these experts may rake 
for gramed the operating efficiency o f a big sprawl ing industry, but they 
3re alw:lp askmg pertinent and pointed questions about the rcse~rch pro-
gram. 
If I were a yOUltg sciemist or engineer starting Out today, I would 
not bc concerned particularly about the sick leave plan, or the retiremell( 
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program, for ex~mpk, but [ would be tremendou~ly concerned widl the 
rese~fch ~nd devclopmelH progr~m of ,( prospcctive employer. 
Admittedly, it is exce{,'{lingly difficult to measure with ~ny degree of 
accuracy rhe relUfn on the investment on research. D rs. McNamee ~nd 
Erbndson nf C~rbide ~nd Carbon have estimared that from their inspec-
tion of rhe available data that 30% of the 1953 sales for a group of com-
panies undef investigation carne from products which originated in re-
search aCtivities within 10 yl":!rs. They found that for each dollar expended 
for rese~rch they will have gener~ted $350 of ,wnual sales beginning Ij 
ye~rs after the end of the research expcndirure period. and aftcr a bpsc of 
10 years. $6.80 in sales. Another interesting 6gurc from Drs. McNamee 
and Erl:mdson is th:tt it is pos~iblc to show :1. rebtionship of research 
expenditures to J\fOwt h which is expressed in capital in vestrnerH. It is 
found that th is ratio is surprisingly consistent in approximately $4 of 
capital investment in new plarHs fnr every dollar expended on pr.evious 
re.'iCarch expenditures. 
In general, it can oc s;lid thar n:se:lrch is paying offhandsomcly. Thus, 
ir would t~ke no other reason to predict thaI rese,!rch :lnd development 
benefits of tht· future arc ~oing to run into perfectly astronomical fiJ:ures. 
Some of you may be wondering whar industry and ~ll agencies will 
be spending on re~e:lr(h 25. 50 or 100 yens from now. I can't begin to 
look th~t f~r into the furure, bur I do know rh:n as of the moment there 
is a gre:!t deal of argument as to the :!mount an individual compan)" 
~hould spend on fesearch . It has been understood in recent Y(-Us thar rhe 
proper yardstick was that of a certain percentage of tOr~1 sa les to Ix: spent 
on research. Depending upon rhe com pan)'. rhis varied from a fraction of 
1% to as high as 10%. More and more rhere seems to be substance to the 
feeling th,\( expressing research and development dolhr.~ as a percentage 
of sales ofren leads to meaningless comparisons. One all(horit}' believes 
that research is the b(~t insurance a comp~ny can buy and, accordingly. 
he oclievc~ that the research and development should be at least as large 
as all of a company's insurance premiums on pbnt and people. He has 
found that insur:lIlce premiums usually amoufHr:d to from 1 ro 1.5% of 
net worth and he certainly believes that nn worth is a better guide to the 
research budget than sales. Accordingly, I on only say thar we afe going 
to spend fabulous sums of money in the future on research and that any-
one who has an interest in or a flair for This rype of work need nor worry 
about opportunity. 
ror a great many years, research to the ~verage person in industry 
could be pictured as a brilliam . lonwhaircd genius virtually locked up in 
~ laboratory filled with insrrumems, gadgets. gl~sswarc. and from which 
emanared all SOrtS of odors and noises. I presume this general idea had 
its rOOts in the faer rhar craditionally research W:IS carrier! on by our un i-
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versmes. In Europe tOOllY, while mllny big comp:tnies have their own 
rescllrch dep:1nments, if seems thllt they continue to depend on rescarch, 
especilllly basic research, through arrangements with their universities. I 
think it can be truthfully said mat while a considerable: amount of fine 
work is being done in our colleges, thar a greater emphasis in recent years 
has been made by the rescarcll staffs of private industry. 
In a recent spctth to the Chamber 01 Commerce of Kansas Ci ty, Mr. 
Defore of the DuPont Company very properly observed that progress 
has to be crellted and that it follows that only the productive can be 
strong and only the strong can be free . Despite 19 failures Out of every 
20 projects in the avenge research laboratory, one success can be tremen· 
dously useful as well as profitable. The DuPont Company spent 80 mil-
lion dollars on its new polyester fiber dacron before the first pound was 
produced in commercilll quantities. This in itself indiutes that only 
through bigness, which many people to(b y criticize, can there be some 
of the spcct2cubr developments such as nylon and d3Cron. 
With so much being done everywhere in our COUntry ro have more 
high school boys and girls take the necessary subjects for science and 
engineering in high school, and with so much being done at the college 
level co turn OUt more scientists and engineers, I hardly think it worth 
the effort to Stress again the importance of getti ng more men and women 
inco engineering and science. Through the years we must see to it that 
our boys and girls gener:tlly take much more science th;l.fi they do at pres-
ent in high school lind then we mUSt see 10 it that they are ~ltr:teted to 
the engineering ~nd science schools :lnd colleges of the country. Our 
u5ulli method of the teamwork ~ pproach in industrial research is going 
to rC()uire many, many more gr:J.duating scientists and engineers each y(':l.r. 
I have the feeling that many of the tedious boresome details of re-
search in the future will be eliminatcd through the use of modern statis-
tical mcthods as well as clcclfical computers, mass spectrometers. etc. A 
point of considerable importance is that man's knowledge of his universe 
has been growing since recorded rime. Then. since new learning is built 
on aC<Juircd knowledge, the rate of new knowledge advances in a geomet· 
ric progression. Technology is moving ~helld so fast [hat tod~y no one 
person possesses the intellect capable of Kquiring a proficiency in many 
fields, and this will un<Juesriombly lead to a demand for more and more 
specialization which means that there will be an increased empha~is on 
the team approach to research. A team of specialists will be required to 
pool their know-how and to assemble enough knowledge to adcquately 
at tack a problem. 
In this geneution we hllYe seen research llctivities iocreasc (rom JUSt 
a very few one-man laboratOries to huge institutions employing as many 
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as 4 or ::; thousand peopk in one big hOOralOry. I have Ihe fetling that 
as we come [0 understaoo human nalUrc to a bcm~r degree that {he future 
will find more smaller or medium sized establishments wh ich will permit 
a great amount of fr eedo m on the pan of the investigatOrs, yet which 
will be small enough to permit the staff co be fa lher intimately acquaint-
ed. I fecI <juile sure that the Icam approach is a good and sound onc and, 
further, that ever increasing compIC'xily of problems makes it all Ihe more 
necessary (or us 10 funhe r specia lize rese:uch activities. 
With our entire civiliz:lIion becoming more complex and Ihe prob-
lems more tcrrifying :U\d baflling, it is believed that only the very hrge 
industrial organiz';lIions will be able to maintain complete research facil-
ities able to handle almost any typc of a problem. This would be an 
extremely serious situ:Hion down through the years for the liHlc fellow 
were it not for the (act rhat I am confident that we will have a vastly 
upanded growth of the privately owned ~nd opcr:ued re~~rch org:tniu· 
tion such as our own Midwest at K~n5lS City, Battelle. Mellon, $oUlh· 
weSt at San Amonio, and others. These organizations, rdatively new in 
their ~pproach to industrial problems, are: doing an ourstanding job. 
Without attempting to be pani:tl, let me give you a few f:lcts con-
eeru ing a typical modern day research insti Hm:-ou r Mi<lwes( Research 
lnsticu{e at Kansas City. It was conceived by some lea<ling Kansas City 
businessmen, opened up for business in 194~ when they were housed in 
some very modest 'Iuarrers. They have now grown to the elClefl{ that they 
ll.fe occupying thei r new million dolbr building facing rhe Nelson An 
Gallery. Since 194~ they have undertaken approximately I,no projccts, 
110 of which :Ire currently active. They tuve had a total of 721 differon 
sponsors, ... industry, government, Chambers of Commerce, and the 
like. At tile present t ime, their staff is m:lde up of men and women from 
71 different colleges and ins titutions of higher learning ~nd perhars one 
of the reasons for their success is the fact that about one-third 0 them 
are from Missouri. 
In this modern day and age it costs from 30 to 40 thousand dollars 
to equip a labor:uory for each individual employed in the laboratory. This 
very formida ble capital expenditure in ilSelf is enough to discourage: all 
except the very large indust ries. OUf colleges and un iversities are all 
Struggling with greatly increased expenses and they are find ing it almost 
impossible to keep all laboratories right up to date. Buildi ng and equip-
ping new and modern facilities, especially in face of an overwhelming 
influx of new students, prescms a problem which must be solved by our 
colleges and universities in the immediate year:s ahead. 
Many scienris(s ue today studying the subjcc{ of crcariviry. JUSt the 
other day in our own shop I picked up a bibliography on the subject and 
(he bibliography itself was 1~0 pages long. Many individuals and organ-
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izations are digging into the human side of creativity and they arc learn-
ing that creativity can be sh~rpcncd and improved by teaclung redllli'llles. 
This emphasis certainly confirms the faCl that research is the business of 
creative technology and like every orher phase of business, it depends on 
the people in it to do the job. I predict through the years that we will 
all hear and learn much more ~bour the development of creative people. 
Wle arc nor unmindful of the great progress which has been made in 
human rcsearch but I 'm sure we havc barely scratched the surf~ce. De· 
spite the beSt of testing and placement techniquc, we still put S'Juarc JXgs 
into round holes. As long as (here arc human beings I doubt if there elll 
ever be a 100% perfcct scieClion of people so that we could cbssify with-
out fail the really ([cative ones, the best SOllc:SmCn, thc top admin istrarors 
and the like. W/c can prOmOte a lor of happiness when we can 'luire ac-
cUl":ltely determine whether a young engineer should stay in o)X'rations or 
go to ordinary engineering or go into creative research. 
As we contemplate the future, pcrhaps no one subjcCl dcfies :tccurate 
prediction more than peacetime uses of atomic energy. As recently as 
1933, Lord Rutherford, renowned Bnrish nuclear physicist. said "anyonc 
who cxpeCtS a source of power from the transform arion of rhe atOms is 
talking moonshine." 
In less than 6 ),e:lrs the Danes and Germans had made the first big 
discovery of the basic facts which led directly ro the spectacular develop-
mcnt and use of the first A·Bomb toward the end of the Japanese \liIar. 
Already fOllfcccn power st:!cions aTe being phnned, some are in con· 
struction . which wi ll depend upon atomic fuel. Othcr countrics, England 
and Russia among them, are building ~tomic power plants. 
The success of our submarine, (he Nautilus, has e):ct-eded all e): pt"(;ta-
([ons. 
JUSt how rapidly atOmic subjects will become commonplace in our 
schools and colleges, I do not know. Un'luescionably, however, within 
25 to 50 years, atomic energy will be commonly used the world over. I 
doubt if the wildest of one's imagination these dllys will begin to match 
the \I,e of atomic energy of [he future. There will be tremendous eco-
nomic adjustments when vaSt areas of ch is old globe, nceding on ly a 
reasonable source of power for spectacular development, build their atom-
ic power plants. Areas of development, airplanes, auromohiles, macerials, 
medicines, and what not, await the researchers' searching and painscaking 
srudies. 
For a number of years I have been disturbt:d over a siruarion of StatuS 
which prevails in our country. Man), brilliant men and women have veer-
ed away from a field of interest in wh ich they excelled because of status 
which also means economic reasons. 
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Our movies, our TV shows, :tnd our modern literature have all hdp-
cd to create a peculiar cond ition wherein a top adminisH:ttor carries a 
higher status in a communi ty than a top ranking scientist or professor. 
Ambition knows no single upward path. \'(Ie must find ways and me:tns 
to attract and keep w pnigh t personnel on the research side as well as in 
the administrative field. In Europe today and for generations in this coun-
try, the top professors in the institutions of higher learning were con-
sidered to be and arc respected as being the re:tl commu niry leaders. Our 
economic system h:ts changed a great deal :tnd this is problably the fC2son 
fo r the acchim given to administrators. 
Sratus in business is a serious and important and necessary thing. 
Stams may be identified by StHS, eagles, or oak leaves on a shou lder, or 
chevrons 011 one's arm, a Cadillac, thick ca rpet on the office tl OOf , or a 
bigger desk. T he <Iuest for statuS, whether :tt the office, or :tt the Country 
Club, all tOO frequent ly results in inefficiency, misunderstanding, road 
blocks and plenty of heartaches. 
It is difficult for most people to believe that it is righl and proper 
for :1 man to earn $20,000 per year work ing in a laboratory with perhaps 
one or twO helpers, when down rhe street there m:!y be a fKtory employ-
ing severa l hundred people where the m:!n in charge of the whole estab-
lishment gets the same $20,000 sal ary. 
Let us hope that in the )'ears ahead, that there will be a belief under-
standing of Status. From the days of Adam and Eve there nevcr has been 
a society in which a person's st:!nding :15 compared to others wlsn'r im-
portant. T here have always been present some son of a classif)' ing symbol. 
I confidentl y cxpe(( that the fut urc will bring a better underst:lnding 
of one's worth :ll1d one's contributions to society, restoring to their prop-
er placcs in the sun our educatOrs and our scientists. 
As we th ink about research in thc future :tnd try to figure ou t JUSt 
what cou rse our educators should pu rsue in doi ng [hc beSt possible job 
of prepari ng our young men and women careers in science lnd research, 
[ suppose the'te arc as mlny ideas lS therc afe people here today. 
Dean Crofl has long been an ad vocate of a ~ yc:tr cngineeri ng cur-
riculum. \'(Iith that 1 disagrce', if it were only to provide time for certain 
of lhe bro<l.dening liberal arts subjeccs. 1 do firmly believe that in most 
engincering fields one can't get enough technical preparation in foUf very 
short yeus. 
J predict we will find all sorts of experi menting in {he future. The 
Universiry of Michigan, for example, has a new course leading ro a degrt:C 
of BS in Science Engineering in an effort to meet:! de'ffilnd of the' present 
day not satisfied by convention:tl degrees in ME, CE, EE, OlE, etc. 
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TechniC21 advanccs of thc past 1~ years have produced a rcvolUlion 
in the industrial life of the enti re wortd, and I need not name specific 
items-rust tWO fidds, the atomic and the dectronic are enough, 10 illus-
trate the point that rhe classical boundaries of cngineering cou rscs :u you 
;( n(1 I know {hem are 110 longer sufficicnt in scvcr.l l new fields. 
These trends arc accelerating so fa St that none of us can predi({ the 
future bound:uies of engineering. Yes, we will continue with our present 
fields of special i ~alion, but we must be alert to new are:lS if we :lre to 
properly :lnd l{lequ:uely prepare our young people for careers in research 
and science. 
Long before now, you have come to the conclusion that your speak_ 
er, :1 poor old broken-down mcchanical engineer from who's w:uch chain 
dangles neithcr a Tau Ikta or Sigma XI key, h;IS h;mlly lifrc(1 the curtain 
for a peek at research activities of the com ing ce ntury. [n order 10 keep 
out of the way of the really distinguished spea kers today and tomorrow, 
I have purposely refrained from specific prophecies. My purpose has b«:n 
a rather broad view ahead, rather than 11 focus on one p:trticu lar spot. 
As beSt I could, rC:ilizing fuJI well my llm itations as a scientist and 
as a public speaker. I have tried to thi nk ahead and to raise some ques-
tions for your future consideration. [ hope you will agree with me, as we 
contemplate "Rese~rch of the Futurc:' Ihat : 
l. En gineering and scientific training of today will seem to future 
generations as crude as (hat of a century ago appe~rs to us today. 
2. Our insdlUtlonS of higher learning will be doing a grearer pan of 
the fundamcntal buic rese:uch, leaving applied research to indus-
rry and to rhe research institutes. 
3. Research as an industry itself will be making perfectly incredible 
demands for funds and manpower, on the order or a geometr ic 
rather than :In arithmetic progression. 
4. There will be a trcmendous growth of the research instituteS with 
~ver.y ci.ty or any metropolitan sta nding having one or more such 
institutions. 
~. Industry large and small will depenJ more: and morc on the re:-
SC":1rch institutes. 
6. T here will be a fun her growth in the: teamwork approach to re-
search rathcr (han the individually performing scientist. 
7. \'Ve will need vastl y expanded institutions of higher learning to 
provide rhe men and women needed for re~carch acti vities, with 
many dep:lftures from engineering and scientific curricula as we 
know them loday. 
8. T here will be bener means of selecting and taining those des-
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rine{l for research and there will be: limitless opporrun ities ahead 
for those who are attracted to and will specialize in the field of 
research. 
9. With America's future very la.rgely dependent upon the ca liber of 
rht people who will be conducting the research activ ities of the 
future, we must provide am ple status and reward for them. 
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POWER GENERATION 
O. 13. FALLS, Jr. 
Suppose for a moment (hat we could remove ourselves from the pres-
ent. Wc will go 10 :l place from which we c;m look down on all the great 
things !lUI m~n has built, and said, and fought fof. Then too, from this 
place we can even sec man's fUlure :lCcornplishmcnrs. \VIe focus our thoughts 
011 :l certain rime in history. Then we SlOC it-the wonder of a new gifr 10 
mankind. Into this gift Ius gone the invenrive effort of many men. Inm 
Ihis gift has gone the gen ius of some of the keenest minds of (he (wen-
tieth cemury! 111is wonderful thing is :l 8rC':II, new, m:lchinc-nol one 
that was designed merely out of scientific curiosity-but Ih:1.( was labortrl 
over by men who knew Ihe riches of its reward, who knew (har its re-
ward was needed and sought by mankind throughout the world, 
W e arc no! a! :111 surprised that a mere ml'Chanical device ClIn be such 
:1 signifiClnt function of our very society. After aH, this is a n/{uhillt age-
the age when our hopes aTe PillllM 10 IheJII((tjj of new machines thai bring 
tomorrow dostr. 
Picrure, if you will, this sml.l1ge and wonderful new thing. It is a [all. 
cold. stccl monster, almOSt a story high. It has no gr.lccful lines, or any 
other esthetic fe:twrcs. It is acrually rather ugly. drab. and crude looking. 
For some droll reason. it has been painted black. And somehow you can 
acruaJly JellSt irs newness. its unique. untried awkwardness. Por this mao 
chine is the first of its kind in the world. T rue, men have made 2HemptS 
to build it before, but here they think they have succeeded. It embodies 
new scientific prilicipltJ. new lilt /both, new IIItllt,iaIJ. Picture it as a revolu· 
tionary contribution to society. 
But le[ us not StOp there. Picrure l lso [he men who stand beside it. 
In1:tgine in this small group the inventors, the builders, the buyers who 
Gillerl for its construction - long before they had the right to even expeCt 
that it would work! And will it work? T his is the thought in the minds 
of all these men. They <Ion't know if its reward will actually be rich -or 
explosive! And you must reali~.<: that these men arc familiar with the ml-
chine, T hey underslaml its operation. Think, though. of [he thoughts of 
the skeptics .. , the press, the public, and the financial and industrial 
leaders of the nation. \'<'h:H will Ihis beast do to the economy, to the 
society; what industri es will be affected ? 
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And if it doesn't wurk. . ? Well, for one thing, tht value of the 
srock of the General Electric Company, as well as the Company's fmure, 
are in the balance. 
Yes, this device is designed to turn Out electric power. Electric power 
.. the force that has reshaped our whole world! Is it any wonder that so 
many are so concerned with the success of this device which, if it works, 
promises to answer Ihe power needs of the futu re for all mankind ? 
This thing it truly a giant lltp in our industrial evolution! 
H ave you guessed what this machine is? I have described a mi\eslOnc 
in power generation ... :1 milestone [hat occurred 53 ynlrs ago!! have juS! 
described a stcam turbine-a machine lhat was built by my company for 
rhe Commonwt<llth Ekctric Company in Chicago. It was installed in 1903 
in the Fiske Street Station. This ma(hinc today sits on d isplay at the 
Schenectady General Electric plant. \'(Ie have labeled it, perhaps immodest-
ly, a monument to the courage that built it. This was the machine upon 
which hung the futUre of power genention When tests on this turbine 
ran well, the srock of the General Electric Company went up. When tests 
ran poorly, the stock fell. Industry watched the pulsebcat of this machine. 
And the story of this machine sounds JUSt like the story of anochcr mile-
stone that is being cstablished even today . the entry of alOmic energy 
in to the realm of power generation. 
l\'ly story aMut the turbine describes our present position in respect 
to atomic energy. It is a position of not really knowing what the outcomc 
of all our efforrs will be. \'(Ie are emering a new phase of power gener:l-
tion-tlu" atomic phase. 
Here then is JUSt another scene in the dnml of power generation. 
These so-called milestones :tee the natUr:J1 rcsults of grOWdl in such an im-
portant function. 
You have aske<! me 10 Iell you lbouc Ihis component of our ~"Conomy , 
power. You have ranked it rightly with such other basic elemC!llS of this 
economy as industry, transportation, research , natural resourceS. , COll-
gratulate you on hlving chosen such a scope of stud y for so significant an 
occasion and am honored 10 have been invited 10 parricipare in such :111 
historic occ~sion. 
For this is a centennial celebration, l milestone in {//loth" basic in~ti­
turion of our society: education. 
I was not invired here ro speak {his evening on education. However, 
you will note thac I have referred here 10 e<!uCltion as tlllolhtr blsic insti-
tution. And, being bt/sic. it must be an integral part of the social and eco-
nomic system of which it is a part. 
So I will pause here a moment to reflc<{ upon Ihe imJXlrtance of the 
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institution of educ:lt ion from the standpoint of the cornp:my which J 
represent, and from rhe c" rremeiy complic~!cd corner of that bu~incss 
which I represent _;lcomic energy. 
We currently have about 13,000 people working in our atomic 0IXra-
(ions in all capacities. Of these, over 2500 :Irc engineers Of scientists,:I 
ratio of nearly one to five. Of these, approximately 250 have do((ors' de-
grees. 
TheS{: engineers :md scientists arc people th:1I we HI,I!f have. Wlc em-
not run a highly tcchniol industry,:Ul Industry that is still developing its 
basic technology, on decisions iI/Ol/e, We dtpelldu Jxm the nation's collegt'S 
and universities to provide us with the men who can develop [he nuclear 
technology from its present state, and mrry ;1 forwllrd to the position it 
mUSt assumc. 
A couple of weeks ~go ~out of curiosity - I cOUlHetl in tl1C hllsines.~ 
section of ~ New York Sunday newspaper the :ldverrisements for engil1cc]"s 
of one kind or anorher. The count : 86. 
To me, this illustrates two things: 
First, industry lIet(/J engineers df5pmlfely-enginccrs of all typt:s. 
Second, since o ur colk-ges :tnd univtrsitics arc the ol't:r:llil1!: arms of 
that b~sic instilUtion, education, they muSt t:lke stock of our move in the 
direction of a tcchnolo~ical existence, :tncl (Icl to /Irep(/re gre:lter numbers 
of mt:n to meet th is demand. 
T he very theme of this week 011 the Missouri campus. "The Next 
100 year.~ of Engineering," is indic:ttive of /JrogmJ in th is direction. 
You are, I hope, :tware of the "Progress " sloWl!1 of my cOlllp:my. 
Progress is :tlso the byword of our society. It is therefore more than coin-
cidental that I shou ld be telling you of power gcnefOltion. For power gen-
eration actually paces rhe progress of industrial developmcnt. Although 
my prime interest at [he present time is in (he irnplcment:llion of :ttOmic 
cnergy info electric power generation, atOmic energy is JUSt :Ino ther parI of 
the greater (unerion: powet Bcneration . 
Let's curn back the Cilend:tr once more, but to a much e:lr lier period. 
When did power become an integral parr of a ~ocia l economy? Per-
haps when the first oxen werc harnessed to a plow. Or when the first flour 
mill used either slave or animal power to grind the gfOlin. Certainly when 
the first Water wht:d was built to run ~ mill, or merely to Ilaul w:tt<: r, there 
were applications of power. So you might say that wherever there was :m 
effort tOI)fodllce, Of to establish the signs of:li1 economy. or to improve 
the lot 0 man, there W jlS power "generated" in some way. 
We normally think of power generation as beginning about the t ime 
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of the indus{ri~l rcvolUlion, in the l:l.tc 18th and early 19th (l·ntury. But, 
from the very beginning, power of onc kind or another h:as been associ· 
ated with «onomie progress. Wherever there was flowing water, men built 
fanorics and mills. The water wheel was {he generator of history. As 
beucr water power was <lcveloped. greater production follow<.xl . Then the 
steam engine became the key to indu~{ri:l.1 power. In manufaCluring and 
transpor~tion ... SUmll rook over. 
As the muhine :lgt evolved, and as nations expanded and their popu-
btions grew. new :lnd bencr wlyS were devised to get things done. \Xfilh 
the harnessing of el«lrieiIY, the reciproc:tting engine and the steam engine 
were put (0 uSC in fltctrifyillp, the world. 
Industry by this time lived by poweri 
Electricity promised to lighr :lnd run rhe emire world. It was quire 
obvious ro some men, however, th:u if v~St quanrities of eleeuicity were 
to be needed, there must be some efficient w~y of generating it. Recipro-
cating engines were doing the job, but far-sighted men saw rhe need for 
generating m:lchincs of f:lf greater e~pacity. 
This brings us up to the ([umadc event of the operation of the first 
big commercial StClm turbinc. 
\'\Iith power gener:ttion as rhe Spillf of the industrial evolution, you 
c~n easily understand why this significant cvcnt was so seriously watched 
by industry. AI ~ner:l.l Electric, where thc Curtis Stelm turbine was de-
veloped. the whole project was filled with excitemem-3nd IIpp"h"I1;01,. 
Even Ihough sever::lI tcst moods of steam turbines had been construCted 
and run, doubt and anxiety were conSt:l1lt complnions of those men to 
whom it meant so much. 
The success of that turbine was tlJJllr(l/lrt of the viral role electricity 
could play in the future of Amcric~n growth. 
This was the beginning of the first ch:lprer in modern power gencrn· 
non. 
The remainder of th~1 chapter is a StOfy of brillialll engineering. and 
of foresighted planning by the power gener;t tion industry. 
Essentially. coal. oil and g:l.S have been used ;l.S the basic energy source 
for the generation of power. The ;l.mount of co:!l needed to generate one 
kilowatt-hour of e!cerric power has been improved from an average of 
:!bout six pounds per kilowatt-hour, to about three-quaners of l pound for 
many modern plants. The value of this progress is evident. How has this 
b«n dOfle? Turbines opcr;tte ar certain tempcr;ttures, pressures, quantities 
of ste:tm·pcr-hour of load. certain s~s, and other given factors. Through 
improvement of these factors, the effICiency of th~ steam turbine, ~nd the 
entire generating plant, has climbed immensely. For example, the :lver~gc: 
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pressures used in these plants have climbed from 850 pounds to aboU! 
1800 pounds. Turbine temperatures have risen from an average of :tboU! 
500° F to about 1000° F. 
Similarly, the practice of reheating the steam after it travels through 
the primary cycle of the turbine has grown from zero in 1947 1O abollt 80 
percem of new units today. Actually, thiJ practice was used earlier in the 
century, but was replaced by other economics. 
In respect to capacity, the "huge" Fiske Street turbine was rart:<l at 
5000 kilowans, while modern lurbinc::s arc rated at dectrical OutputS as 
high as 260.000 kilowatts. 
These arc just some of the highlights of the phenomenal growt h of 
the prime mover of industry, the steam turbine. 
As the turbine grew to such efficiencies and capacities. the gen erator 
followed suit. 
Progress will not allow anything to remain sacn:d. It became evident 
chn steam was not to monopolize the rurbine field. As )'OU wel l know, 
the gas turbine, first cousin of the :lircraft "jet" engine, has been dc::signed. 
developed, and is now used for electric power generation, as well as pipe-
line pumping, and rail transportation. T he principle is the same. T h e ap-
pliClrion has changed. though . Gas rurbines, burning natural gas or cheap, 
Bunker-C fuel (which h:ls to be me/fed before it can be used) have natuml 
advanl1lges in ccrrain p:lftS of the counny. 
Knowing what development has been made in power generation , let's 
take a look ar the future demand for [his basic component of our society. 
Last week, over eleven billion kilowan-hours of electricity were con-
sumed by the American people. D uring the same week in 1955, some-
where over nine billion kilowart-hours were used. This is about a 15% 
increase. This is not a freak variation. Electric power doesn't vary back 
and forth that much. This is !!rowth. 
Another indication of growth is that this year, over 4 million b a bies 
will be born. But 4 million people will not die. This population growth 
will result in a United $llltc::s pOpUi:ltiOIl of over 200 mil/ioll by 1975. 
And besides rhis populnion increase, rhe number of electrical a p pli-
ance.~ per capit:! is increasi ng. Today we require more automatic w:lshers 
and dryers, fans, air conditioners, lights, both for uti lity and decora rion, 
as well as hosts o( other electrical appliances. Also, our ever increas ing 
income levels now bring us more :lnd more of the refinements of bell" 
living. After all, the electric kitchen is here now. Increasing numbers of 
people sleep beneath automatic electric bl ankets, wake up to music pro-
vided by electric clock-radios, :lnd make the morning toast, coffee, and 
scrambled eggs by means of electricity. And in the office, the typewriter 
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has gone elecrric. 
Now ncw devices :Ife being made av~i lab le to us for "t/t/ilion,,/ COll-
venicncc. T he hcat pump. for one. is :1 device that actually uses electricity 
to utilize the heat. or lack of hc;lt. stOred fa r below us in the WO\lnd. 
Imagine heating or cooling your housc without fud! \'V'c1I, you can actu:tlly 
do it 1I0W. 
\"VIe must face up to it. Everywhere we rurn, requiremen ts for incmtsed 
power generation ue glaring ly evident. The Uniled Stales will more than 
double its usc of clectricity with in the next ten years. This is of course 
not just an optimistic feeling. It is baSl'l:l on the fact th:H for lift}, }'c:rrs [he 
electrica! indus[ry has been wowing at this t:Hc. :lnd we can see nothing 
that will ch:1Il~e this r~te except to perhaps incn';:ls(: it . 
So much (or the shorr range fo reca .~ts. By 1980, when we wil] have 
est:tbl ished space satellites. when we may be seriousl), thinking about a 
Ifip ro the moon. when aUlOmobiles will II ave bubble rops, and when 
women's fashions change JUSt as erratica ll y as they do now, we should be 
using about 5 times as much electricity as we will use this year. That 
m;lht mean thaI there will be 5 times as man)' stcam rurbines (of the 
sa me size) :IS there are now. And 5 times :IS much fuel will be re'lu iree, 
in terms of prcsetl! efficiencies. 
LeT's take:l look :Lt the distanr future. In the ye:lr 20%. 100 )'ears 
fro m now, our prcI]ictions tell us that our encrgy reCJuirements per year 
wi ll be between 25 anJ }OO rimes what t hey are now. Ano ther w:ly to 
look:lt these astounding ligures. i~ that in thc ycar 20%, thc world will 
requirt'. for jmt thlll .~lIr. ;tt leaST as much energy as has been used through-
our;tll history \IP to 1956~ 
\"VIhen you begin to see the vast energ), re(luiremcnts of the fmure, 
you realize why future power gencratio n must be calculaTe(] in terms of 
nuclen fuel. 
Therefore, the IIt.W chapter in modern power generation. the chapter 
written in terms of nuclear cnerg}', is YCt 10 be writtcn. As :l mailer of 
faCt, we are in Ihe vcry proccss of writing it now. The first page has nor 
been [lIrned. hut the outline is (:lirly com pleTe, :md rhe writing has begun. 
Let us look, for ;\ moment. at the power gener:ltion cycle, to see 
where :ltomic cncrg)' fit s into the picture. 
Unless we have vast <Juamities o f falling waTer available, we must 
rely on a ma/lollm 10 prodlla Iteam. T his steam , in rurn, paSst:s through the 
turbine, which rurns the generator, produci ng electricity. Atomic cnergy is 
another 10llrre of heat. by which steam can be produced. Essenri:dly, the 
rest of the cycle remains the same. You migh t call atomic energy a new 
fuel. which rCCJuires special hcaT convcrsion facilities. 
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As (1f as power generation is concerned, Ihis new cllcr.':y source does 
nOi allow us to do (Illylhill!: Ihat we arc not alrcad~' capable of doing. Tilc 
advcnt of atomic cntr~y dot's. however, :lssurc us that we can contin ue to 
COlint 011 plenty of elecfric pow(;r, and Ih;Lf we:: c w generate :md use this 
power in morc remme places on the c:lrth. It is another 10llrrt of energy to 
a(ld (0 our store of Cuds. 
There arc: other uses of atOmic energy. to ~ sure. Some of dlCSC used 
h:lvc already been proved. In transportation. for example, there is one 
nuclear powered Navy submarine on du ty right now, :Ind another, the 
$t-awolf. is schcdulc<1 to be under way this yeM. Besides ht(11 energy. aTomic 
fission also produces valuable radiatiOI1 energy. 111e A EC has announced Ihat 
industry is :Ilrcady saving millions of dollars e:tch ye:l.r b}' using radio-
isotopes (or tracing and insIrumelHation. 
There are some areas where it appears that we will be able to accom· 
plish things th:tt wou ld be unanainabJe withou t this newly ha rnessed 
force. In thc realm of research we now have ~vail~blc to us very h igh 
neutron flux densities over relatively large :jrtls. 'nl is promises co promote 
matcrials, agricultural. chl':mic~ l , :lnd medic~l studies. There af(: reports 
th~t therl': may be:tn applic3tion o( radiation energy to the reactions of 
petrochemica l processes, increasing the effeCtivcncss of th is already boolll-
mg industry. \'qe actually <]0 not know where :III of the uses of nucle3r 
fission will be found. 
All of the projCCtCl:] uses of atomic cnerAY have recen tly bcc..-n the sub-
ject of :1 nine man civilian pand, sponsored by t he government. T his 
McKinny Pwcl has subm;ued to Congress its report. which is :111 out· 
standingly thorough insight into the fmure of aromic energy. 
It is wdl founded, though, that for the predictable future, electric 
power gener:Hion will be rhe dominant appliC:llion. 
Perhaps J should Stop here (or JUSt long enough to assert one fact. 
Atomic energy is not going to PUt oil, or coal, OUt of business, ev(!n rhough 
it 11';// ultimately take over many of the fossil fuel jobs. There is plenty of 
coa l, oi l, and gas to go aroun<] now. \'q(! ClCpt"Ct that there wi ll Ix: suffi-
cient amounts for many years to come. lllc petroleum io<lusrry still locues 
more recoverable crude oil every year than it uses. But the gap between 
the amount fOlllld and the amount /lltd is slowly dosing. As the COSt of 
recovering conventional (uel goes up, the need for atOmic pow(!r success 
tIlCre:lses. After all, only about 3% of the oil business and 1:)% of (he 
narur:tl gas business is in Ix>wer generalion. Both of these fIgures, accord· 
ing to the peuoleum people, arc dccreasing. 
The coal situation is sl ightly different. T he major usc of co:!.l today 
is for power generation. This will con tinue. In the year 1980, we est ima(e 
(ha[ four times as much coal will be used (or power as is use<1 oow, and 
we estimate rim of the total power being generated at that time, 68% will 
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be by co:t1, oil and IPs; only 23% will be by atomic energy. This certainly 
shows anything but pessimism about the relationships of these energy 
sources. Also, the fossil fuels ~re fl1lding. and will contine to find, many 
more Wies other than as a fuel. 
W e have JUSt examined some st~rtling faCtS about the (mure of power 
generation. Use of coal will increase, but nOt at the Tate of demand. 
Here is where the at()/!/ steps in. 
Rest assured that it will nOt be a Jlld s'artiffl lIIi/ify that orders an 
Homic power pbnt. It will be a (OSI cOlIJciofIJ utility that docs it. The COSt 
of using conventional fuels is higher in some areas of the world, and of 
this country, than in Other areas. It is these areas thaI will firs! change 
over to nuclear fuel. 
Exactly how fast do we expect atomic power plantS to take ~I part in 
the role of power generation) To arrive at realistic figures, we assumed 
that when the cost of electricity generated by nuclear fuel is C<Jual to con· 
ventionally generated power, half of all new install:ltions will be nuclear. 
When the nuclear generated power is \0% cheaper in that area, all new 
plantS there will be nuclear. This is rather basic economics; it is also rath· 
er conservative. 
Now let's look at the number of new power plantS that wil l be 1It1c1ear. 
In 1%5. only a small fraction, maybe 2% will be able to compete econom-
ically, due to the newness of the art . In 1970, about one-eighth of all new 
plams being installed will be nuclear powered. In 1975 it will still be less 
than half, but in 1980 it will have jumped to two-thirds. 
Tlut is twenty· five years away, but I would call two-thirds of all new 
power plants in 2:i years, especially the IIf>:' 2:i years, a rather big order. 
Now let 'S look at the 100ai capacity of (/1/ power plants that are in 
operation in this same 25 year period. As we said earlier, there must be 
at le:1S( '5 times as much total capacity by 1980 to answer the demand. But 
one quarter of it will be nuclear powered. This also means that there will 
be four times as many conventional powere(1 plants then ~s now. Still 
another way to observe this, is that the nuclear power plant business will 
be Jour limn as big in 1980 as the conrmliollal power pLlnt business is 111)/1.1. 
(And as we JUSt said, that will be only ~ of the business.) 
Enough for figures. It is apparent that .acomic energy will become an 
integral part of power generation. It won't be because atomic energy is 
novel; it will be because it is needed. 
How do we stand right now ) I described for you the suspense behind 
the building of the first big steam turbine. I did this to illustrate that 
powcr generation, in thc atomic age, is now in the Mlllf pOlilion as it was 
:i3 years ago. 
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Despite ~II the anxiety, all the suspense, we C3n justify a great deal 
of confidence in the furure of power genera tion for juSt one fun d:unenral 
reason: the film who arc doillg Ibt job. 
It is deeply satisfying to observe ~ young engineer, perh aps out of 
college only twO or three years-maybe 2' years old -working on :t prob-
lem, the outcome of which will :tnswcr questions affecring whole 11;\tions, 
:dfecting the future of the utilization of this powerful force . 
• • • 
have ddiber.ucly painted the picture of a new and unseuled indus-
try. The General Elenric Company has been in this business for about 
twemy years and believe it or 110t. that makes liS old timers. 
During the thirties. Drs. Kingdon and Pollock, of our Rcse:trch L:tb-
outory. began work which culmin:tted. in 1940, with the isola tion of 
Ur:tnium 23', as the fissionab le isorope of uranium. 
During the scrolld \'(forld \Xf:t r, General Electr ic scielll ists werc on 
loan ro thc Manh3tt~n Oisuin Projcct for rhe development of the nuclear 
weapons that precipitated the cllli of the w:tr. 
Then in 1946, the new Atomic Energy Commission :lsked Genera l 
Electric to take over rhe opcr:ttion of its Hanford plutonium producing 
facility in Richland, \'(fuhington. T here. we h:tve constructed :tnd opef"JtOO 
lar~e rC':lctors for the ~overnmem for over nine yc:tts. 
Also in 1946. General Elenric was askalto set up the Knolls Arom ic 
Power Laboratory in Schencctady, New York. There, wc develo}X-d and 
fabricated the prototype rcaclOr for the submarine Seawolf, and opcrued 
it at ncarby W~t MilTOn. T he accu:d Sc~wol f power plant w:ts al so bu ilt 
there fOf the N:tvy and AEC. 
At West Mi lton, incident:tlly, the (ree world's fi rst commerci~ ll y dis· 
uibutc<l aromic power was gener:u a l. Gencrll EIC'Crric ins[:\lIed, It its own 
expense. l turbi lle-~eneraTOr SCt. and oper.Hed ir with ste:lm from the &;1-
wolf protot),pc re:lctor. On last Jul y 18, rhe lines of the Nilgar:l ./I,·lohawk 
Company carried this power to homes, fums, lnd industry. 
The Submarine Advanced ReaCtor, ~ newer type of submarine propu l-
sion reaCtor, is now being developed :H [he Knolls AlOmi c Power L:tb-
oratory. 
Another General Electric atOmic activity is centcred in the Aircraf[ 
Nuclear Propulsion Department, in Evcnd;l.le, O hio. This facil ity is o p-
emet! for the AEC ~nd rhe USA F to develop and build an ai rcraft atomic 
propulsion plant. 
Narurally, :tll of these facilities I have mentioned are closely res tricted. 
However, J can say th:tt Gener:tl Eicclfic h;15 supplied many, m:tny tech-
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nie-ally trained men to these opcrouions to help C<luip this nation fOf atomic 
prep:uc<lness. 
Now that we arc in the comml·rcial - or peacetime-atomic field, we 
h:lVc SCt up a special dcp:mmcnt 10 handle this fast growin.': business. 
Shortly. we shall relocate in San Jose, California. where the projeCt is al· 
ready under way for the design and ,leveiopmelH of the nuclear power 
plant for rhe Commonwealth· Edison Comp:tny of Chicago. 
You will pardon me if I have digressed a bit co tell you of the back· 
ground of my comp~ny. I fed th:u it is a r:lther impressive one, :md it in· 
fluences the st~tements that [ have made reg~rdi ng the future of the nu· 
clear power generation business. It is also represcnrative of the grc:tt activo 
ity in which hundreds of businesses arc engaged right now. 
Wle h:l.ve sttn what the hiswry of power genera tion has been, what 
its milestones rcprcsem, and what its future demand promises. How then 
lire we preparing 10 mcct this bright future? \'(Ihat is some of the actual 
work being done in power genention today? 
First. conventional equipment is nOt sitting arou nd waiting 10 be 
kicked off the fence. T he steam turbine, for example, is more efficient 
tuJ:lY than ever before. 
An tXlllllplt of this progress is shown by a new steam turbine th~t we 
have completed an d arc now tescing. Th is tu rbin e operates :I t an initial 
pressure of 4~()() pounds, over 200 pounds higher than any previous de· 
sign, :l.nd an initial temperature of 1150 degrees, ~o degrees higher than 
ever before. There He of course cettain inherent problems in this great 
advance in engi neering. But, in t he neu futu re, when machines wi th 
ntings of 400,000 kilow~us Of higher arc rr1uimi, such st<::l.m conditions 
will be able: 10 ~fford an improvement in heat rate of ~bollt 6% over rur· 
rendy planned machines. 
Also, we ~re now actively swdyi ng the feas ibility of combini ng the 
steam turbine and g~s turbine cycles. T hough this is the very early stage, 
it has some very promising advan t~ges. 
Second, the government and priv:He industry arc worki ng hard to 
hasten the day of atomic power generation as a reali ty. The Atomic Ene:rgy 
Commission has inaugunted programs designed to prove the: feasibility of 
atomic power. One is the government sponsored experimental fClietor pro-
g ram. Under this progr~m, all the important types of power re~crors ate 
being buil t. on a small scale, at scver:al of the AEC facili ties. These r<::lClOts 
wi ll provide information on projected systems. 
Examples :I.te the liquid fueled fe:l.ctors at Los Alamos, Oak Ridge, 
and at Brookhaven. Some: of these have been built and oper:l.ted, and 
others arc being built. The sodium reactor experiment, being built by 
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North Americ~ n for the govern ment, will study the usc of sodium as :1 
eoohm for power reanors. The Argonne N~t ional Laborarory, operated 
as part of the Un iversity of Chicago, has developed a boiling water prin-
ciple which has proven out as a power reactor possibi lity. 
Another of these programs is (he POWtf delllonstrnion program, 
whereby utilit ies will submit proposed plans for an aromic power plant 
to the AEC, and if it seems to he feasible, the government will gram 
funds to help defray the devd opmem:11 COSts. Under this progra m comes 
the Consumer's Public Power District of Nebraska, which is proposing a 
sodium type reactor; the Duguesnc POwer and Light Company plant at 
Shippingport, Pa.; and the Yankee Atomic Electric Co., which proposes a 
pbnt, si mi hr to the D uquesne plant, for the New England area. 
Still another grou p of pLulfled power plants is being underraktn by 
private industry. One proposed pb nr under this curgory is for the Con-
soJid:l1ed Edison Company of New York. Th is promises to be a very new 
type of insu ll:ttion, using both nuclear and w nvcntional fuel. It is pbnned 
to incorporate the use of thorium with the llranium fuel, which would 
be bred inw a fission:lble for m of uranium for prime usc in rhe reactor 
after breeding. 
Another pl:lnt is tht om: which the General Electric Company will 
build for the Commonwealth-Edison Compan)' of Chicago. Associated 
with the Commonwealth-f:<lison Comp:lIly in this undertaking is the Nu-
clear Power Group. Inc. Included in this group arc the Union Electric 
Company of Missouri, and rhe Ka nsas City Power & Light Company. 
Pacific Gas & Electric, American Gas & Electric, Commonwealth-Edison, 
Illinois Power & Light, Centra l Il linois Light Company, and (he Bechtel 
Corporation arc also members. 
The p b nt, known as the D resden Station, will be the largest all-
nuclear power pl:lllt in the world. \'<Ii(h a cap:lCity of 180,000 kilowatts, 
it will be completely pri vately fi nanced. The heat source for this station, 
the General Elcctric D ual-Cycle Boiling Water reactor, will, we believe, 
be able to compete economically with convencional types of plants sooner 
th:m any other reactor type being considered now. The plant is scheduled 
to be in ope ration in 1960. 
• • • 
From art icles in the papers rega rding am mic power-from what I 
have said about all the different approaches that are being taken to prolling 
atomic power-and from the very fact that you asked me here tonight to 
fell you something of these acriviries, you cm easi ly see the signal interest 
in making :(mmic energy a working reality. 
or course, it lillI/ix: done . We don ' t know III/Jic/J reactor system will 
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prove best. W e don't know wh:u the solution to III of our mljor prob-
lems will bring. They ffily well bring mort probltmJ. These problems an: 
such things :IS the Jafol} of these pl:tntS, Ihe illJllra"a that we must obtain 
before we Cln opernte the plants. the (()Jt lnd availabilit) of nuclear mate-
fi:lls with which to opera te the plants, the intricate inaftr;(//J problems 
that hlll"l' to be solved before nomic plants Girl be competitive. 
T ruly a breath-taking furure. And truly a breath.taking amy of prob-
lems to be faced and sol ved. Private industry, the government. rhe institu· 
tions ... aI/ will faCtOr into the solutions of these problems. 
W e are not in any more untenable a position than th:l t of Ihe pro-
moters of the first steam turbine. The atOmic energy industry will drive 
just as hard, sweat JUSt as hard, and succeed j llst {ff brillillllll} :IS did rhe 
,Ienri cal industry, I ;1111 (onfident. 
• • • 
Once more, though. the centen ni lll cdebr:l tion of the University of 
Missouri. "The Next 100 Ye:trs of Engineering." Atomic power genera· 
tion will NOT succeed unless we begin rhe nexi 100 ye:t rs of engineering 
..• 1I01l!. 
Unless we brearh li fe intO it, NOTHING will grow, except the grass 
under our fttL 
If the world is to appreci:l!e and lcCept :Itomic power, it shou ld first 
appreciate the roI, of power. of denrical energy. This is a vcry colorful 
stOry lO be tOld lOOu t power generation. Here is power-power rhlt cooks 
our sted .. . lnd our food ! Power thlt lights our homes :md the opernting 
rooms of our hospitals. Power that brings us comfort and strength. 
All hiscory is divided into hundred·year increments. An institlltion 
('hat can share these increments with history is in<iee(1 in ~ position to 
anrici palc the needs or the (uture. 
Today we are all ~ware of the de:trth of college trained people, cspe· 
ci:a.lly engineers and scienrisrs. N or only the progress of powcr gencf1Ition , 
bu t o f ll! the basic funCtions thll are 10 be discussed at rhis celebrat ion, 
!Ire sorely in need of these creative minds. 
So with the s~me breath that I cong ratu late you, I chugc yo.u to 
furn ish even more tr3ined minds. And if the progress that is ro be pre-
diclcd this week is to be realiled, you have no alternative but 10 accept 
this charge. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
OF THE 
FUTURE 
Eugene J . McNeely 
EUGENE J. McNFf.l.Y, :a n:uivc: of J ackson. lI.'l issouri, re· 
((: ;'1(:([ his B.S. in Elccnic3t Engineeri ng degree from the Uni· 
versifY of Missou r i. After his graduation, he successively held 
~ variety of ]>ositions with Soudlwcsrcrn Bell Telephone Com-
pany. Among these, he has been general plant \~rson ncl su-
pervisor, area plant superintendent, and general pa ll! man:lgcr. 
[n 1948, Mr. McNeely served as assis tant vice president in 
the American Telephone and Telegraph Company Personnel 
Reladons Department. H e la ter was deere<! vice president (op-
erations) of the Northwestern Bell Telephone Company. and 
finally became president of the company. 
In 19::;2 he was clcClcd vice preside n t of the A merican 
Telephone and Telegraph Compa ny in charg(: of P(:rsonnel 
Relations. bt(:r he took cha rg(: of the Depanm(:l1 t of Op(:ra-
tion and Engineering, and in 19~~ h(: was elected a director 
and appoi nted executive vice president and a member of the 
executi ve committee of the company. 
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COMMUN ICATI ONS OF T H E FUT UR E 
EUGENE J. MCNIlFLY 
I)c:m Croft, members of (he facuhy. alumni, students. and friends of 
rhe School of Engin(:cring. 
I alll delighted at the opportunity to sh are in this ceJebr:J.tion. 
The past 100 years in engineering cJ\IC:l.t ion here :It Missouri have 
contributed in full share ro rhe story of human progress, and there is no 
doubt but that these 100 year.~ have left a solid challenge to the fUlure:. 
II has been juSt a liule over a cen rury since Ihe ability of one human 
being 10 communicate instantly with :1nothcr was limiu:d to the line of 
sight or range of human hearing. In 1832 Samuel Morse invented the 
telegraph. In 1876 Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone ( that 
is JUS t 80 years ago), The wireless was invented in 18% by f'o.hrconi, and 
the firs! rransconrillent~l telephone circuit was put into service in 19 1'-
JUSt a linle over 40 years ago. The first TV picture was SCnt over the wires 
in 1927. 
It's interesting to imagine how different history wouI<I be if there had 
alw3Ys been ~ tdephonc. Paul Revere woul<ln't have ma<le his (,mous ride. 
Genei'll Custer might nO! have been trappt:d ~ t Litde Ilig Horn-nor 
Davy Crockeu ~t the Alamo. 
Each January, the people down in Louisi~na celebrate the ~nniversary 
of the Banle of New Orleans -fought J:lI1uary 8, 181' . 
The inv3ding British army -twelve thousand veterans of the wars 
against Napoleon - marched row:nd New Orleans. They were mel by 
Andrew Jackson ~nd his p~tchwork army of backwoodsmen, The baule 
laSted fift~n minutes. In tha t time, the coonskin-capped frontiersmen shot 
down twO thousand men. The invader wen t to his ships and sailed away. 
It was an exciting victory-but a tragedy. Because- two weeks before 
- 3. ~ace trea ty had been signed on nCUl n l soil-in far off lklgium. It 
rook a month for the news to reach New Orleans by boat from Europe. 
The communications service we have today would have brought the 
news of the peace tre:ny Ihe moment it was signed. 
In less than SO years the "toy" of Alexander G raham Bell has become 
the nerve system of a n:Ltion. Today the Bell System is one of the world's 
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largcst priv:ne enterprises-with nearly $15 billion in :lSSCts. It joins with 
4700 independent telephone coinp:mies in this counrry 10 give the best 
telephone service in the world. Together they interconncct more than ~6 
million telephones here at home and can connect with some 40 miIIiOfl 
in the world outside. This country, with 6% of the world's I>opula tion, 
has 57% of the world's telephones. 
Thefe is in the pl:Hlr of the communications service of this country 
sufficient wire ro circle the globe 10,000 times or to make 500 round trips 
to the moon. In the next five years, in rhe Bell System alone, we plan to 
engineer and buil<l wire plant sufficient 10 circle the world another 5,OCO 
rimcs. This will be in ad<lition to the circuits we will obt:lin from the usc 
of microwave an<l coaxial systems. 
While OUf communications industry a$ a whole is big, it is esstTltially 
a commun ity operation, and it ca n only survive as now constituted if it 
works for the good of the community from 1M comm,mily'J point of virw. 
Sueh is the scope of communications today-in aggreg:He luge to 
serve a nation, yet dedicated to the beSt interest of each local community. 
My own connection with the industry has been 3<1 years- a littie 
over one-third of a cemury. Thirty-four ye:lrs ago we looked forw:trd to 
great progress lx:cause we had tWO major developments on which to build 
-the electromagnetic relay :lnd the vacuum rube. TOI:i:ly's communiC2-
tions systems have been built around these twO instrlunentalities. LeSt [ 
be accuS(;(1 of oversimplification, let me hasten 10 add that countless other 
devices h:lVe played essential roles. But in the main there were JUSt tWO 
(und~mellt :lls-the rclay (or the complic:ltc<l job of interconnecting tele-
phone lines and the vacuum tube (or extending transmission to 8re~t dis-
ranees. Thesc were the foundation stones. Each has given birth to a v~s r 
art. Yet both have grave limit~tions. So to<lay we arc going on to build 
a new communications art, about which I will say ~omething hter. 
So much for the pasr. The subject you have assignt<.l me is "The Ntxt 
100 Years in Communications." That is a difficulr subject, because wh~t 
happens in the next 100 years will depend on you and your fellow Stu-
dents all over the COUntry, and I don't know you all well enough to fore-
caSt what you will do. 1 don't know how hard you arc going to work or 
how ingenious you will be, how much delermination you will have, how 
wleranc and understanding you will be of your fellowmen, or how wetl 
you will work on a [e~m. 
I <10, however, know a great dcal ~bout some of the members o( your 
generation, and that gives me confidence. It leads me to believe that you 
arc mature, sdf-rcliam and capable. All of us have every reason to expect 
gre~t things of you. 
In addition to your own capabilities you will start out with a lot 
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more b;{sic knowledge, and you will have beller building blocks with 
which to work. 
JUSt as 34 )'e:a rs ~go we <Iidn't even dream of television, r:lclaf, micro-
wave systems, swi tching systems with built in logic :md memory, con, 
trolled :atomic energy :a nd other such developments, it is s: l(e to say thac 
you and your associates will develop things in the next half c(mury that 
h~ven't been dreamed of tod:ry. 
I do W~nt (0 ((~ll you of some of the new things that mOSt cerrainly 
will open new visl3s in the communic:uion fid~1. 
In modern science, even more cle:rrl y th:1I1 in other affilirs, Ihe seeds 
of the future lie in the prese nt. Here, if anywhere, coming I;Vl;nts cast 
sh:ldows before. 
A few years ago, a new device known :IS the tr:msislOf was invented 
~t Bell Laboratories. As Dr. Kelly, preside nt of the: Laboratories said, 
"'Ilt is device is one of those big break-throughs in science: Ihal occur only 
at rare intervals. JUSI as the vacuum tube :lI1d the rday symbolized the 
past em, the transiSlOr wi ll symboli7.e the era beginning [Q unfold:' 
"Fortune" m:ag:lzine ch:mlCtcrizcd it in these words, " The tr:msistor 
and its minute relat ives will almost certainl y stimul:atc gre:rter changes 
in commerce and ill<lustry th:r n reaction motors. synthctic (Ibers, or even 
perhaps atomic energy. In the transistor and thc new solid-st:ate elec· 
tronics, man may hope 10 find a brain to match aromic energy's muscle." 
In Ihe Ielephone business. Ihe transistor is :ll ready:r vilal part of 3n 
eleCtrical brain. It wi ll ultimatel y ena ble any Il:ltphone user to d ial his 
calls across the continellt :IS easily :rs he now <Iials his calls across the sm:ct. 
In fact. people in many communities arc alre:ldy <Ioing so. 
All e<Juiptnent will be miniaturi zed (of parricul:lf impon:lIlce on the 
military side), and the power requin.'(1 will Ix: small indeed comp:rred with 
the present. The equipment elemellts will function in mill ionths of;{ sec· 
ond instead of tenths of a sc<:ond as at preSC"l1t. In a millionth of a second 
we now nOt onl)' know how to swilch something, but even 10 perform 
~ore com plc)( opera tions involvi ng choices based on conditions :at the 
Itlstant. 
Transistors arc in various products now on the market. in secret war dc-
vices. and Dick Tracy's wristwatch radio is closer to a commerci al reality 
because of it. (In faCt, I have one here-you c:an sec it is much sm aller 
Ihan ~ pack of cig~retles. It is not in com mercial prodUCTion - merely a 
labor:nory stunt moJeI.) 
TIle Bell Sobr Batter)" which convertS sunlight directly into elcctrictl 
energ)' is new, and is being used on one c)(perimental project to provide 
telephone service. Also, strca llcd over the horizon radio service is being 
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tried on an experimental basis to provide telephone service beru'een Florida 
and Cuba. 
Our ill«;rcity network resembles a huge spider web. Great progress 
has been m~lde in irs (levcloplllcnc. Th is web is composed of microwave 
radio systems, cooxial cable systems, aerial ~nd underground abIes equipped 
with carrier, and traditional open wire. 
Each microwave ch~nnel can be equipped to carry up to 1,800 circuits 
as OIn also each pai r of rubes in a coaxial cable. 111t: microwave systems send 
their energy in a direct beam and so do not "broadcast" their waves. Thus, 
they do not use up frequencies badly needed for radio, television and the 
military. As I am sure all of you know, there is a great demand for radio 
frequencies, so much so that their 'scarcity is the limiring factor in the de-
vdopmC"llt of mobile-radio telephone service and commercial plane-to· 
ground service. 
The network of intercity circuits continues to grow. Last year. for ex-
ample. we established another "b:tckbone" roule across the country. This 
uses both r:tdio relay and cm.xial OIbles, which nn carry hundreds of con-
versations as well as television. To make cven surer that essential services 
will be m:lintained in time of disaster. al1(1 :t lso to provide for continuing 
growth. we :lre working on construction of '.500 miles of new "express" 
routes. These will by-p~lss congested areas th:lt might be primary t:Hgers 
in event of war. and will connect with c:xisting routes outside such arca5. 
Our network serving the television industry continued to grow in 
1955. The network now re:lches 390 stations in some 260 cities. and on 
carry color programs 10 about 270 st:ttions in more than lSO cities. In ad-
dition to television broadclsting. there is considerable use of "closed-
circuit" networks for sports cvents and sales meetings. Last year, for ex-
~mplc, thcrc were more th:tll 2' closed·circuit programs, each going to 
theaters, hotels or other loc:tlions in citics across the country. For sales 
m(."(:tings. color shows merchandise to best advantage. In 195', we u5(."(1 
closed·cireuit color tclevi ~ioll ourselves to promote :1 nationwide telephone 
sales progr:llll, ;md to good clTect. 
Communications in the new era will be favorably affected by a com-
plctdy new philosophic concept known ~s the "information theory." Srated 
simply, this theory tells us that all information can be measured in "bits" 
(a "bit" is a yes or no answer-a rclay on or 01T. a capacitor with or with· 
out a charge.) These bits of information can, of course, be expressed in 
pulses. The field for developmcnr has great promise. Instead of carrying the 
pulses in dilTerent frequencies they can be interspaced in millionths of a 
second. Thus, you ~nd I can both be 1~lking on the same circuit on Ihe 
same frequency at the same time -the pulses e~rrying your voice will be 
sent at intervals between the pulses carrying my voice. 
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It is found that information can be re~diJy srOte<1 as well as crans· 
mined in "bits," A memory tube of the size I have here is C:lpablc of stor-
ing 16,000 bits of information and rhis little one inch S<:Ju:m: picce of gbss, 
covered with phocographic emulsion, Stores 256,000 bits. 
Within rhe next two years we expect to pur into service the first elec-
tronic switching office. The memory tube will be an important pan of this 
office. W hereas today when you dial a number a thousand or more relays 
must operate to pur your caU through, the new electronic system will have 
no moving parts, It will be self· testing, will of itself indicate trouble sPOtS, 
will have a good logic system, lots of memory at low co~t . and will occupy 
less than a quarter :15 much space as presenr systems. 
Next year is the c~ntenl1i~tI of the first rr:mS1t1:lIltic rclegraph cable. 
That cabl~ lasted only a few hours before it broke and , beC1\use of the Civil 
W ar and other reasons, it was 10 years before permanent telegraph com· 
munications were established with our neighbors ~Kro~s the Atbrnic. 
Now 100 years later, we are about to complete laying the first [fans-
atlamic telephone cable. It is fining that Ihis cable should be completed 
on rhe 100th anniversary of the University of Missouri School of Engint."er· 
ing, since Mervin Kelly, pn.:sidenr of the Bel l laboratOries who headed 
rhe devtlopmenr work 011 the cable. and Clto Craig, who heads the BelJ 
System, arc both gNdu1tes of this school. 
Before looking further to the future, let us Stop and take a c10ser look 
at today - where we sram] in histOry and how communic(tions arc a f.1Ctor. 
Our \X'estcrn civilization is thre:ltcned by an i(lcology that seems bent on 
destroying our way of life. If open warfare should come for which we were 
not prepared, our civili zation could collapse or be Set back hundreds of 
years. To help prevent such a cataclysm, we arc building a defense system. 
The telephone s(stem is an essential part of this defense setup. Re-
cently the DircctOr 0 Communications of the Air Fqrce said, "As :!n assis· 
tance to national defense. pan icularly in the air defense aspects, the tele-
phone system is becoming a greater nationa l asset each year." 
All branches of the Bell System are continuously at the service of the 
Army, the Navy, the Air Force and other government departments. \X'e 
do not make it our praCtice to seck military contraCts. but when we are 
as ked to perform work in the fields where we are speci ally <lualified, we 
make special effort to meet the requests. There are three reasons why we 
are called on. First, communications are literally the first line of ddensc. 
Second, modern weapon syStems use in large measure the same an that 
we use in telephone systems. Thi rd, the skills of communication experts 
cover the whole range of inventing, building and operating systems that 
usc this art. 
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[n 1955, Bell Laboratories continued to work on electronic merhods for 
the cOlltrol of new defense weapons, and Western Electric, our manufac-
turing arm, maintai ned high-level produClion of"NI KE" guided missile 
sysrcrns to prOtcct Americln cities. Also l:lSl year a 1,500.milc submarine 
cable system was completed for a guided-missile test range over tropical 
w~ters north of the Caribbean; this was largely engineered by the bbon-
tories and built by \Xfestern Electric. In the far north, construction pro-
ceeded on the Distant Early W:lrning Line of radar stations, and also on 
related military communication facilities in Alaska . T he Sandia Corpon-
tion, Western Electric's subsidiary, continued to man:lge the A tomic Energy 
Commission's Sandia bboratory in New Mexico, which develops and de-
signs alOmic we:lpons. 
The Air Force has asked us to provide certain services for its pro-
posed scmi-:lUlOmatic air warning and control system known as SAGE. 
This is a system for tying together radars and defense weapons th rough 
a chain of electronic computing centers. It was developed b)' lhe Lincoln 
LaboralOries of M.L T. , and is being built to provide the nation a more 
nearly automatic defense ag:linst :lir atr3Ck. Ir is not il new air defense sys-
tem, but an improvement over the existing system for which the tele-
phone companies now provide communications. \'(Iestcrn Electric has been 
called on to dcsign and supervise construction of key government-ow ned 
buildings, and to coord inate engi neering ~nd :IJministr:nive work. The 
Bell telephone compl,nies, an{1 the non- Bell companies likewise, are to pro-
vide the interconnecting communication fa cilities and services. 
Among rhe chores that the SAGE system will perform are the follow-
ing: First, tr:msmi t the knowk<lge of any possible airCNft target to centralizoo 
locations; sC(ond , compare each Righ t with innumerable known flights of 
friendly aircraft; third, SOrt out and Spot any enem), Right; four th, com-
pure and advise which form of defense is best for the problem as it pre-
sents itself. (this may involve int erceptor pbnes, NI KE, or other weapons 
still under rhe cloak of secrecy): and finally_ if interceptors arc involved, 
guide the pilot to his target and guide him home after rhe batde. 
I mention all of this defense activity because I feci very strongly that 
the :.Jvancement of the communication art in the next 100 years will de-
pelld upon our ability to defend ourselves against allY style or form of ag-
gression. Approxi mardy half of Bell Laboratorie's effort is now being spent 
on military projects assigned by the government :md approximately \13 of 
\Xfestern Elecrric's output is for the government. I wish I could tell you 
:1 great deal more about these activities, but I can't, for securi ty reasons. 
Suffice it to sa)' rhat every time I visit with the com mu nications people 
working on military projeces, 1 am thrilled. Please don't misunderstand 
me-we afe onl)' a pan of a great research team. Our drorts mUSt be inte-
grated wirh the efforts of many other great organizations. 
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To r('curn now to civilian communications in (he furute-the kinJ of 
work we would much prefer to spend all our cITons on if world conditions 
would permit. There arc some predictions that (:In be made without hcsi-
rndon. The communications industry will grow. The CUTren! Iypes of serv-
ice will be improved in their usefulness, lnd new forms of communiCl._ 
{ions service will become lvailablc. 
T his year the telephone C:l.bles to England will be completed and 
telephone conversations ro London and the Continent will be as good and 
as dcpcnd:lbk as any other intercity conversations. By the end of this year 
a submarine cable to Alaska will be in service, and by the end of next ye:u 
one will be completed [0 Hawaii. \Vlc shou]<1 have rhe ~ond pair of tele-
phone cables to Europe by 1961. 
By the ye:tr 2000-if the population forecast of 300,000,000 is re:tched 
-there should be more than 100,000,000 telephones in service in this 
country. Most of them will likely be in color. An extension in each room 
should Ix: as commonplace ~s an electric outlet by eKh ch~ir. Party lines 
should disap~r. Hands free telephones will be in general usc :tnd a second 
line to residence will be commonplace. 
Cigarette-sizt paging devices will be regul:lrly used in the next fcw 
yC:HS. They can be carrie<1 in thc pocket or purse, so th:!1 anyone can call 
you to thc ncarest telephone regardless of where you :If(:. 
Six-hundrtd-word-pc!r.minute-magnetic tape lelCI),PC tr.msmission will 
be plac('d in commercial service to supplement the present 6O-word. 
Data transmission over regular telephonc eirwits will be used general-
ly, permitting efficient centralized bookkeeping by national concerns. 
T he usc of facsimile over regular telephone circuits wi!l be extended. 
Television and other forms of visual communications will be used in 
industry. 
Extensive research is being carried out on an entirely new system of 
mass production of intercity circuits, and it stems reasonably S:l fe 10 pre· 
dict that a hollow tulx: waveguide transmission system in which tWO hol-
low pipes associaled with appropriate elenronic circuiny will handle (ens 
of thousands of voice circuits and hundreds of TV pictures. 
These are only a few of the things that one can readily foresee in the 
civili an picture. 
The military picture cannOI be freely discussed. 
I am glad that you can sec:1 NIK E missile for yourself. I know you 
can visualize the potentialities of Ihe principles used in it. I know thaI 
you can sec the nccessiry for the rapid compiel ion of the DEW line arournl 
our northern OutpostS, fhe intcrmediate warning lines and the SAGE sys· 
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rem and why so lin!\: c:m be said about them. 
Those of us ill commullicuiollS now :md those of you who may join 
us will carry :I hC:lvy responsibility. now. and in rhe )'cars ah(;ad both for 
the ddcllse of our COUlllr)' :l!1d for the mainftll:lllce of good com mu nica-
tions which :Ire so necessary to nur way of life. 
There are twO things rh:!! might seriously h:l1nrx:r til(: growth In COllI-
111 unicatiOIl s. 
Firs!' polit ical or Icgisl:ttive re~ubtions so restrictive as to ham per 
m:lI1agcri:tI funclions :lIld choke "fT expansion and growth. We h:lve secn 
m:!!I)' proposals of th i .~ kind m:lde from timc to timc. 
Thc second thing th:u wou ld seriOIlSl)' hm<iiclp or Stop devciopment 
in the c()!1llntmiC:ltions licid would be lack of ade\lu:lte C:lfllings. The com· 
munications industry is a reguLtted industry - its r:l!es and earnings arc SCI 
by sr:ue :md federa l rq.:ul:uOfY :IlHhorit ies. To prO,l:n.;ss. a ut ility must :Ir 
:111 times pay ils owners ad ...... luatciy for Ihe use of their l11"ne)'. 
Prcsidel1l Ed Clark of Ihe Souti lweStefil Hci l Tciepholle Gnlll':IIl)' put 
It very :Iptly Ihis )'C:lr in his annual report: 
'"Regul:uOf), authorities :Hl: recognizing thal low eamings b)' :1 utility 
do not indicue Ih:ll Ihe Clll11p:ll1y is llper:ll ing :11 maximum efficiel1c),. 
'" A ( 111111':111)' with in:l<k'luatt" carn i ng~ C:lnnot 0ptT:lte :ll1d phn its 
fUlUrt" dli.:uivdy. It is Ollr hdief tlmt regul:umy b<.ld i e~ will look more in-
(() dw IOIl)-:"r:l11J.:c piallllin,a.; in the fu ture :tnd Ihis will result in even ber-
ter service dUll 1Vt" h:lve toda),. :lIld ultim:llely :11 a lown COSt (han rhc 
CUSlOl11cr would otherwise h:lve to pay" 
So far 1 have emph:lsi~\·d Ihin;.:s. 1110re lhin,J.;s ;Ind:l fell" ide;ls. Yet I 
h:lve lefl until now rhe most important cleme\H in :tny organiz:lliol1-
pcople. The succeSS (I f ally o rga n i Z:I! i (I n - busi ness, ci ty, or na riOIl depcnds 
upon rhrec things: (1) the kind of F~:()plc in it- Ihcir dl:II~lctcr, rhcir:lbili · 
q '. their ohjt"Ctives: (2) tht: 1110nt:y. 111:Ilt"ri:d. information . t"(luipment :Ivail· 
:Ihlc: :lnd (.~) how well lhe p(~)plc work togt"ther ~S:I tt::III1. 
To rhost: of you hnc who h:lve nut y~1 l:tunch~d on your GIl"eers. I 
will ;Idd onc more prediction. I know that wherever .'YfI1I go. )'011 :l r~ .going 
to be Ihe righl k ind of people. [ presume that you will d((){)se an ~m · 
]>Io),er who Gm J.: ivc you tht: proper financial backin,l:. e'lu ip you wIth Ihe 
right to()l~. ma("eri:tl.~. know· how. etc. Bur Iht· m;Hler of how well you Gin 
work on Ihe te:111l will be brgely up to you . 
\'Vilh all of [he brillial1l resea rch Ih:1( has heen dOlle and al l of the 
arnning scientific discovnies. we still know very little about people and 
why they :Ict like they do . .Jea lousy, greed. a dcsir~ to be a bi}; shot or to 
dominate uthers IS JUSt as common now as it wa.~ 100 years ago. \1(Ii ll i! 
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still be as bad 100 years from now? 
Understanding your fellow human beings will be a difficulc problem 
and knowing what [0 do aboUT if will be even morc difficult. 
I am sure of tWO things-fi rst, you will go juSt as far in any organiza-
tion :IS those with whom you work want you to go. Second, you will get 
back from your teammates juSt what you give. 
I hope rh:tt you will work :11 the hum:w side of the job juSt as hard 
:l.S you work at the fechnical side bttau~ on ly through rh:n cffon will you 
find real success and happiness. 
It is a pleasure to be here on this ccn[cnni:Li annivcrs:lry of j\·l issouri's 
Engineering School. T hank you and best wishes to all of you for your 
fu ture success. 
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T H E FUTURE OF OU R NAT U RA L RESOURCES 
\ XlII.llflRT G. FRITZ 
/I.']r. Ch:lirnl1!l. bdies and gentlemen, It is :l pleasure and an honor to 
speak on natural resources ar this Centennial Cdebrarion. Having been 
reared in Ihe neighboring Start of Kansas, I regard Missouri as morc or 
less home terriTOry. 
I have another rcason also for a special lIlrerCSL To me, Missouri is 
in many respects a cross-senion of the United States. It is not wholl}' 
northern, sOUlhcrn. eastern or western , but rather a conjunction fif :111 sec-
tiol1s. It is pardy urban, panly agricultural. partly it;vci, panly hilly, partly 
mouncainous. Industri:dly If is one of the most typical states, if (10( the 
mOst typic:d state, in the Union. Thn is the conclusion of :1n !;xn;nsivc 
study of the location of industry in the United St:l(CS on which I worked 
some time ~go . The study showed /I,'l ississippi at olle excn;mc as the most 
~gr icultl1ral state and Rhode Island at the other ~s the most in(lustri~1 
st~te. Missouri, 1 recall, had the distinction ofbcing squnrcJy in the middle 
as the most represel1utive, or typicll, state. 
T hIS Centennial Celebration comes at a most oppOrtune time. \'V'hat 
could be more appropriate than to ta ke invcntory of where we sr:md and 
where we may be going in the emerging atomic era which is introducing 
a new dimension inro our thinking about ba~ic resources? The p:lsr hun-
dred )'ears might wel l be labeled the prearomic century and the next hun-
dred, the :nomic century. 
[ claim no exceptional powers of prognosric:uion of the next hundred 
years in rhe natural resources field or in other respects. Nevertheless. I can 
approach the subject with compkte abandon, becausc nor even the young-
est undergraduate is likely to be around at the end of the period to hold 
me accountable. 
In recent ye~rs. I have panicipated in a number of projeCtions of our 
natural resource ava ilability and needs, T he period of time has grown 
progressively longer in these studies. One study, for the Twentieth Century 
Fund, used a projection of 6 years; another. for the President's Matcri~ls 
Policy Commission (common ly knOwn as the Paley Commission), used 
25 years; and still another, for the Mid-Century Conference on Resources, 
used 50 )'e~rs. As the perio<l has lengthened, it has become ne<:essary to 
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paint widl bro:ader and longer strokes. 
Since the thinking :n this Celebration LS In terms of a hundred yClrs, 
we miglH begin with rhe global observation that rhe earth is in rc~liry :l. 
hall of resources. T hese resources afC distributed in :I complex fashion. It 
might be said in slang [l"fffiS tim, "they afc:tll b:tlled up." Such a picmri. 
lation, however, would be grossly inaccurate. I am rcminde.:1 of the vicw~ 
of a young man (rom the great state of Texas who came to me some rime 
:Igo to inquire aoom a position. When [ asked about his field of work, he.-
rcpli(:([ in characteristic Tcxas fashion without blinking :m eyelash, "the 
c:luh is my fidd.' " I :\(11 SUfe that J blinked scvcnLl times before I suggested 
dl:1l his field cc:rr:tinly provi<lcd :lmplc scnpe. He then explained Ihat as a 
geologist he related almost everything to the geology of the earth, in-
cluding even sociologiClI, t"Conomic ;md pali lio! mailers. Although I can 
see some mt'rit in such :m ;Ipproach, I am sure that it can e2sily be over' 
extende<l, ami I do not inlend ro do that this evening. At least I want to 
confine ;LHemion principally ro the Unilt"(l States. 
The Amcric:m economy now uses :tpproximarely 20 rons of industrial 
raw maleri:tis and foods per capit:t annually, or roughly 70 rons per :\ver-
age hOllschold. 
A little more than a third of this total is fuels, and a linle less than 
one·dtird is bulky nonmetallic building materials. such as lumber, stone, 
s:md an<l gravel. Food consumption is :t. litde more than three-quarrers of 
:t. ton per capila per yt"":lr. or about 4 Vz paun<ls per day, including loss and 
wastage. 
These figures show the overall bulk of our raw m:lIerials consump-
tion. Certain materials the United States consumes in larger quantity than 
all the rest of the world combined. even though il has only 6 percent of 
the workl's population and 7 percenl of the world's land area. The Unitetl 
Sr:Hcs has approximately half the world's stccl consumption, morc than 
half the world's petroleuill consumption and nine-tenths of the natural 
gas consu mption. It is the ica(ling consumer of almost every industrial 
material. 
Such a high r:He of consumption results in a heavy drain on natut:ll 
fC$()Urccs. According to es rim;l tes prcp:ued by the Slaff of the President's 
Matcrials Policy Commission sevcrnl years ago, Ihe Un ited St:HC5 until 
1919 producc(l in the aggrcgate as much r:JW materials as il consumed. 
A balance. of course, W;IS not achicvcd for all raw materials, bUI deficits 
of certain raw marerials were counterbalanced by surpluses of othcr raw 
matcrials. In each year since 19l9, the n:ltion has had a net deficit of these 
mareri:t1s. Dependence on foreign ~ources has increased both in feb tion 10 
domestic consumption ~nd in absolutc amouncs. 
Immediately after World War 11 , consumption of raw materials 
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showed a faster gain in the United States than in foreign counnies genel"lll-
Iy. During the past several years, however, consumption appe:lrs w have 
surged :lhe:ld more r:lpidly in foreign coumries than in the Unite(1 States. 
\Xlorld demand for raw materi;lls has reached new heights, with the result 
that worldwide shortages of certain materials, such as copper, aluminum, 
nickel and even sted have been experienced. Never before, even in war-
time, has there been such a heavy demand on narural resources. If stand-
ards of living continue to rise, as we hope, the demand will increase still 
furrher. 
History would teach us that depiction can have :t serious e!Tect on the 
the rate of industrial progress. The denuding of the timber resources in 
Great Britain before coal carne into usc undoubtedly led to a period of re· 
tarded groWTh. if not of retrogression. The handicap was overcome, how. 
ever, as soon as coal became accepre(] fuel. On rhe othn hand, depletion of 
timber and land resources of Greece dealt a blow to that economy from 
which there has never been full recovery. 
W e may understandably be eoncerned, therefore. :tOOm the future of 
our resources. \Xl ill impoverishment of These resources become :In obstruc· 
tion to continued industri:11 growth in the future? This is a 'luestion to 
which I would not vemure a categorical answer. 
In making use of resources. of course, we do nor ph)'siC:llly destroy 
matter. It is fre<:]uendy nottxl that resource utilization is a question of tak-
Ing concentrations of materials from the eanh and spreading them more 
thinly over the surface. This concept is now our-dare<1 CO some degree. In 
the case of magnesium recovery from seawater, for example, we :tre now 
winning a metal from 3 sourCe rhat is actually less concentrated than the 
average of the eanh's crust. During recent decades. there has been a per-
sistent trend tOward the use of more and more dilute resources. This trend 
is likely to continue. A hundred years ago, copper ores were seldom worked 
if rhey did not show concentration of copper metal of at least 4 or ~ per-
cem. At the present time. the great bu lk of copper production is from 
deposits having a copper content of less than one percent, and some parts 
of deposits having less than one-half of one percent of copper COil tent are 
being used. T his trend toward the working of lower-grade resources means 
rhat increasing amounts of crude materials mUSt be handled to obtain the 
desired end results. Demands on technology to achieve more economical 
production are intensified. 
During the past quarter century, rhe gross national income, or prod-
UCt, of the Unittxi Stares has about doubled in tenus of dollars of constant 
purchasing power. Coincidentally, population in the United States has 
increased about one-Third and agricultural production about one-half. Out· 
put of minerals has expanded almost in proportion to the gross national 
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income, having approximately doubled in 25 years. Expansion of produc-
tion has been relatively uniform among the major groups, such as the 
metals and the mineral fuels . although there has been a diversity of trends 
for individual minerals as well as for other individual raw materials. 
It is noteworthy that on ly a minor percentage of our total national 
efforr (probably less rhan 2 percent) is devoted to obtaining mineral raw 
materials. Even if twice as much effort were reguircd, the percentage would 
srill be relatively small, althnugh an increase in domestic COStS out of pro-
porcion to that in fo reign countries would place us at a disadvantage in 
inrernation:!1 competition. Recent experience in Great Britain and con· 
tinental western Europe, however, would suggest that substantial indus-
trial developmcot can occur so long as foreign raw materials supplies are 
accessible. The handicap of dependence on foreign suppl ies may th us be 
largdy a matter of national security. 
In order to provide for the n:Hional securit)" the Federal Government 
is accumulating stockpiles of key materials and stimulating the develop-
ment, where necessary, of capacity that would be usable in an emergency 
period. T hese special measures :tre necessary bCCluse of thc Jack of self-
sufficiency in some r:lW matcrials, wartimc needs that exceed the peace-
time produCtive capacity or the IXlSSibility of forcible interruption of sup-
ply lines or producrion. The Federal Government is stOckpiling 74 rna· 
terials. The materi als once in the n:ltional stockpile can be released only 
on order of the President when in his judgment tlley are rt'luired for the 
national defense. 
Of course, we arc nOt much more dependent on certain rAW materials 
than on others. Estimates presente<1 by the President's Materials Policy 
Commission show [hat in 1950 more than a third of the val-ue of all in-
dustrial raw materials consumption in the United Smtes consisted of min-
erai fuels-coal, petroleum and natural gas-reflecting the extent to which 
we are becoming a power-driven nation. Agricultural non-foods were some-
what Jess [han a fourth of the total consumption. Metals as a group were 
one-ninth of the total and were somewhat less than the value of forest 
produ.:rs. The large use of fores t produ.:rs is not so surprising when we 
consider the '1uantity of newspapers, magazines, fiber packaging and other 
paper af[ides tOO numerous w mention that con5umers and industry use 
in a year's rime. 
Of the resources needed for our industrial development, the energy-
providing materials are the mOSt crucial, because they are needed con· 
tinually in massive guantiries to make possible the economies of power· 
driven machinery to lessen human roil and to multiply its effectiveness. 
We utilize about 8 times as much inanimate energy per capita as we used 
80 years ago. Despite this heavy consumption, however, our resources of 
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mineral Cuds arc moder-Hcly Sl(isf~ctOry. OUf bituminous coal resources 
arc adc(julIrc to mect an annual consumption equal even fO the highest 
rHe i 11 the past 20 years for more than a thousand years amI our :U1 thracilc 
resources arc adc<Juatc at such a usc Talt': (or more than 175 yel ts. Proved 
reserves of co:l.1 in the United St:Ht'S have declined moderately since 1908, 
when the first comprehensive survey was made, :md there have been no 
sizc:ablc discoveries in the 48-yc:u period. To Ihe extent Ihat cual consump-
tion rises, of course. the life of the reserves will be shortened. 
In slurp comrasl widl this SitU:tlioll for coal. proved reserves of 
petroleum and ll:l.cural gas aTC relatively small compared (0 current and 
pros~({ivc consumption. but luge discoveries art: m:HIc each year. No 
very useful estimate of the prob~blc life of the reserves can be given, al-
though it appears th~t the life should be mcasurec:1 in decades instead of 
centuries. in view of the rising consumption and the incrc:tsing difficulty 
of discovering new reserves. Industry in thc UnitL";! StatCS :lppears to be 
dose at lc:1st 10 a p:mill solution of the problem of obtaining liquid fuels 
as a result of improvementS being effected in the technology of producing 
these fuels from oil shale and coal. both of which l1fC f.1f more ~bundar\l 
than petroleum. 
T he depletion of our foreS{ resources is generally f:l!lliliar. Virgin 
forests have steadily disappeared. Al the present time. the ~ I ountain and 
Pacific Co:lSt states have about two-thirds of me nation's saw-t imlx'r stand. 
Jk:C1lUSC of the receding supply lnd rising COSts. lumber production in the 
United States rached an all·time peak almost a half century ~go, in 1907, 
conrrary to the trend of the construction industry which is the principal 
user. Pcrhaps OUT stambrd of living has nOl been markedly all'ectcd by 
this decline in saw-timber. but surdy grc:lteranibbility would h:lve:li(Je,:I. 
especiall)' in recent years when cons{fuction in nearly all its forms has 
been unprecedented. 
Forest resourccs :lre of the renewable type. 111e chief problem of sup-
ply is that the time span for rtpleni5hmtnt is roo long (() nK-ct tht rapid 
pace of indu5try. Trees of pul pwood 5ile ~l1d <luality, of course, are being 
replaced milch more r~pidly dl1ln s:l\v-timber. I'ortlln:llcly. the growth 
period of trees is being cut by the devclopmerll of fast-growing hybrids 
and by conccmr:lIing production in areas when: the growing .season, mois· 
ture and soil conditions are f:lvorable to flSt growth. It is tncouraging 
that the rate of growth and the rale of usc of hardwoods arc approximate-
I)' in b~hnce and that the deficiency of s~ w·timber replacement h:IS been 
rcductd to the softwoods whose lagging consumpt ion in recenr ),ears has 
helped to reduce the gap. 
\'(I~ter resources also are genel'211y to be considered as renewable. In 
most cases, the replacement takes place npidly. Nevertheless, in the m~' 
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jorit)' of stnes, including M i~souri, ground-water levels have been falling 
steadily. \'<'n er has bt:en used for many yc:lfS in Arizona :I t a more rapid 
rat<; Ih:lIl It has been replaced. T he state has had :1 growing deficit of 
water that cannot continue indefinitely without serious consequences. In 
most of rhe [oumry the principal problem is not yet an actual scarci ty of 
water but pollution of the su pplies {hat are available. Growing popula-
(Ion :lnd indusrry :lggr:tvate this problem . and call for increased expendi-
tures for allti-poll ut ion measures. 
From the st:lIl(lpoim of adv:ll1cing tt"Chnology. met:1l1ic materials hold 
a ke), position . Among the metals, steel is by far the most widdy used 
because of its versatility and generally low cost. The UJ1[tl"d States ml"ets 
85 to 90 percent of its rC<Jui rements for the raw material, iron are, from 
domestic resources, hue th<; percentage is decl ining. Domestic supplies of 
high-grade iron orc arc dwindling rapid ly. Tacon ites and mher low-grade 
iron orc n;SOUfces are abundant and arc being used on an increastng scale, 
although their high CO~t ,IS a source of iron places them at a disadvanTllge 
compared with the richer orcs in Canada, Venezuela, Brazil, Sweden and 
OIher foreign sources. 
COPlxT is a similar cne of declining high·grade domestic resources. 
Favorable kad and zinc resources art even more limited domestically and 
11l1(ornmately the (Iuality of low.grad<; reserves of these twO meta ls also is 
relatively lim ited . If our economy were dependent inevitably on these 
metals. the ou tlook for the future wou ld be moS{ somber. 
Luckily, co nsiderable interchange;t bility of metals does exis t. The 
c11id hope o f the distant future lies with the mct:lis whose resources are 
avaihbh: in almost un li mited <Jua n t i tie.~. Th<; metall ic millenium h:l5 been 
reached in the case of magnesium where an econo mic source, seawater. 
occurs pr;lclically in un limited abundance. It is inreresting to note that 
less than a cubic mile of seaW:Her could supply all the met;llIic. magne· 
sium that has ever been produced. So we need not establish any society 
for lhe conservation of magnesi um in s<;:lwater at the moment. 
The resources of alumi num which can be used fe:tsibly now or in the 
ncar flllurc :l Isa arc virtuall y unlimited. T he extra COSt of using abund3tH 
low-grade resources of aluminum is rebtivdy smal l. As long as high-gmde 
resources arc available at even a minor COM saving, of course, they will 
be lts('(1. [ I has been eStimated, however, that almost boundless resources 
of clays :md anonhosite could be used at an increase of only 10 percent 
in the COSt of aluminum meta l. 
Examples cou ld be cited at great length of the shifts in the usc of re-
source~ that can take placc to help ;lVoid a famine of raw materials. large-
ly Ix:cause of intcrmarerial relationships, depletion of resources. al though 
persistent and unremitting, and actually tatal (or cerra in local He:IS, is not 
necessarily incurable for the United Srares as a whole. 
Numerous ch~nges are occurring rhat ~re protecting our resource posi-
tion. One type of change is the reduction of w~ste in production. In years 
past. a large share of the timber CUt was left unused at rhe site. This loss 
is being reduced and in ~dd i tion more of rhe wood is being PUt (0 usc in 
one form or another after it leaves the foresT. 
\1(fast~ge and losses of agricu!tur~l produCts ~ho arc being reduced. 
The large part of rhe orange crop rhat formerly w~s disc~rded ~s culls, for 
example, is now being processed into frozen or canned orange juice. Min-
ing and mineral processing losses arc declining and more of the low-grade 
materi;lls around the fringes of mine workings is being recovered. Scrap 
materials arc being retrieved increasingly. thus easing the load on the pro-
duction of primary materials. 
On the consumption side also, norable changes afe helping (0 reduce 
the burden on OUf natural resources. Wle are achieving more results with 
less materials by reducing the size. weight or complexi ty of many prod-
UCts. In the electronics field such developments as simplification of deSign. 
miniaturization and the use of semi-conductors and printed circuits have 
helped (0 conserve materials. Building construction is becoming less mas· 
sive. Efficiency of fuel use is improving steadily. These changes mean that 
more work is being accomplished with less lISC of resources. 
It is worthy of note also that some m~terials are really only borrowed 
when they go into consumption and arc returned in large parr as a sec-
ondary supply after they have served their purpose. The usc of betcer 
anri-corrosion measures and preservatives has helped both to extend the 
useful life of products and to permit a higher salvage. 
The energy resources hold a position of especial concern among the 
class of materials whose further usefulness is destroyed in the process of 
consumption. These resources arc used in such brge volume and come 
from sources that can be depleted scverely if demands continue to fisc. 
The fuels that we use today arc largely fossil fuels. It is fre'luently 
suggested that the problem of fuels can be solved by turning ro live sources. 
\X!hy not grow agricultural produCts and convert them to fuels) Two 
disadvantages stand in rhe way of using (his approach as a major remedy. 
Cosrs of producing such agricultural fuels have been f~r above rhe eco-
nomic range. In addition, the potential su pply of such energy is much 
sm~JJer than is commonly assumed. If all agricultural and forest products 
were converted to fuel, they would not provide as much energy as is now 
derived from either coal or oil. In addition an attempt to meet much of 
our energy needs by agricultural produCtion wou ld tend to deplete our 
soil resources. 
Agricultural produCtion, of course, is :l. means of convening the energy 
of the sun inco :l. more compact and lIseable form . Some types of plane 
life call conver! rhe energy ,]uickly :md efficiently. Experiments with the 
unicellular chiarella suggest rh:1t this Of similar plant life may offer pos-
sibilities of economic concentration of the energy of rhe sun. Also direct 
concentration rhrouJ;h photoelectric cells or coJlecrors may present pos-
sibilities for the distant future. Currently, most of the cnergy that these 
means can provide is coo diffuse or low-grade co be widely applied at a 
rcason:tblc cost. 
Atomic energy is almos! certain to become a major source within a 
few years. ~incc brgt expenditures arc already being m:lclc on various types 
of atomic !)ower plantS both in the United Srate~ and abroad. This devel-
opment wi I broaden our energy-resource base. More than 95 mineral~ con-
taining significant quantities of uranium ~Ind thorium have been identified. 
The supply of these resources is much br~er than was thought ro be the 
casc only a lew yellrs :Igo. Neverrheless. the extent to which atomic energy 
can meet growing energy requirements over a period of man)' decades is 
still problem:ltica l. Progress may depend considerably on tbe possibility of 
"breeding" fissionahle materials. Harn<:ssing of the thermonuc1c~r type of 
reaction might open almost unlimitL'X1 potentialities for m:lSS energy pro· 
ducrion. Some hOIX: is now being expressed that this reaction can be put 
to constructIve USt:. 
Under pres<:nt conditions. w<: have many avenues open ro us for ex-
panding the usc of our natural resources ro suppOrt a rising standard of 
living. Although shortages doubdess will threaten repeatedly. they seem 
likely in rhe shorter run to be more in the nature of growing pains than 
chronic deficiencies that cannot be overcome by accelerated technology. 
In terms of centuries . however, the c1langes in our needs and resources 
arc astonishing. A hun{lred years ago when this engineering school was 
in its infancy, the Uniwd States had a population of about 27 million 
inhabitants. It now has about 16~ million. a 6-fold increase. T he rate of 
population growth is now about I \1 percent per year. If this rate con-
tinues. (he population will rise to about 700 million in the next century. 
The nation's gross national income, or product, as stued in the fC-
cent ECOIlol!1!c Report oJ!he PreJitienl, is now on the threshold of 3400 bil· 
lion annually. The trend of the gross income is rising at an annual rHe 
of abollt 3 percent. At this rare, the toul income in a century would be 
about $7 \1 trillion. 
Assuming furth er a continuation of the present growth rates for 200 
years. the population of the United States would become about 3 billion 
and the national income about $140 trillion. The computed levcls thus 
appear to reach the fantas tic. 
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Imagine the crowding that would occur in the United Stales if these 
levels were rcached co any considerable degree. in1a,l';inc the effort and 
resources re<:.Juired just to keep rhe population discnranglcd, bur i,naginc 
also rhe lush I1lncn~Llism that would be possible in spitc of it all. 
\x/hether such a sust:lincd compounding em occur is problernnicai 
and doubtful. In the past, rhe rise of civilization has been shaken periodi-
cal ly by plagues. famines and wars. Medical science has all but overcome 
mass illness as :t deterrent to growth. Famines. at lc:lsT in the L'nitcd 
Stares, appear to be remote in this day of agricultural surpluses :Ind rapidly 
rising agriculrur:11 produniviry . The chid threat to our well-being is war. 
Mankind now has, or soon will h:lve, the potenti~lity (0 destroy ~lmost 
insunrly more people t11~n have been destroyed by wars in ~ll history. I 
say this nor to engender alarm, but rather to challenge our thinking to 
find peaceful solutions of the problems we (ace. Never before have our 
eduCltional institutions fa((:d a gre:uer ch~llengc. Wlc look to them morc 
than to any other institutlons or groups to provide guidance ann perspec· 
tlve. 
\VIe can be assured thar e:lrrh-sham:ring changes wil] evolve in the 
next century. \'(Ihen we dlink in terms of such long periods, time Ix.-<:omes 
almost geological. In a real sense, we arc justified in proclaiming with my 
friend from Texas rhar. "the eanh is my field ." I ~m not sure that this 
ball o f ours can provide raw materials on the magnanimous scale that I 
have indicated and I am not sure that ir should be expected to do so. 
I am content to live in this year 1956, for :dl of its tensions, and to 
look back with )'011 at a CI:ntury of :It le:lst semi·solid progress. I am de-
lighted th:lt the next century is making such an allspiciolls beginning in 
so many respecrs. ! will even predicr th:lt in the several deCIdes ahead our 
natura! resources will permit a much Iligher standard of living than we 
now enJOY. 
The sundards achieved in (he more distant furure will depend heavily 
on the foresight shown in developing and applying technology to :t clung-
ing resource base. As rhis grear Centenni:ll Ctlc:br:uion dr;Jws to a conclu· 
sion , J wou ld leave the thought that if it wil l help to place tcchnology 
in such a broadcr perspective , it should be counted :t resounding success. 
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AIR TRA NS PORTATION IN TH E 
FORESEEABLE FUT U RE 
F RIlI)J'IHCK H, R OEVE!!. 
S[a(istic~l su mmaries for Ihe calendar YC:l f 1 9~5, which arc JUSt now 
b«ominp: available. indic:ue ,hal in every way this was a record year in :lir 
m rlspormion. Briefly, rhe U. S. scheduled airline industry, in 1955, es tab-
lished [he following records. It nper.lted 1500 transport ai rpl:tncs in com· 
pleting 730 million miles of scheduled nights. Ir carried 42 million revenue 
p:lssengcrs for a cotal of 25 billion passenger.miles. The passenger-mile is 
rhe accepted uni t for recording passenger cLrrying activity. The transport_ 
ing of one plssc:ngcr over :l dist3flcC of one mite establ ishes this unit. 
Similarly, [he volume of ffilil. express and freight carried by ai r arc re-
corded in con-miles. TIle complele rccoT<] of rhese 1500 airpl anes for 19~5 
must also include the carrying of I ~O million tOil-miles of mail, 53 million 
tOn· miles of express and 283 million tOn-miles of fre ight. 
Had this presentation been made JUSt nine years ago, the 1946 record 
by comp:uison would have shown fhat the U. S. scheduled ai rl ine induSirY 
operated 800 Il'lnsporl airplanes in completing 371 million miles of sched-
uled flights. It carried 13 million revenue passengers for a tOeal of 7 billion 
passenger-miles. The complete record also includes the carrying of 39 mil-
lion tOn-miles of mail, 39 million con-miles of express and 15 million ton-
miles of fre ighe. 
\\'lith the exception of ai r express, there has been an uninterrupted 
growth during these len yeus si nce W orld \'(far II. The numhcr of trans-
pOrt airpl anes has almost doubled . The number of passengers ha~ more 
than tripled. The mail ca rried has almOSI <Ju~drupkd and the freight is 
19 times as much. 
The segments of American industry that produce and operate the air-
cnft Ihal have contributed to such an impressive rransporration record 
are descrving of recogni tion and appreciation for these many accomplish· 
ments. However, certain economic consider:l!ions must be included n this 
time to fully understand wh:n has happened in the last decade and what 
is forecast for the next deode. Since 1946, the American economy has been 
ill a stare of vigorous exp:lIlsion. There have been significant increases in 
rhe gross national product and in the national income. The annual nre of 
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increase of [he U. S. popubtion has been nearly 3 million. The Bureau of 
the Census ("Stimaces a 1960 population of 177 million and a 1965 popula-
tion of 190 million with the !:tbor force growing from a presenc size of 
69 million w 78 million persons. It is assum(;d chat international condi-
tions of the next decade wil! be similar [0 the I:m decade, that of rdative-
ly high military expend ilUres, a continuing of inrernational tensions but 
with no full 1ll0biliz:Hion. 
O n this basis, [he Office of Planning, Research and Development of 
the Civil Aeronautics Administration has estim:lled that in 1960 there will 
be W million revenue passengers to be carrk-d a total of 36 billion (Y.lsscn-
ger.miles. Furthermore, in 196~ there will be 76 million revenue passen-
gers w be carrit'd a wt;!.1 of 45 billion passenger-miles. On an avenge th01, 
this me:.tns [hat each year of the next dec:lde will see the U. S. schl'<luled 
airlines carrying 3.4 million more passen~crs with :111 ~nnual passenger-
mile gain of 2 billion. It is presume(1 that the mail, express and freight 
shipments will also grow in volume but in the :Ibscnce of well defined as-
su mptions. no forecast has been anempte(l. 
Adherence w the implications contained in the tide of Ihis prescnta-
tion has h;ld the tendency to !ca<1 the luthor into the realms of economics 
and st:llistics. However, it is believed that the technical aspects of air 
transportation Me really more interesting :lIld more fund:lmental ro an 
understanding of the activities within (he industry. 
Air TrtllIJptJrI(I/iOr/ (I IJ,-Prodll(/ o[ Mififttry DI'I¥/op""111 
H.istorically, commerci:tl air tran~port:Hion c~me i11l0 being and ha~ 
always progfl::.~sed as a by.produCl of military aviation. The COSts of basic 
research, applied research, experimental engineering, flight testing and evc'n 
tooling and m:lIlufacturing have normally been charged ro miliury devel-
opment. From this fund of knowledge and from Ihe m:l.lly fine milir~ry 
aeronautical products which have been produced, there has been a ceruin 
percentage which has been used directly or adapted to commercial air 
transportation. T he American people, through their government, h~ve 
paid the bill in the interest of national defense and have received a trans-
portation network wi thin their economic reach as an extra dividend. This 
would never have been possible if commercial aviation had had (Q be:lr 
the development COStS involved. 
In the future, military avi:ltion will prob:lbly have an increasing im-
pan on commercial flying since air transport:ttion will play an ever grow-
ing part in military operations. This has prompted militarY'planners to 
investigate the capabilities and oper:uing costS of all the poSSIble Iypes of 
transport airplanes that could be developed in the future , based on present 
day engineering knowledge. T he necessary airframe and engine develop-
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ment progr.lms for (Ulur!! operational military rr:lIlspon aircrafl will give 
full consideration to oper.uionai COStS, both direct :l.nd indirec!. 
The milestones of avi~tion arc Illlrkcd by Inc advances in the design 
of power pbnls. The principles of nif:ht lVerc known long before rhe :\Vail-
~bilily of a sufficiently light internal combustion engine m:1J c powered 
flight possible in 1903. As the horsepower output of the piston engine 
increased. the size, speed and I"l\ngc of the: airplane grew. The piseon engine 
is best sui ted 10 speeds under 400 mites per hour and altitudes under 2~,OOO 
(ttl. It was the C;lrliest type developed :15 an :tircraf, power pbnt and ulHil 
a )'C:H ago was the onl)' type used in commercia l airline opcr:llion in rhe 
UnilC'd Stalts. The mOSt powerful pisron engine in commercial use pro-
dUCt'S about 3~OO horsepower. A second milestone was passed when the 
turbojet engine C:l me illlo being, thereby r1llking possible :1 whole new 
concept of military airplane design. The turbajcr engine is lx:sI suite(1 to 
spc:eds above 500 miles per hour and altitudes of 40 to ~~ lhousand feeL 
DcvclopmcllI began :I link over I~ ),ears ago but the lC'vcls of economy 
and dependability r((Juired for commercial opcr:l.Iion arc JUSt being rc:tcltC'cl 
today, with no 3Cfu~1 service colllemplated for :tnother three ye:lrs by U. 
S. airline opeulOrs. A third significant milestone, though somewhat less 
spt"<tatuiar. was reached in the bs[ decade with [he advent of the turbo-
prop engi ne. The turboprop engine, consisting of a jet engine turning a 
propeller, is best suited to spccds between 400 :Ind ~OO miles per hour and 
altitudes of 20 to 40 thousand feel. T he Allison T-~6 turboprop engine. 
sc=lecred for early use by U. S. scheduled airlines, has an e(luiv:l lent shaft 
horsepower of 37~0. The fuel economy is comparable to piston engines 
now in usc. It is lighler and offers less drag th:1.Il a piston engine of the 
same power. The «onomics of the nrrboprop h:tve en(leared it to airline 
operators Vtry early in its service life. 
In discussing :rir transportation in the foreseeable fUHlre dIe thrtt 
rypes of engines just enumerated arc significant. The piston engine in one 
of its most powerful ~nd lldvanccd versions. the R 33~0, is JUSt now mak· 
ing irs finalllppcllnnce on the Douglas DC-7C and the Lockheed 1O.f9G 
Constellation. These rwo transports <Ire the end prodUCfS of yeus of evolu-
tion. They arc the perfections of fundamenr:tlly sou nd designs, ini tially 
produced years ago ~nd steadily improved through the incorporation of 
technical advances and operation:11 knowledge. T hey will render a very 
high quality, Ions haul service for the next five years and remain a very 
imporfllnt segment of the transport flee l for at !c~St five years after that. 
Nevertheless, they signify the end of an en. No new piston engine {Ievel-
opments arc active at this time and no new piston powered Ir.lIlsport pro--
jeers ~re contemplaled by the lc:tding airframe manuf.1cmrers. At this same 
time. twO gre31 new high speed. long ran,s;:e turbojct powcre(1 tl":lnsport 
projects, rhe Boeing 707 and the Douglas DC-S, arc JUSt coming into full 
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stale activity. T hey represent the beginning of a new era for domestic and 
international trunk airline operators. The avaihhilit)"of this equipment in 
<ju~ntity is several years away and its assimilation inw scheduled service 
will be one of [he significant innovations of the era which is the subje:ct 
of this discussion. 
T he turboprop powered transport, beSt suited (Q short routes and 
those of medium length, has juSt gone into scheduled service in the United 
States. Oddly enough, this first fleet operated by Capital Airlines is of Brirish 
manufacture. the Vickers Viscount. The most active turboprop powered 
airplane project in the Uniu!d St:ucs at this time is the Lockheed Electra 
which has already bttn ordered in quantity by four lc:tding U. S. airlines. 
In addition, the well established Convair CV-}40 transpon has been con· 
sidered for redesign, using four Rolls-Royce Dart turboprop engines as 
replacements for the twO Prau and Whitney R-2800 piston engines now in 
service. 
Since nuclear power has received :t cert:tin prominence in present day 
scientific and popular journa ls, its implications onnot be left unnoticed 
when Clfaloging the efftx:t of prime movers on air tr:mspon design. A nine 
man civilian panel appoillte<[ in March 1 9~~ to investigate the impact of 
the peaceful uses of atomic energy for the Joim Congressional Atomic 
Energy ComminC(; has found that atomic powered aircr:t(t will have no 
real impaCl on civil avi:ttion in the Un ited St:ttCS for at least l~ or 20 years. 
The repon st:lled that the results of the U. S. military progr:tm in this 
field during the next decade should give a fair basis for evaluati ng pos-
sibilities of commercial application. T he advantages of a nuclc~r·powertd 
aromic planc would be a virtually unlimited range, freedom from a system 
of overseas refueling airfields, and a reduct ion of the supply problem as· 
sociated with demand for fuel stocks. It cited :ts the major stUmbling blocks 
the cost, weight , radiation huards, and technlc:tl problems of developing a 
light but powerful and economic reactor. Towards the end of January the 
A.tomic Energy Commission announce<[ that it had just begun test work 
on an aircr.lft nuclear power plant H its National Reactor Testing Station 
in Idaho. 
Air Trall1jJOrlalion CoJu alld CompariJonJ 
Scheduled air transportation, which is of necessity a regulated indus-
try, is nevertheless a highly compctitive business. As an industry, it com-
petes with su rface transportation. W ithin its own medium, rhc various 
:tirlines compete with each other on the basis of schedules, routes and 
equipment. Speed has always been and will conrinue to be the number 
one commodity and the atuinmenr of the f:tstest schedules is the target 
of al! planning effort. All airlines have :tn egual interest in safety and all 
airlines would like to make money. Therefore, they are very selective in 
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choosing equipment and show greal rcsrr~inl III lhe adopr!on of new in-
novations, in the intereSI of economic survival. Passenger fares h~vc re-
m\lincd rcmarbhly stable for a number of years and will continue to do 
50 in the future both because of regulation and competition. The price: of 
the avc~gc domestic airline rich,! is only 3.7 greater than it was in 1939. 
The farc on domestic routes averages about 5.4 cents per mile and on inter-
national rouu:s i( netagcs about 6.8 centS per mile. Both domesdc and 
international operators off'er l higher density cO:leh service which an be: 
had for about 4.2 (ems per mite on domestic rOUies and for 5,7 cents pt'T 
mile on imem:uional routes. 
This seems to be an appropriacc time to point our some economics of 
the future. An airline operator, once he: has selected his equipment, h~s 
JUSt so many pounds of paylo:td carrying c:tpadty to sell on any lIight and 
ro piKe widlin the cabin confines of his :lirplane. By sclecting searing ar. 
rangemcnts approaching the minimum acceptable limits (or an average 
sized person, the revenue load can be distributcU over a greater number of 
passcngers, thereby reducing each individual f:l re. \'Uhcre an dement of 
greatcr comfon or a dcgree of luxu ry is sought, :t higher unit fare is K-
quired for equal revenue. This is the result of a greater SpKC ~lIotment 
for each passenger :lnd the increased weight of the furnishings-sc~fs, gal-
leys, soundproofing, or ~n)' other comfort item. 
Since: airline f:tres arc about 60 percent more than r:lilroad fares for a 
comparable class of service and since airline f:m:s arc morc than double 
inter-city bus f:ares, the airlines can be expected, in the future, to put great 
emphasis on the coach service. Man y of the schcUuled flights today arc 
coach flights. All proponb for new equipment include high density scat-
ing versions. some throughout the entire airplanc and some on a two class 
arr:lngement-part coach and p:m first class, with scparatc entrances. 
Out of The total domcstic eOlllmon clrrier passenger market, lhe air-
lines aCCount for about }() ~r(enr of the passenger-miles covered. A great 
segment of thc future increase in volume will result from auracting per-
sons now using surf:lCC transporution. This. in rum, means exploiting 
every rnC":lns to keep fares low and ro offcr justifying reasons for thc price: 
differential that wi ll probably llways exist. 
An examination into all scgmef1{S of air rransportltion shows that 
the newest, biggest and fastest :airliner in currelll operation is not symbolic 
of lhis nation's tr~nsport lleet. As an example, the DC7 and the Constel· 
btion 1049 have been cited as the "queens" of the present transport fleet. 
Forty percem of the I~OO transport airplanes referred to:lt the beginning 
of Ihis presentation Saw service during \'Uorld \'U:ar II. An additional 30 
percenr went into service between 1946 :lnd 19~2. 
The avenge airline trip length for each domestic puscnger has been 
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)00 miles, and for international passengers \300 miles. There arc only 10 
percent as many internat ional passengers :IS domesric passengers. 
These last twO statements have been made to focus attention on an 
imensive era of equipment buying which began 1m.: in 19)) and which is 
in full swing now and to indicale Ihe nt"Cd for Ihe various classes of equip-
ment suilcd to Ihe tnvel patterns of Ihe American people. 
AI the end of February, 156 pure jet transports had been ordered at 
3 COSt approaching 900 million doll~ rs and 182 turboprop airpbnes had 
been ordered at an approximate COSt of 3)0 million dollars. 111eK arc Ih!." 
types that will be in service during the en for which tf2fJic forecasts have 
al ready been presented. Obviously, th is is only the beginning of a large 
equipment replace ment program. A few co mmellts might be of interest 
here. 
In the long haul category, the Doug las DC-9 four jet transport weighs 
about twice as much as its immediate pre(lccessor the Douglas OC7C. Its 
cruising speed of)86 miles per hour is over one and one-half times u fast as 
the OC7C. The take·ofT {]ist:lnce run for the two planes is the same. The 
DCS has :1 p:lyload of 34,000 pou mls compared to 21 ,000 pounds for the 
OC7. It Gill carry 118 to 144 passengets :lgainst 62 for the DC-7C. This 
soumis like a co mparison of rhe "new" with the "old." In this case, the 
"old," of which over SO have been ordered, will have an inid:11 delivery next 
June, while the " new," sdll a paper airplane, WOn't have any deliveries umil 
mid·19)9. 
As a general comment rega rding Douglas (Iesigned ~irpbnes, which 
h~ve been used by airlines more than (hose of any other plane manufac· 
turer, rhe DC-3 first introduced in 1936, cruised at 180 miles per hour, (he 
DCA at 230, the DC-6 at 310 and the DC7 at 360. In 20 years of ~irliner 
evolution, the cruising speed (Ioubled. A new typc power pl~nt will now 
triple the 180 mph speed in JUSt (hree more years. 
A competitor to the DC-S, the Boeing 707, of which the Boeing Air-
plane Company has airline orders for 70, is comparable in performance 
and appearance, but is no paper ai rplane. It has been developed over a 
period of years as a military ranker and transport. It h:LS accumulated many 
houts of test time since July 19H, and is in production now for the Aif 
Force with ~irline deliveries beginning late in 19~5 . The existence and 
simult~neous usc of the 707 and DCB will probably hasten the accumula-
tion of oper:uional data for determining the sui ta.bi lity of the jet plane as an 
airliner. 
A staternem showing rhe imer-play between speed and economic re· 
st raint was recently made by Mr. \V/. A. Patterson, ·President of United 
Airlines. "Airlines phnni ng future je t rr:mspon operation can look for-
wart] to something new in equipment sr:lbility," Patterson prediCTed. He 
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forecast that a jet "may be a 15 or 20 year airplane -but conservatively, a 
D year airplane. Heretofore. we have been fighting obsolescence. The 
engineering, technical and scientific developments h;lVe been such that our 
airplanes have become obsolete as a result of improvement. I think and 
believe that anyone who will analyze rhis carefully will realize that rhe 
jet will not become as obsolete as guickly as airplanes in the past." Ex-
plaining the change, Patterson pointed Out that rhe reason for past obso. 
lescence has been speed, bur that now both Boeing and Douglas trans-
ports have come up to the barrier of sound. " ... I do not believe there 
is anyone in the industry today who is going co worry abom penetrating 
the barrier of sound commercially ... it certainly is necessary in the mili-
tary. but the «onomiCs of going through the barrier. to give you that 
added speed is something that no induMry could stand financially, econom· 
ically, :md survive." 
A third significant new airplane is the turboprop powered Lockhl"Cd 
Elc<:tra. One hundred and three have been ordered with deliveries begin. 
ning in August 1958. It will carry from 66 to 91 passengers. cruise at 410 
miles per hour at 25.000 feet and reguire a 5000 foot runway for landing 
and take-off. While still an airplane of the fmure, it is supposed to have 
great flexibility in perform:lIlce making it a possible successor to a number 
of different types of airline planes now in operation . Lockheed gained ex· 
perience in 1l1rboprop airplanes in thc milirary cargo field with the four 
engined C-130 which is undergoing flight cv:L1u:uion and is in production 
at this rime. 
There will be no effort made to predict what design features will be 
incorporate<! in the yet-to·be produccd airline transports that will follow 
the ones JUSt described. Through extensive research, some important eco-
nomic faCtors have been established. They arc certain to be \Ised as guides 
in the fon:::secable furure and arc mentioned here as being more dependable 
indications of future design trends than any attcmpted descriptions of par-
ticular ~irplanes. These predictions, as published in rhe March 1955 issue 
of the SAE Journal, page 17, arc restated as follows: 
1. L1rge airplanes have lower direct operating cost per ton-mile than 
small airplanes. And, their range can be varied with less adverse 
affeCt on COSt per ron -mile and lifting capacity. 
2. Turboprop engines give lower direCt operating cost per ton-mile 
than reciprocating or turbojet cngines for any combination of de-
sign, payload and range. 
3. The cruising speed which gives the lowcst dirccr operating COSt 
per ton·mile depends on the type of engine, but is independent of 
payload and range. 
4. SeJection of a preferred airplane must consider the COSt of a fleet 
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of airplanes 10 do lin: IOf:.!.1 logistial job, rather than the COSf of 
one airpbne 10 do one payload'flmge ;ob well. 
' Illis article gives the following ~dditional information used by de-
signers to achieve:1 maximum airlift cap:lcity at the lowest direct operal-
ing COSt pcr ton-mile. 
The direct opcr.l.Iing COSt per ton·mile Can be exprcs:K-d as a COSt 
Inocx. 
Cost Index = D irect oper:uing COSt 
Block Spct-d x Paylood 
Direrl optr(/Iill!: {OJIJ includc fuel. oil, (light and mallHcnance 
crew (ime. ini(ial CO~t of :lircraft and spare P:lrtS actually used by 
the phne. 
Block l/1ffll is an :l.Verage speed in knotS obtained from dividing 
the distance traveled by the time elapsed bctwCl:n sl:.l.rting and 
SlOpping the engines. 
P:l )'load is (he maximum tons that can be carried for the par-
ticular ranRe. 
NOII·Scher/lfled filyillg, 
This <Iiscussion h:ts covere<1 the existing clements of schedIIJc<! air 
transportation alHI pro;ccte<! them tell yea IS ahead. It is not 10 Ix pre-
sumed that this service, either now or in the future, is completely adttjuate 
to meet all the transportation rctjuircments for which :.lir travel. because 
of its spct-d. has been selected. Two other segments arc mentioned here 
~cause the magnitude and vitality exhibit(.xJ by e:tch is sufficient to indio 
cate a continue(! existence :lnd reasonable rate of growth in the next ttn 
years. 
The first segment in the non-scheduled air tran,~porfafion group is the 
neet of airplanes owned by business corpor:lI ions. They arc operated to 
su it the needs of execU[ives and to serve the patterns of travel most ad· 
vantageous to comp~ny inu:rest. Surprisingly enough, the Aeet of business 
owned aircraft has grown to 22,000 of which 2.500 are multi-engined. In 
numbers. this Aeet is 17 times as big as the scheduled airline /leet and /lics 
more airpbne miles per year than the scheduled airlines do. In 1955, /lying 
businessmen bought 4434 airplanes worth 91 million dollars, a 60 percell! 
increase over 1954. The Civil Aeronautics Administration has predicted a 
very bright future: for the business corpor:u ion /lcct_ 
1lle second segment in the non-scheduled ai r transportation group is 
the "Non-Schoos" themselves. 1lley arc the cut-rate opcr:uors of the indus-
try. They arc prevented by law from adve:Hising regular daily schedules. 
Their service is Jimittx! to the high density, coach types. T here: :tre at least 
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JO different companies in this group, organized into the Aircoach Trans· 
POrt Association (ACTA ). Their aggressive business methods, including 
Ihe secming of numerous military COntr:lCIS, have brought them a fair shlre 
of the air transporration market. \'<Ihile regarded as undesirable and irre-
sponsible competition by the scheduled airlines, they were able, neverthe-
less. to gain business sramrc :lnd the elements of permanency when in 
1955 the Civil Aeronautin Board han(1c<1 down its ruling which lalxlcd 
them lS "supplemental air carriers" and found that they filled an impor_ 
tant need for periodic fr.lYcI demands beyond the Glpacity of the scheduled 
airlines. 
C{(rrtllt Tramport(lIiOll ProblmlJ 
As the evolution of :lir transportation moves from one en to the next, 
many of the circumstances surround ing airplane operation change. Some-
times these changes eliminate existing prol>lems and somerimcs they create 
new ones. A few items afe mentioned here as a sampling of some of the 
conditions that arc developing an(1 to which serious anemion is lnd must 
continue to Ix given in the yc:ars ahc:ad. 
TIl!: first is the increasing air traffic congestion with the development 
of potentially hazardous cond idons on the airways and in rhe vicin ity of 
aIrports. 
The second relates to airport size for Ihose termin:ds for which turbo-
jet operation is cOllfemplated in the next few years_ 
The third is noise, l nuisance that is increasing r:lpidly as engine power 
becomes grC'ater In<las the frequency of opcr.tt ion grows. 
A fourth item is the relative absurdity of fa ster airline schedules where-
in the gains arc parri:llly nullified by (he surface transportation times at 
both ends, caused by traffic congest ion and the increasing {lislances of 
newer airports from city ceruers. 
These problems and many others are not being atlowcc:1 10 develop in 
intensity without vigorous efforts towlfds solutions. Some slmpling on 
construCtive effort is offered here [Q illustr.ue the awareness an(1 aggressive-
ness that exists and is being applied TOwuds fu11y exploiting the bcncfics 
of air transporta tion. . 
President Eisenhower hls recently appointed and sworn in :1 special 
assistant for aviation facilities. His responsibi lities are threc=fold: (I) the 
di rection and coordination of a long t:lnge study of aviation facility re-
quiremerHs, (2) Ihe development of a comprehensive plan for m~ting 
these needs in the mOSt effective and economical manner and (J) the for-
mltion of legislative, organization , administrati ve and budgetary recom-
mendations TO meet this plan. 
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In the maner of research, both priv:ue industry and rhe ft"<l cral gov-
eromen! arc seeking new scicnlific knowledge at a r;HC never before :H· 
tempted. In privue industry, as an example, in the year 19B, }.7 billion 
doll:l.fS were spenr on rese:Hch. T his incl uded 7~8 million spenT by the 
aircl"lft indusuy and 778 million spent by the electrical c'luipmem indus-
try. These tWO industries led all others in research. Electrical cquipmcru 
is, in pan, closely allied to aircraft. exam ples of imerest being develop. 
ment of navigation and control systems, :tirborne radar storm warning sys-
t(ms and r:ldio co mmunication systcm~. Aircraft research, of interest co 
tr:msport development, includes invcstig:llin8 boundary layer control, a 
method of reducing the skin friction drag on a wing, thereby gaining a 
reduCl ion in take-oil', climb and landing speeds with conS«juent reduc-
tions in landing and fake-oll'di sta nces. Another item, revcrse thrust, now 
obtainable o n propeller dri ven airplanes, is being evaluated for future usc 
on iet powered ai rliners 10 reduce the landing roll and to sp~re the wheel 
brake systcm. A still more ilHeresting commenr within the field of re-
search concerns the use of stati stical metllo<ls in prcdiCl ing risks for re-
moving the guessing Out of engineering in the continual fight for greater 
sa fety. 
T hcse :tre only a few samples of rese:lrch programs, mentioned be-
C:luse they :He illustrative and timdy. 
A discussion of this son should nOl go much farther without acknowl-
edging the potcntials of the helicopter in the field of shon haul transpor-
rarion . E)(pansion in this fiel<l represents the possibility of 3 much gfl-ater 
m:uket than in the long haul field. Even though helicopter speeds ;He not 
likely 10 c)(aul 150 milt-s per hour for some yC;irs to come, il is generally 
3cceptc<1 that for distances of 40 to 175 miles helicopter service between 
ci ty ecntcrs can bener dl C su m of airphne flighl time plus ~irport transit 
time. Furthermore, smaller communities without airports would not be 
pen:lliz(,:d , :dthough it is recognized that speci fiolly designed air StOp fa cil-
ities arc re'luircd and the hel icopter opcr~tors must be allotted their own 
air channels, with t heir own uni'lue landing and take-ofT procedures. E)(-
perience to dare wi th airport shuttle service and mail pick-up oper:llion in 
the New York, Chicago and 1.05 Angeles areas has indicated l sou nd fu-
ture for scheduled helico pter operators assu ming rim a fed era l policy is 
established to extend to them liberal finlnc ial aid similar to the assi.mnce 
g iven trunk ai rlines in their e:ul y years_ 
In order for ~ir transpo rtltion 10 be a successfull y operated service 
there lfe many conditions 10 be met besides the mechanical perfection of 
the equ ipment. Mountains, oceans :lnd political boundaries are crossed 
with equal facility. However, in <Ioing business around the world, with 
the implied reciprocal obligations, there are many areas of agreement to 
be established to safeguard the advantages of air U:l.vd from nullification 
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by cusroms o ffi cials, (juarantines, moncrary exchange :lOd olher fro ntier 
rulings. The Imcrnarional Civil Avi:u ion Org:miz:lrion ~rVC5 as guardian 
of (he imCrt;S lS of Ihe 6, member nat ions which control the ac tivities of 
almost 95 percent of all inrcrnariona! airlines. ICAO WlS born ~r an inter-
national conference:tt Chicago in 1944. It W:IS established 10 make sure 
that airline opentions in pracdcally all parts of rhe globe would be uni· 
form and, because of this, safe. Through the past decade ICAO has (on, 
((mcared on what is known as "facilit:uion," As the parliament of the air 
:1.8(, it has fough! 10 simplify the pusage of people and goods across the 
myriad frontiers of the world. The rcsponsibilLcics and achicVl;ffiCntS of 
ICA O (QuId well be the'biggcsr si ngle {aclor in shapi ng the furur~ of 
internarional air transporution. 
Generally, there arc rhree theories about the future of scht'<:luk"<1 rrans-
portadon. The first assumes the mark~t to be a pic which is sliced up :lIld 
divided among buss~s, railroads, st~amship lines and airlines. J\ bigger 
slice fo r any particular form is won at th~ expense of rhe orher segments. 
Th~ second th~ory superimpos~s th~ compressing effeCt that th~ private 
:wtomobile is having on th~ bus, rnilroad and ai r lin~ common Clrrier mar-
k~t. Excluding [rips of less than 50 miles, the private automobile prior 
[0 \'{Iorld \'{lar II was u5e<l for 73 percent of the entire intcr-city passenger 
travel market. By 195<1, the automobile accounted fo r 88 percent of the 
inter-city travel passenger-miles. The last theory assumes that new forms 
of transportation generate their own markets and will came intO being 
and prosper in di rect proportion to the se rv i c~ r~ndercd . 
The rapid eh:lnges to which [h~ avi~tion industry has become accus-
tOmed hav~ had a restrain ing effect on long range predictions. \'{lith the 
, present r~search intensity, no desire exists for projeCting air tr:lnsportation 
as f.1r into the futu re as may seem reasonable fo r other mediums of travcL 
Before tOO many years of the nex t century have passed, the design im-
pact of nudear power plants is certain to be fe lc. The engineering and 
operational manifestations are nOt defined and C2nnOt be discussed serious-
ly at this time. 
In making a single pr~diction on th~ future of air nansportat ion, I 
would limit it to an endorsement of failll in the activit ies which have ~l­
ready been described, thos~ of research, development, private enterprise 
and the spirit of cooperation. In combination they have demonstrated a 
capacity for supplying the equipment and service to take care of our ever 
changing needs. 
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HIGHWAY 
TRANSPORTATION 
FOR THI: 
NI:XT 100 YI:ARS 
b, 
Rex M. WhiH:on 
RI;x M, \'VHl1"ON. a n;lIivc: of Jackson County, Missouri, 
receive<] a degree in civil cngint"Crin,l: (rom the University of 
Mi ssouri. 
Mr. \'(IhiUon bcg:m his long tenure of service with the 
"'''issouri State Highway Dcplnment in 1920, and has been 
with [he department since that time. He has advanced through 
all phases o f highw:lY engineeri ng to his prcscnI position as 
chief engi neer for the Missouri S(3 l(o H igh way Commission. 
In this position. he is responsible for the planning, construc-
rion, and maintenance of the highway transportation system 
of Mi ssouri. 
He has been an act ive member o f the American Associa· 
tion of State H ighway Officials and has served as chairman of 
several important committees. At present, he is presidenr of 
the org~niz:lt i oll for Region 5. He has long been active in the 
American RO:ld I3ui lders Association and this year he is a mem-
ber of the Committee on Express H ighways. 
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HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATIO N FOR THE 
N EXT 100 Y EARS 
REX M. \X!m'rrON 
Highway transporrarion for the next 100 years? Frankly, I do nor know 
the answer for the next 100 years. [n f:l ct, I am having difficulty determining 
rhe needs for tOday. One thing is cerrain though, the type of highways 
during the next 100 years wil l be directly comrolbl by the new develop-
mencs in rhe vehicle. 
Certainly no one can deny that the vehicle is :md has been the can· 
trolling facwr in the dcvdopmclH of the highw:IY. A study of history 
reveals rllis back from rhe earliest rimes. 
A man orrying his food on his back to his shelter was probably the 
nrst mode of tl1lllsponarion. As he COlHinu(xi this operation it is probable 
that the first normal tr.til was established. Man then diSCOvered the travois 
and sled, which was followed by the discovery of rhe whed and the axle. 
He lhen found that to use these new invenlions successfully he had to 
h;lve a road or highway. Thru the years, as the vehicle h;ls improved. im-
provementS in the highways have come about. II has been true continuous-
ly rhat the vehicle has been improved faSler than the highway over which 
it speeds. 
In order to have some semblance of Kcuracy in the prediction of high. 
way rrJnsportation for the next 100 years, it seems that a look inro the past 
to study the development of highway transportation would be of benefit. 
It is fairly well established that the first constructed roads were built in 
southwest Asia. The Romans are recognized a~ the first scientific road build-
ers. A classic example of their work is rhe world-renowned Appian Wlay, 
construction of which began in 312 B.C. 
The oldest long distance highway on record is rhe Royal Road, which 
reached 1155 miles across southwest Asia and Asia Minor, between the 
Persian Gulf and the Mc<literranean Sea. Over its beaten' path wert nans· 
mitted discoveries which have madt civilization possible - invention of 
the wheel and axle, domestication of the horse, the true arch later used 
in bridges, possibly the first pavements, discovery of silver. 
Incidentally, this road may also bave had rhe first limited access fea-
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(ure, which is becoming so popu l:u ~nd ncccssuy in roday's climin:uion 
of trallic congestion. I t passed through Nineveh. the residence of the King 
of Assyria, and his hst instruCtions were thai any person whose property 
encroached upon the road'~ right of way a~ it passed Ihru the main street 
of his city. be pul {Q dC:Lth by imp:tlcmcnt upon a pole erected in front of 
his home. 
'Ille longest T03d on "nh, in its zenith in the second (cnmry, CfOSsM 
Europe and Asia :md joined the Adandc and Pacific Qcc:lns. II began in 
Splin lnd terminated in China. It was morc rh:ln 8,000 miles in length 
and reached an altirudc of 14,000 fttl . 
The gucen of them all, though, was the Appian W/ay, which must 
be labeled the most famous road evcr built. It was on~ of 29 great mili· 
fUr roads radiating from Rome which tOtaled : L pproxim~tely )0,000 miles in 
length and is still in use (Oday. 
T he fall of Rome in the 1] th century brought :l se tb~ck to roads. 
Thereafter for nuny ye~rs (f1lvel w~s resHined to pedcstrian movement 
and riding. Also, the secret of natur~l cement was lost with Rome's rail and 
was nOt rediscovere<l ag:tin uncil the 18th cenrury. 
The 12th century. with its population irlCfeases, brought some re-
rK-wed interest in roads :md an order from Ki ng Henry J of England that 
all highways be broad enough for tWO wagons to pass or for 16 soldiers 
to ride abreast. T he firs t stone bridge also w~s built ~cross the Thames. 
The 17th and ]8th century brought the toll road idea, with tolls col-
le(lul to build turnpikes. T he father of the modern roadbuilders entered 
the picrure in the 18th century-Jerome Trcsaguet, in France. He ld-
vanced the ide:L o f lighter pavementS and crowned subgr:,des, along with 
emphas izing the neer] for continuous org;LI\i7.ed maintenance, instead of 
inrerm irrenr fq)3ir, to keep roads in condition at all seasons of the year. 
John Metcalf, :m carly English roadbuilrlcr, c)[pandcd thc usc of gravel 
surfaccs, while Thom:tS Tel ford, another Englishm:m. was noted for his 
promotion of the n«:J for proper dninagc. John London McAdam w:I.S 
:lIlOl hcr early au thority on roads, wi th his slfcngth bcing in promotion 
of drained and compacled subgradcs to support the load upon thc road, 
and with sconc to :lCt as thc wearing surfacc. 
Moving {O our own country, thc first permanent whi te settlement in 
the prcscnr Icrritorial limits o f thc Unitcd St1ltCS was SI. Augusdnc, Florida, 
and it served as thc parcn t hub for OUI firsl roads. T hc fi rst road built by 
whilc men in Florida joined the o riginal crudc wood fOf! with Fort Caro-
linc, about 40 milcs {O the north, in 1)60. 
Thc first bridgc was al J amcs Towne Island, Virginia, in 1611. How-
cver, it wasn't an aCt\lal bridge but was about 200 feet of wharf c)[lcnJing 
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from ehe river bank to waeer deep enough to provide docking fa cili eies. 
A town in Maine had the first paving (cobblestone) before 1625. The: 
Boston Post Road, 1873. was the first road over which colonial m2.il was 
c2.rried: the Philadelphi2. to LanClsrer Turnpike was the first long disnnce 
stretch of broken StOne :md grllvcl surface in this country -completed in 
1795, 
The first macadam sud:l(ed highway in this counuy was laid in 1823. 
between H~gerstown and Boonsboro, M~ryland. 
T he next ~dvancement that should be noted prob:lbl), was the erC(· 
lion of the fi rsr iron bri(lgc in this country in 1839 at Brownsville, Pen· 
nsylv:lni~. A steam roller was introduced in 1869, the bicycle in 1889, the 
firsr sme aid road was built in New Jersey in 1892. and the first U. S. 
autOmobile was introduced in 1893. 
That year, 1893, brought tWO other devclopmems in highway history 
worthy of note - the establishment of the U. S. Office of Road Inquiry, 
which h:1S (voluted into the Bureau of Public Roads, which has had much 
10 do with developing our present national highway system, an(1 laying 
of the first brick surface road in this councry on \X/oost cr Pike, ncar 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
The year 1898 brought us the first dust palliatives, when California 
experimented in the use of crude oil for that purpose. The i3ureau of 
Publ ic Roads conduCted tests in 1905 of coal tar and crude oil :IS road 
5urfKes, and the first such road was built in 1906 in Rhode Island. 
The first ponland cement concrete used on a public rUrlll road was 
laid in Wayne Coumy in 1909. 
The federal government did noe get into federal aid for highways 
until 1916, with the passage of the Federal Aid Act of that ye:lr. The 
first road built with federal ai(1 then was laid in California in 1918. T wo 
years later, 1920. when the number of vehicles had increased from the 
first one in 1893 to slightly under ten million in 1920, the (lcmands upon 
the highways were becoming so heavy and the highways themselves were 
so inadequate that a nation-wide program o( highway research in large 
scale proportions was inaugurated by the American Association of State 
High w~y Officials. It might well be sai(1 that our modern highway sys-
tem dates from the beginning of those experimems. 
Some of you know ~s eye witnesses, much of (he history of our high-
w:l.y system since that date. You no doubt remember the old dirt roads-
in fact. some of them still remain; the first gravel laid in your community; 
the oil surfacing of StreetS and rural roads 10 control dust. You probably 
remember paving of the streers in you r home co mmunity, and possibly 
the first p~vemenr on a rural road in your area-l ikely 9 feet wide, and 
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the growing usc of bituminous surfaces. 
The yc~rs since 1920 h:IVc secn highw~y transportation demands SOOt, 
soar and soar. \'(Iith the increase in speed and the size of the motor ve-
hicle our highways have expanded from the early day 12 feet wide roads 
to 18 fect, to 20 feet, to 22 feCI , 10 24 feet ~nd to divided, multi-bne high-
ways. 
ThaI interim sees us doing much r('search and experiment to better 
fit hiJ.;hways to tr:dlic demands. Morc concrete is used in bridge StruClUres, 
pr«asl bridges have come into being, we're expcrimeming with pre-messed 
concrete. thinner slabs, even c)[pcrimeming in some states with rubber 
surfaces. \Vle have curncd (0 intricate traffic interchanges and gra{le scpam· 
[ions, sometimes multi-level. Limited :Lccess on Ihe major highways is be· 
coming the rule rather than the: exception. 
The resul! has been tha! tod:ty we realize more than evcr before the 
great need for all exp:md!.:d and improve(1 highw:ty system acrnss the United 
States; yes. even world wide. Here the weat desire of the people to move 
from place to place and obtain the goods grown or manufKtured in all 
partS of the world as soon as possible has created a demand for highway 
tunsportation dut was unbelievable twenty short years ago. T he total 
number of vehicles in the United SI:LteS IOday numbers approximately 61 
millions. It is predicted the number will be- 81 millions by 19()' ~nd 100 
mill io ns in a decade afler that. So, the prediction for Ihe future in high· 
way tr:tnspon:ttion mUSt be based 011 the aforementioncd historic:t1 facts. 
Still OIher facmrs Sland out as we cunsider the future. Our highway 
tnl.llsponation must, and I rept."'lLt the IIIf1JI, be made more safc. Also, our 
people desire it m be even more convenient and, if the past is any criterion, 
more swift. 
Thus, it docs not lake tOO much foresight to predict that, within the 
next I' or 20 years, rhe major highways or interstate highways of our nat ioo 
will become divided hnes in order to separate the opposing lanes of traffic, 
and will have the :tccess completely controlled so there will be no cross 
traffle and no Stop signs or Stop lights from eo.1St to C()2.St. 
These freeways will pass through our cities from large to small. :lS 
well as around, thus affording the highway user the option of either go-
ing into or through the ci ty, or passing around it. 
looking closer. thos<: freeways no doubl will be lighted for their en· 
tire lengch. They will be always free of icc or snow, being so designed 
and so constructed thac snow and icc will melt either as it fall s toward 
them or at least upon contact. More than likely pedeStrians nOI only will 
not be permined to walk upon the pavement they also will be prOhibited 
on the right of ways. 
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But those things ~re only :I few shorr years ~he:t(1. We must look 
still fun her info the futurc- ~ hundred years hence. When we do thai 
we can be sure Ihar the veh icle which has {Iirc(tcd the wa y in the past 
will have much 10 do with cll~rting our course in the future. Amomarion 
lIppcllrs 10 be Ihe watchword. \'(Ie must Je t oursdvC5 go. we must be vis-
lonllry. 
Ir seems nO! unlikely that within :I. hundred year period we will come 
ro vehicles completel y com rolled by mechanical, electronic or other yet 
to be invcmcd automatic methods. Mos! likely they will rr:lVeI either on 
the highway or through rhe :lir. Such being the case, most certainly we 
will have highwllyS tinct! to the needs of such vehicles. 
The result? You will get ;rllo your vehicle :1.I your home, punch your 
d cstin:uion on irs keyboard. If it is a hOlI cruiser it will C:lrry you lHI[(). 
marically ro [he neareSt e lectron ic, o r other power, controlled (reeway. 
then on to your designateci rurnour. Electronic, or some other type power, 
installations will control Ihe speed o( your vehicle, as well :IS prevent col· 
lisions of any type. The contro lled IllllCS o( tr.lvd will , no doubt. be pand-
leled by normal highways to serve local traffic, with entr:lIlCC frOm them ro 
[he controllcd routes being only at cstablishe<l points. 
I ( )'our vehicle is an :Ii rmobilc. perhaps it will t:lke off straigh t up. 
as you punch your destination on its keyboa rd, :I~ does t()(hy's helicopter. 
~nd then zip yOll, at an assigned. safe flight level, to your dirCCled point , 
with a vertiCIl bnding. Again. it may be the combi nation type. First you 
[nay be carric.1 :1U[omatically ro the controlled fn-eway, or even to a nor-
mal highway. [hen rurn out to the airstrip_ which will be a part of high-
way design. You' ll then push the button on [he keylxxlf(l (() move wings 
into pbce, and t~ke ofT through the crow<kxl :Iirways. 
It is also within the rc~lm of rcason, even, thaI your vehicle and your 
highway's controls will be SO highl y autom:l1ic thlt you mly even sleep 
or nap slfcly when driving. Pcrhaps you would be enroutc to Kansas 
City an<1 be l slcep on rcaching there. The controls on your vehiclc's kcy-
board, ttlncd (0 the high war's automatic devices, would C:lrry you (0 a 
parking 101 where yOll coul e finish your nap. Again, it you were :Iwake, 
you would simply switch the controls to manual operation and drive where 
you choose. 
Agli n. perhaps you ~re on l cross-country rour. You will have no 
work or worry about driving your car. All you will do will be punch the 
destination on the keyboard for your morning or day 's drive, then sit back 
and enjoy the scenery, a card g~me, the conversat ion or a n:lp. The high-
way lnd your vehicle will do the rest, with the vehicle signalling you any-
rime it Illay need fuel or other attention. Speeds of 150 miles per hour 
will be common. 
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Let'S nor overlook, toO, a found-the-world trip. I'm juSt ~s confident 
as J can Ix: th:lt within the next 100 ye~ts we will have at least on!; high-
way, probably more, encircling the globe. I won't h~zard a guess here as 
to just how automatic they will 1x:, let's just kecp guessing at thar ~l while 
longer. 
Skeptical? Don't 1x:. More than likely J haven't even gone f~f enough 
in picturing highways:l hundred years from now. We already have power 
steering and power brakes on our vehicles. These arc parr of an overall 
development on the automatic pilot or :IlHomatie driving that most cer· 
t~linly wi ll be a part of our furure vehicles just as soon as enougll modern 
freeways h:lve been built. Even now the r:Hlar automati c brake is about 
ready for usc, and will re<luce rear end tYIX: collisions. 
Let's not overlook the fa er, roo, that in recent ),ears :luromobile man· 
ufacturers h:lve put nucle:lr ph )'Sicists in high places in their companies 
:1Il<1 continuing cxpcrimems afe being made on atomic propulsion. Work 
also is lx: ing done on turbine engines, using lower grade fuds, with some 
such cngines !xing driven on roads and streets even now. Atomic powerc<1 
vehicles will follow the turbojet car; and certainly in the next cemury we will 
have a hot debate on whether the highway bridge between New York and 
London .~haJl be :I free bridge or :1 toJ] bridge 
Thne you have my prediction for future highway transportation! I 
sce no end to its use in our civi lization. J do predict a leveling off of the 
present increase in the number of vehicles - :tpproKhing more nearly the 
number or OUf adult population. After tklt the vehicle increase should 
follow very closely to the population incrC:1St'. Highw:1Y transportation in 
the future nUlSt be made safer. This will be :lccomplished by better engi-
nccring and better cduc~tion of the driver. 
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RAILROADING 
IN 2056 
by 
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WI. M. KEI.LER. a native ufPir(sburgh, Pa. , studied enginct:r-
ing at the University of Pirrsburgh and completed the course 
in Mcchanjc~1 Engineering al Pennsylvania State University 
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Pennsylvania Railroad . Beginning as a machinist apprentice, 
he later served in a number of different capacities including that 
of assistant mechanical engineer in charge of research. 
In 1952, he was appointed (lircnOf of mechanical rCSC:lrch 
for the American Association of Rai lroads in charge of, and 
responsible for, al l research activities of the association's me-
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RA ILROADING IN 2056 
WI. M. K ELI.IlR 
1r is easier to view rhe past t han to anticipate the future. T o look at 
the pasT, one need only refer co historical writings to determine what oc-
curred. \,{!h:u, in the GISt of political history, the hiSTOrian thought oc-
(urred, did not :llways take place. The (OIHcrnporary hisrorian builds a 
full .~trtlctural story upon a mt:agcr framework of f:let. If the comcmpo-
r.lry can look back :lnd r(COnStruCI, by wlu! logic is he <knicd the right 
to look ahe:td and construct. 
Nostradamus nOl only looked into rhe fUlure, he wrote his prophesies 
in rhyme. Born in l503 he prcdicrc{l many things. Being :1 wise man he 
confined himself to general ities. Being 100 speCific invites contradiction . 
Perhaps the poctry of his writing compensated for bck of specific detail. 
But generalit ies ~re not imeresting in prose, and those who :Ire willing 
to risk being proven wrong by events Gill eompbcendy predict wh~t may 
happen in the future, 
T he suggestion of ideas contained in predictions may spur men to ac· 
complish in fact the dre~m of the prophet. Pc.:rhaps Di ck T racy's wrist 
radio is the mental st imulus that perfeCted the transistor. It would be ap· 
propriate at an instinnion of higher learning such as this, if some imagi. 
native predictions stirred the minds of men to revolutionize transport!uion 
by rail. The pragmatic requirements of the usc of trUlh, to which the 
University is dediclIed, dictate that pronouncements made in its atmos· 
phere serve some prnctical purpose. It is therefore suggested that what is 
imagined as a possible improvement in transportation may provide the 
germ of substantial accomplishment for the future. At the same time it 
would be idl e to suppose that the imagination of today is adequate to 
foresee all of the devclopmenrs of tomorrow. The changes of the next 
100 years may surpass the most vivid imagination we bring to Ix:ar today. 
J1ew minds could have imagined 100 years ago the technologiClI progress 
attained today. T o have given a recitation of [Q(iay's accomplishments a 
century ago would have branded the prophet as an unrealistic dreamer, 
who, for his own well being, should be watched with suspicion. In this 
attitude lies the contem porary pitf:dl of looking toO f:\f ahead. 
T he two principal divisions ill transportation service are the relaea· 
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tion of man's goods and his own movement. These twO categories of 
transportation arc designated as freight and passenger traffic, and appear 
10 offer such clear definition as to be underslOod without explanation. 
!>.hn has less inrerest in the shipment of his goods than the movement of 
his p<:rson. In passenger traffic the experience of the patron is very person_ 
al. In freight traffic the ultimate transporcation user frequently docs nOt 
know his products were moved by rail. Tn all the current discussions of 
inrerplanetary travel one hears only of passenger traffic. I f the idea of 
bringing needed minet".lIS or products from other planets to the earth has 
been expressed before it has nOt been widely circulated . A trip to the 
nloon is currently described as a sightseeing adventure, and a personal 
experience with more the aura of the carnival than any practical necessity 
of interplanetary tt".lffic. Thus it may be said that passenger traffic is more 
exciting than the movement of goods. 
The field of ra ilroading n:presents a transportation medium about 
100 years of age, and we have already experienced phenomenal improve· 
ment. It can be said that the railroads haye progressed from wood burners to 
Diesels, from wood to meta l cars, and from austerity to luxury for trav· 
elers. Perhaps the lattCf is summed up in an expression USed by the As· 
sociation of American Railroads which is "Take It Easy - Take the Train ." 
This paper cannOt therefore be considered an apology for the theme that 
railroad progress has Ix-en slow, but t:lther a thesis on the unabated march 
of rail transport:uion improvement . \Xlhy, one may inquire, should rail-
roads exist ~t all in another century? \'(Iill we nOt have enough highways 
and air transportation 10 suffice the needs of the 400 million Americans 
who will (hen inhabit the United States? Sh:dl we not have learned how 
co broadcast electrical energy over the air to light, heat or cool homes and 
hence will not need to ship coal? Similar changes could be cited to show 
that r~il transponation would be obsolete in another century, but this is 
negative thinking and we mUSt apply a positive approach to our predic· 
nons. 
We mUSt 6ce the unpleasant faCt that fuel is being depleted. We 
have no way of creating fuel to rephee what has been used . Per capIta 
fuel consumption continues to increase steadily and as the world popula· 
(ion increases economics will occome increasingly necessary. On level ran· 
gent track a gross ton can be moved on a nilroad at a total resistance of 
about :5 lb. at a speed of 10 mph. Now let us see what this means in 
equated terms for a highway truck. Assuming a lo-ton truck, this would 
e<ju;tte co 50 lb. total resistance. Now, at 10 mph, or 14.67 ft. per sec., this 
power rate becomes about 1 \.i horsepower. Can you visualize a IO-ton 
truck with a mocor of this size? The need for greater power is present as 
the mOtor truck docs not have steel wheels on steel rails. Freight trains 
generally re<juire ant: horsepower per ton but with favorable grades some· 
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rimes only about one-h~lf horsepower per ton is used. Therefore, fuel 
efficiency alone will be sufficient C!US<:" to keep the railroads here for our 
wear-grandchildren. Having (h us Ihe provided assurance in this si mple 
illustration {h~[ railroa<]s will continue to be necessary to our National 
welfare let u~ now look ahead. 
Some of the items presented here as a possibility will occur ro you 
as a reality now possible. It should be rememberc<l that necessity and eco-
nomics dictate or control many ch:lIlges. Economics control the extent to 
which Gdillacs. color television and yachts He used. 111CSC luxuries are ~ 
definite reality bm in limited usc, nOt because they are nOt popular but 
because they arc nOI economica!Jy available to all. So it is with railroads. 
Railroads can only provide what services can be afforded by the shi pper 
and traveler. 
Discussing fi rst what awailS those on the scene in 20,,6 let us con· 
si<]er first the passenger. He will probably make his travel reservation by 
dialing R R on (he telephone. Since this will be a special coded phone 
number it will connect his line to a special electronic brain. He willihen 
dial the leners of the railroad. towns betwccn which he desires to rravel and 
rhe date of dq:r.lrture. thus. SF- CH I- J.J\ -"· 17. which tells rheeb:tronic 
brain he desires to usc rhe Santa Fe between Chicago and Los An/:lcles on 
Ma y 17th. He dlCll <[ials the train number, and reservation desire<l, thus. 
17- Ro, which indicates he will travel on train 17 thc Supet Chief, in a 
roomettc. Then he <Ii a. ls his own telephone number. \'V'hen the elcctronic 
brain sorts all Ihis information and studies the space a.vai lable it will ar-
range his r<:scrvacion, print a bill for che cosc, ~nd auwmalically Ielephonc 
back a coded message telling him his rcserv~lion may be picked up at a 
central office. If he telcphone~ four d:,ys or more ocfore departure date he 
will recei vc hi~ reserv:ltiol\ by mail. InstruCtions for making tmin rescrva-
tions will oc liste<] in the telephone dirC<: lOry. 
JUSt ~s passenger tmins are infinitely (Iuicler now tha.1l they were 100 
yc:us :lgo. in the futurc car interiors will be noiseless. Insulation and sound 
isolation methods will red\lce sound wabolll the level of your living room 
if you live in the suburbs and don' t have the radio or TV in operation. 
T he ride will be unaccompanied by shocks and jolts. Stabilizers ~nd a 
centrifugoll neutralizer will provide tlie sa me ride comfort on curvcs as on 
langent track . Travel time will be reduced because of inc teased speed. 
Television loungcs as wcll as the presem practice of having a radio in 
menrs of the nation make il impernivc that adCCJua te and effective coordi· 
luxe trains will be cominucd. These fe~tures will entertain (hose who are 
not interesled in watching the scenery. 
Passenger Terminals-Suburban living is increasing and commuter 
service offers the faslesl transportation from homc ro work. On the olher 
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lund, intercity passenger business has been on the decline since 1920. \'(Iith 
increasing congestion of vehicui:lr uaffic .in cities, there is an increasing 
necessity for comprehensive rearrangemenr of passenger rerminals to pro-
vi(le expedited commuter ~lId intercity transportation. The tremendous 
construction cOStS involved in large scale track rearrangements and pro-
vision of sui[~ble station buildings is more th;1I1 passenger traffic c~n be:!r. 
Such COStS can and should Ix participated in by the cities as ;1 pan of pro· 
viding rhe necessary passenger transportation for its residents. [n crowded 
centers it must be remembered that 700 people can be u:lnsponed in a 
rr:lin 800 ft. long. \'(Iith twO people per automobile this number of pas· 
sengers would reguire 350 cars. \'(Iith automobiles 16 ft. long and 30 ft. 
bcrween each elf this is a line of cars ovcr 3 miles long. The import31lce 
of U:lill tr:lnsponation is therefore evident even when the p:lrking prob-
lem is not considered. 
Locomotives will be powcred by atomic fuel. They will be eguiplxxi 
with every safety device necessary for safe tr:lvd. \VJe now have train tele-
phones where locomotive crews C;1Il t:llk wirh wayside interlocking towers. 
:IS well:ls other train crews. The locomotive crew c:m now [;Ilk to the {rain 
crew at the rear of the trai n but in ~ l llother century communication will be 
further improved. Probably the proper electronic brain will supersede the 
human crcw in the locomotive cab. Controlled by rhe proper sign~ds :1nd 
safegu:1rds this change is foresec:l ble. The New Haven Railroad has in 
1955 operHed :l tra in by reJllOle COlUml with 1)0 one:lt the controls. The 
Pennsylv:l!lia R:lilrO:ld has installed an automatic con[rol on some of its 
trains wh ich wi ll apply the brakes if the crew disregards adverse sign:11s. 
The famili:[r wayside signal seems destine<l to disappear. Cab signals show 
in miniatu re rhe S3me aspect as the wayside signal. There is really no es· 
sential need fo r both. The cab si,gnal was developed to enable enginemen 
to "see" through fog. Before he could see the wayside signal he was able 
ro glance at the cab signal :lnd know what aspect the next wayside signal 
would dispby. so that fog. smoke or other visibi lity barriers werc over-
come. 
Considering rhe change.~ in freight traffic perh:!ps car (:quipmcnt is of 
prim:1ry interest. Smoother riding car5 with greatly improved draft gears 
will be in use. Speeds will be Increasd. Overnight freight trains arc now 
being operated between the large cities where they arc about 500 miles 
apart. Pitfsburgh to Chicago and Bu ffalo to New York arc e.~amples of 
presenr da), overnight freight service. 
Freight C3rs will be lighter and require infregucnt repairs. Journal 
bearings will be of such design that rhe expression "hot box" will dis-
appear from rai lroad vocabula ry. Freight car brakes will Ix improved. Car 
interiors wi ll be improved to preVellt bding dam3ge. 
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Freight Terminals-The adv:mragcs and economics of txpcditcd ship-
ping rime for freight and the economics dm can be effected in th(.: amount 
of freight e<:]uipmcllr rC(luircd place gn::1t emphasis on t he desirability of 
eliminating freight train terminal delays which now constitute such a large 
p:tr! of freight travel rime. It sttms quite likely within 100 years (hat princi-
pal terminal Hcas will have receiving and departure yards iocued to give 
subsranri:tlly less delay in gccring co and from the roads that now CXiSL In 
addition . belt or loop terminal lines will no doubt be established so rhat the 
intcrch:lngc of freight cars bet wetn roads and !O shippers within [ermin:t! 
arc:ts will be very greatly <:xpcditcd. 
R:lil H ighway Coordination - The increasing tr~nsportation require. 
mems of the nation make it imperative th;J( ade'lu;lte and effective coo rdi· 
narion of the :ldvantages of the highway for pickup and deliver)' and of the 
railro:ld for mtacity movement be ade(luarely coordinated ~nd lltili'l.ed. The 
present inten::sr and elllph~sis on the so·ul1cd piggyback movement is an 
important step in this direction. Ir seems <Iuite likely that within :morher 
century the major portion of intercity hauling, especially Ix:tween mies 10' 
cated 100 or more miles :lp:lrr. will Ix: effected largely by rail, utilizing high. 
ways for the pickup and delivery at each end. Perh:lps the medium used will 
be rhe piggybKk system. A road rail type freight car unit of about 10 tollS 
clp:lCiry likely will be devclolx-.:I that can be handled in trains on the mil 
and picked up and ddivacd by traCtor llnit~ at terminals. Units of this 
type will beconle econonlical and feasible with electronically controlled 
train opt:r:ltion. eliminating the neCl'ssity :llld expense of train crews for 
e:1(h train movemellt . Perhaps even a monorail system may be employed 
utilizing rhe righr.of,w:1Y along side existing tr:lck for the monomi[ sup· 
port and developing a rype of truck body unit that can Ix: hauled behind 
tractors on the highways and uanspof{l'(l on the monorai l with overhead 
wheels located 011 wI' of the truck body at each end. \\(Iirh such an :Ir· 
rangement. r~mps coul(] bc milized to lowcr or raise the Huck body un 
or off th!; mOllor:li l. In any event, it seems '1uire cen:lin thar within rhe 
next century a well coordinated r:til ·highway system will be in usc. 
Roa(!way and Strllcture~ -The difficulties involved in maintaining 
trans]xmarion of the nation's rt'<jllirements while effecting a radical change 
in the general character of the roadway throughout the nation, from a 
praerical standpoint, He almost Illsurmnllntablc. It docs not appear thaI 
there will be any radical changes in the rail section that is used in (racks 
other than improvement~ in rhe design of rhe cross section and in its 
metallurgy. No doubt, conrinuous wcl(led rail will be in quite general usc. 
Perhaps the neated wood cross tic, which has given such good service 
performance and has a life on the average of some 25 to 30 years, may be 
supplanted by a synthetic or plast ic tic that will have even longer life 
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and good insui:lting and impact absorbing properties, yet withou t the dis-
advantages of chcckin,g, splitting and mechanical abrasion that aTC associ-
ated with the trealed wood tic. It may even Ix: possible that a radically 
different type of rail support will come intO usc consisting perhaps of 
longitudinal T-beams supporting the rail :tnd resting on asphah b;llb~ttxl 
roadways with track surfacing to be clfcct<.-.:] by pumping material under 
the T·beams, rather than the conventional ballast rnmpering proccduce now 
used. In any even! it is <Juite certain tlur hand work in railway and track 
maintenance will be almost entirely supplanted by mechanized processes to-
ward which end stich amazing steps and accomplishments have already 
bC!;1l clfcw;d. Roadway vegetation growth will be entirely controlled by 
chemicals, and roadbed will be subili7,cd ~o rhn difficulties with adversc 
ground conditions in localizt..:1 area~ will be a thing of thc past, including 
slides in cutS and along moumainous country. 
Inasmuch as the life of bridgc structures is on thc ordcr of 100 ye:lrs 
it does nOt appear likely that there will be radical changes in the overall 
outlook in the next century. Changes to be anricipatc<] arc the welding of 
joints to eliminate riveting and uolting and the usc of srcel hllving cor-
rosion resistance that will elimina[(: the e xpense of painting. Develop-
ment of specialized autOmatic wtlding machines will be required to make 
welded suucrures economical and the dew]oprnellt of some type of pro-
tective cladding rolled on as the sted is rolled will no doubt be required 
to economically elimin;l.te the reguiremelHs for painting. Neither of these 
appear to be so remote from solution that they could nOt be attainable 
within a lOO-year period. 
It seems almost certain that within the next 100 years there will be 
virnrally complete eliminaTion of highway gr:lde crossings, especially on 
main trunk lines. Reguiremenrs for handling the gre:l.ter volume of fraffic, 
elimination of grade crossing accidents, and advantages TO the cities an<1 
tOwns dictate this. 
To increase the efficiency and improvc railroad service as beSt fits the 
needs and desires of the public, certain Inrriers will luve TO be faced with 
a realistic outlook. Government regulation of railroads should be reduced. 
Railroads do not have a monopoly on transportation, but they face the 
same regulation that was in etTect when there was very little competirivt: 
transportation. Subsidy of tfwsportation competing with railroads should 
be stopped or the railroads should receive the same type of subsidy. Per-
haps an enlightened public will begin to form opinions which will re-
<:juire that corrective steps be taken to equalize the e!Tect of subsidies and 
regulation. Those who are anxious to sec progress on railroads arc hope-
ful that this will happen before we proceed very far into the next century. 
lt is essential that each type o f transportation performs the services to 
which it is best suited. I do not believe any in<[uiring minds will take 
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c)[ception to this theory. However, when it is nOt followed, the COSt of 
transportation increases. The shipper and traveler may not be aware of the 
increasc<l COSt becaUS{~ some of it is in his r:o: hill. 
Perhaps the greatcst need in 2056 will be for cle:Jr thinkers who de-
mand that every service be made to pay its own way. Subsidies may be 
needed co nurture a feeble industry which is e~sential to the nation's wei· 
(are, bUT when the industry is we)] established and becomes fully devel· 
oped the pr(mist upon which subsidy was established must be recon-
siciere{[ in a new light. 
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mcnt program was initiated . The Corps' part of the program 
is now approximately 42 per cent complctcd. 
Gcncral Pottcr is now serving his second Term as cllair-
man of the fo,Iis souri Basin Inter-A gency Committee which 
coordinates the work of the Pedcral and State agencie~ in the 
basin watcr resources program, one of the largeST ever under-
t:lken in history. 
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THE N ATION'S INLAN D WAT ER WAY SYSTEM 
BRIG. GEN. \'<.'. E. POTTER 
It requires something less than a profound knowlcdJlc of modern 
civilization 10 recognize tim rransport:Ltion is the life blood of a nation. 
And even rhe casual reader of histOry is aware that the gre~t empires of 
the world were built upon tr:ldc tomes, both land and w~tcr, Ancient 
Athens, Rom e and C:lrth:lgC arc exemplifications of this fact. 
T hus. our diSC\Jssions here today concern a fundamentally challenging 
subject. one which profoundly affects our human relations, our narional 
SC'curity. our economic growth and stabitity, :md our continued srriving 
townd a octter way of life. The advancementS of science and industry 
have conrribuccd milch toward making Ameria great. [t must be obvious. 
:1150, that our transportation system must :ldv~nce in development just as 
we develop new techni<lues o f Pf(x]uction in our factori es and industrial 
planrs. Transporratioll cannot be a st:Hic thing: it must be dynamic in an 
"tnerica rapidly heading toward a popubtion of 200 million people. Di· 
versification of transportation is as inevitable as decentralization of indus· 
try. 
As a general premise, these basic principles probably afe acceptable to 
all of us involved in this panel progr:ull. But the highly competitive na-
ture of the free enterprise system which has made the nation gre:n, gives 
rise ro inevitable conAicts of intcrest which must be taken into account 
in our approach to this problem. " calm appraisal of the many facets of 
the transportation complex is, therefore, ;I. he:l.lthy thing and (":In be pro-
(]uctive of a bener underst:l.nding of the requirementS for the future. 
It is unimportam co our considerations today whether the boat pre-
ceded the wh<."(:I, or vice versa, in man's early history. The vast popula· 
tions of the eart h could nor live today without the modern adapt:nions of 
both. The goods an<] commodities of our modern existence move today 
by rail, water, truck. airpl ane and pipeline. Wh:1I economist would say 
11m the world of the middle Twentieth Century could rnttt the dem:mds 
of this and future gener:uions without anyone of these trade devices? 
The early colonization of this country was effected without benefit 
of rail, air or pipeline transportat ion. The river systems were the arter ies 
of travel and commerce in the formative era of the young Republic of 
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the Unitl-d States. Three Old \'V'orld n~tions-England, France, :tnd Spain-
struggled for dominance in this New World, a srruggle in which the great 
inland waterways played a dramatic role. For whoever controlled the rivers 
controlled the destiny of the \'V'esf. 
It is a natural corollary that from the earliest days of OUf national 
life the growth of the nation's population and industries has centered 
around navigable waters-seacoasts, harbors, lakes and inland rivers. It 
has been estimated that about two·thirds of (he nation's 1950 population 
of 151.000.000 resided in counties at least half of whose area is situated 
within SO miles from navigable waterways. For water has always been 
and continues (0 be a prime esscntial of life. \'(Ihen Thomas JefTtrson con-
summated the Louisiana Purchase ISO yens ago one of the major con-
siderations was to acquire thc greatest inland waterway system on earth-
the Mississippi. 
The importance of the inland waterways to the nation's future was 
keenly recognized by the fram ers of the constitution. They wrote into the 
body of our laws those safeguards which have kept these waterways free 
to all. In 1787, wh en the Northwest Territory was established by the 
Confederate Congress, the Ordinance for (he TerritOry provided that: 
"The navigablc waters leading into the Mississippi and St . Lawrencc, 
and the carrying places between the same, shall be common hi,ghways, 
and forever free, as well to the inhabitants of the said TerritOry as to the 
citizen s of the United States, and those of any other StateS th:1( may be 
:ldmined into the Con feder:tey. withollt tax. impost, or duty therefore." 
But the nation's ttansportation picture beg:lll to change with the in-
vention of the steam locomotive in the middle 1850s. T he woodburning 
railways of this early tf",Ulsition period firs( served as fe(.-ders to the watef-
ways. In this e:J.r1y era they operated without Federal rate regulation, frl'C 
to establish rates among shippers and loca lities in competition with bO"Jt 
lines. It was some }5 years !:Itef that the first practical steps were (liken to 
prOteCt national commerce in the Un ited St:HCS against unrestriCted ex-
ploitation by the carriers, through establishment of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. 
JUSt as the river boats and covered wagons had opened up the \'V'est 
in a dynamic surge of settlemcll!, the steel rails now fanned ou! across the 
continent to mcct the demand for speedier rranspon:uion. This was prog-
ress and development. It paced an epic of growth never before witnessed 
in this or any other nation. But as the railroads grew and flourished, traf-
fic on the waterways declined until by the turn of the Century it was al-
most non-existent. River development likewise had reached a low ebb, 
when, in 1902, Congress created the Board of Engineers for Rivers and 
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Harbors wilh in<lependent power to review all exami nation and ~urvey 
reportS on navigation pro]tets. 
As the nation's phenomenal industrial growth continued in the early 
years of the Twentieth Cemury, some far-sighted leaders began in ques-
rion the wisdom of total reliance upon one form of transportation. In 1908, 
Theodore Roo~evelt said: "The rivers of no other country are so poorly 
developed, so litde used or play so small a pan in the industrial life of 
the Nation as those of the United Statcs. The failure to usc our own 
(rivers) is astonishing, and no thoughtfu l man can believe that it will 
last. The greatest return (from (he development of inland waterways) will 
come from increased commerce, growth and prosperity of our people." 
Every Presidem since has advocated development and usc of our river sys-
tems. 
The turning poim in resumption of navigation developmcnr did not 
come, howevcr, lI ntil \'(forld \'(far I. The tremendous transportation prob-
lem in gearing the nation to all-out war production jolted the public into 
an awareness of the shortcomings of a single system of transportation. 
The railroads did a magnificent job, but with no highway system wonhy 
of the name. the narion had to turn to inbnd waterways for the move-
ment of a substantial wartime ronn:lge. This situation was repeated in 
\'(forld \'(far II. Fortunately between the wars substantial progress h:.d 
been made on waterways development. 
Chtlrl f 
Thi~ schematic chan shows the connected watcrways of the Mississippi 
River syStem, the Adamic IntracoaS(jl s)'Stem, and the Gulf Intracoastal 
system. Of the 28,000 miles of improved ch:lIlncls, only ahoU! 9,000 miles 
comprise the interconn ecred in land and Intracoastal systems with fu lly 
improved modern standards. upon which barge scrvicc has become firm ly 
enough established to be an im portant factor in domesric transportat ion. 
It is the system shown on the chan, on which most Federal money has 
been spent, and it carries the most connage. 
As of J9~4, the total development of inland waterways, ineluding 
the Columbia, Sacra memo and other west coasta l area developments, rep-
resented 1,944 individual navigation projects construCted or under COIl-
srru(!ion by the Corps of Engineers. This spans a work period of more 
than a century. Through 1954 Congress had appropria ted $1,878,700,000 
on developmenr of rhese pro jects, which are estimattd to COSt a rotal o f 
$2,343,600,000 whtn completed . 
This repreSentS a tremendous investment of public funds. I say in-
vestment rather than expcnditure because, as an Engineer Officer of 28 
years' experience in civil and military construction works, I am firmly con-
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vinced rhar rhese developments on our rivers will p~y (or themselves 
over and over again in rhe ycars CO come. You have only co look :tt rhe 
recor(1 of Tremendous con nagcs of Ihe nation's bulk frciglu now trans-
porred by water co find substalHialion of this outlook. 
Char' 11 
The b:u graphs shown on {his chart tell tht· story of what h:ls been 
happening on our inbnd waterways in the last three deodes. In 1927 the 
IOtal commerce on our inbnd w3terw~ys amounted to slig htl y ovc:r 200 
million tons. By 19'4 il had grown to 320.000.OClO, exclusive of Ihe Gre:1I 
Lakes and deep-sc:l Iraffic. In H:rrns of ton-miles. the growlh was from 9 
billion in 1927 co over 60 hill ion in 1954. 
The chief commodities handled by the bar~c lines repn:SelH the bulk 
freight of industry: stt-el, coal . aluminum, paper. fertilizer. peTroleum prod-
uCts, mobsscs and gr~in. In 1954. sixty-four rivcrs, c~nals :tnd ship ch:m-
nels cach had over one million !Ons of watcrborne commercc. This com-
pares with fony-six the ye:u before. For a single cxample of the imper-
t:l.nce of cht':lp bulk water rl1lnsport take the paper and pulp ind usny. In. 
land waterways now serve 342 paper al1(] pulp mills in 36 states. Low COSt 
barj!:e service is t"Ssenrial to rhis industry bt'CtU5C paper and pulp :Ire large_ 
ly bulk transportation commodities. One mill on thc Gulf Int racoastal 
\'(Iatcrway alonc consumes 700.000 cords of wood annually . 
111e resut~encc of navij!:ation development is outstan([ingl)' iliustr:Jttd 
on the Ohio Ri ver. Ihck 125 years ago the Corps of Engint-ers was as-
signed by Conwcss 10 tasks of snagging an<1 channel dcu-:mce on the Ohio. 
[n the etrl), part of this century a system of locks :md (l:ims was consHuctcd 
on that rivcr. rhe bulk of the work being accomplished in the '20s ~Il([ '}Os. 
The [Otal Feder:11 invesrment to date on the Ohio is $150,000,000. The 
public benefitS of this improvemcnt indude nor only navig:ttion. bl[( nood 
control and increased watcr supply. It is currently estimatc<[lh:lt the an· 
nu~1 savings in reduced freight I1ltcs now amount ro over SO million dollars. 
\'(Ih~t has this mcalll in lerms of business :lIld industrial growth? In 
Ihe laSt six years il is es timated that inclustri:tl expansion in the Ohio 
Valley has amountcd to between 8 and 10 billion dollars. Since W'orld 
War II. 2500 new industries have located in this valley which is often 
referrcd to as rhe Ruhr of America. Nearness to sourccs of iron ore. coal 
and other raw materi:tis w:tS a f:lctor. of course, in this growth. But other 
major factors were a conrrolled river for cheap bulk commerce. adC<]uate 
water supply and flood COntrol. As mentioned e~rlicr. the Ohio River now 
carries 60 million [Ons of commerce etch yt:l r. 
While the chief role of the inland waterways from a transponation 
standpoint is that of c~rricr of rhe bulk raw materials of industry and 
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commerce, it has its gener.tlly competitive ~SPCC IS with other means of 
tr:lIlsporral ion. Critics of fiver navigation developmenr have charged thai 
costs of such proiccts are prohibi lively high, and that the benefit-cost ratio 
on which they were justified , have not been realistic. T he figures shown 
in Ihe following labul:u ion speak for themsclves. Thcy show the dates the 
projeCts were illit i:ue<l, the Corps of Engineers' estimates of expected ton· 
nage on which they were justified, and the acrualwnnage now experienced: 
Ril'rr TOllllagt EJlinllllr 61rrtlll TOl/llagt 
Ohio, 19]0 13,000,000 60.000,000 
Upper Mississippi, 1930 9.000,CXXJ ]5,000,000 
J1linois.1937 8.330,000 16,00),000 
Gulf Incr:ICo:lst:11 W/alcrways, 7,(XXJ,OCXJ ~O.OOO.OClO 
19~5 
CharI 111- Tflbll/(Ilioll 
T here are m her controversial aspects of the federal Government's de-
velopment of inland walcrways. II has been charged Ihat if all factors of 
construction COSI, operation, mainlcnance all{l intercsr chargcs were con· 
si{lcred, illal inland w:llcrway dcvelopment is economically unsound. In 
1953 . Ihe Chief of Engine<:rs prcparcd an ev:lluation of these factors for 
sllbmi.~sion to a COIl,l:fcssional committce. I-l is report follows: 
Annual Ch:lf~CS: 
l. Intc:;resr lU 2 Y.! percellt and amortization in 50 
years on the tof:ll of$1.I billion 
2. r-.b .inrcllallcc and operation 
Total 
3. Annual Ir~llsportation savings: (Using a unit 
of saving of :> mills per ton mile r:rlhcr 
than the 9.]8 mills average for the major 
w:m;rways) :>0 billion ton miles :< 5 mills 
4. Benefit COSt ratio for 1953 
S 39 millioll 
s ~O million 
S 79 million 
S2~O million 
3.17 ro 1 
A more speci fic application of this evalu:l.Iion by m;r.jor w~terways 
projcCts also was prepared in 1953. It shows benefit to COSt ratios rang-
ing all the way from 1.4 to I, to 14.8 ro l. While thcse figures natu~lJy 
f\uCtu:\t(: somewhat from ycar to year, the prescllt~lion in tabular form of 
the 1953 results is of interest: 
1Vfllft'U/(/J 
Gulf Inrf:l(oasral 
Lower Mississippi 
Monongahela 
Il linois 
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Rfllio 01 Bmq,IJ 10 Cosl 
1953 
14.8 
9.' 
9.4 
8.1 
Ohio 
Sacr.tmento 
Middle Mississippi 
Cumberland 
Warrior 
Kanawha 
Upper l\t ississippi 
Allegheny 
Ch(lrl IV 
7.3 
'.3 
4.4 
3.6 
31 
2.9 
2.1 
IA 
Navigation today is big business - private business. P rivately owned 
and opt:rated vessels used 011 all inland waterways tOtaled 17,250 in 1951. 
Towboats operated on inland waters nurnlx:rcd over 4,000; non-propdled 
vessels. 13,218. This representS a tremendous investment of private capi-
ml and employment of many thous:tnds of persons. The r:lte of increase in 
inland waterway transportation equipment IS illustr.tted by the following 
figures for the Mississippi River system and Gulf Imracoastal Wan:rway: 
Number of towboats 
Total horsepower 
Number of barges 
Total capacity 
Average cap:lCity per barge 
Total Tonnage 
Chart V - T(lblt/tllion 
1940 1953 
902 
282,306 
4,915 
3,564.716 
m 
70,176.661 
1,692 
936,713 
7,939 
6,9')6,113 
938 
224.957,448 
While the inland waterways carried a larger proportion of the na· 
tion's freight load in 1954 than in any previous year prior to the advent 
of the railroads, pcrccmage·wise it is still relatively small. The tabulation 
shown here gives the rdative positions of the five major freight carriers 
for 1943 and 1954. These computations arc on a tOn-mile basis. 
Ctarirrs 1943 1954 
% of Tokll % of TOlal 
Railroads 71.9 495 
MotOr T rucks 4.7 19.1 
G reat Lakes 11.4 81 
Pipelines 9.4 16.0 
Inland Waterways 2.6 7.3 
'1l1e latest available figures comparing the operations of the five major 
carriers both on a tonnage and ton-mile basis :Ire for 1953; as follows: 
Ulrrlm 
1953 
R:lilroads 
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Ton Afiln 
(hiJJio1l1) 
63~ 
Tom 
(/Ili/bom) 
2,750 
Motor Trucks 206 213 
Great Lakes 127 188 
Pipelines 16, '61 
Waterways 75 327 
The developments now under construction on the St. Lawrence Sea-
way and the Calumet-Sag connecting Lake l\<{ichigan with the Illinois 
river waterway. arc anOlher measure of the inlporrance Congress and rhe 
nation attach to waterborne commerce. 
Chari VI 
This map shows the strategic importance of these developments co 
our own l\'lid- \X'est region. The St. L~wrence projt'Ct will permit seagoing 
commerce of the world to move on the Sr. Lawrence ~nd through the 
Great Lakes to Chicago, Duluth, Detroit and other industrial portS on the 
Lakes. This wil l bring ocean shipping some 800 miles closer to our mid· 
land area than ever before. The Cal-Sag c:mal, a connecting link hctw(."Cn 
Ihe Chicago IXlrt and rhe Ill inois waterway, is being widened to 220 feet. 
This will permit world commerce to be nans·sh ipped by river barge to 
the entire Mississippi waterway SySTem via the Illinois. 
I think the economic implications of rhis transportation development 
with respecr to our industrial growth in the Mid-\Vest arc readily appar-
ent. It will m:lke our inland cities. especially those IOC:lled on the water-
ways, much more competitive with the industrial EaSt. h will enhance our 
opportunities to profit by the industrial decentralization which is definite· 
Iy underway. 
Now. I should like to move closer home for the concluding part of 
my discussion. By home J mean the Missouri Basin where for the hst 
four years, I have supervised the Corps' pan of one of the nation's largest 
water resources development programs. Navigation is hut one facet of the 
authorized program under construction in our basin. It is a multiple-pur-
pose project designed to bring abour control of disastrous floods, expand 
irrigation in semi-arid sections by some <I million new acres, produce about 
13 billion kilowatt hours of hydro electrical energy, assure adC<juate water 
supply for cities and indus((ies, as well as float barges on the Missouri 
from Sioux CiTY, Iowa, to the mouth. 
This program has been under construction for ten years, and it has 
reached the point where its beneficial returns are hcing realized in grow-
ing measure year by year. Some thirty reservoirs, including four major 
impoundments on the MIssouri River have been built or are nearly COm-
pleted, Such projects are fast giving rhe people of the Missouri Basin rhe 
means of controlling and conserving water resources which in the past 
ran out of the rivers uncontrolled and wasted. 
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J\hjOf destfucl1ve Aood~ on the upper :md middle reaches of the Mis_ 
souri Ri ver ~re ~ thing of rhe past. The four main stem reservoirs now 
in operation in the D~ko{~s and l\'!Ont:U1a h:1ve sufficicn{ capacity !O re-
duce a flood such as thc rccord flood of 1952 to well wi1hin banks ~t 
Omaha and St. Joseph. During the drought ~\lmmer :lnd fall months of 
1954 and 19~~, stored W:Her from these reservoirs provided three-fourths 
of the flow at Omaha and Kan~as Cit)', assuring adequ:lte water supply 
and pollution ab:Hcment :md navi.g:Hion depths on the main riv\;f. Total 
eap:KIt)' of the fouf reservoirs is thc eguiv:dent of twice the average an-
l1ual flow of the l\-iissouri :H Sioux Cit)'. EvelHually the authorized main 
~tem s)'~tem will include six reservoir~ with a combined capacity of al-
most three times the average annual flow of the Missouri. 
Further details of the Jl,Iissouri B~sin program would not Ix: pertinent 
to our discussions here. The point I wi.~h to emphasize is thaI basin-wide 
water resources (levelopment w be fully etTeClive shou ld be planned ;md 
executed on a multiple-usc basis. Navigation improvement in most rn:ljor 
stfealll basins is an integr:l l pan of such development. TIl<: cost~ of river 
wntrols should properl)· be alincated to :111 the public benefits which it 
will produce. nO! to navigation alone or to any other single benefit. 
For example. a 9-foot channel st~bi lization ~nd navig:uion projcct 
from Sioux Cuy to the mouth of the Missouri River is an integr:lI p:lrt of 
(hc over-all Missouri B:tslll project. \\lithout a s(abilizcd ch:lIlncl It would 
havc Ix:en cnglneeringl)' infe~sible to build levec.~ ;tnd lIoodwalis for the 
protection of cities, Industries and agricultur:d lands. The channel st:1bili-
;::1Iion prevcnts the rivcr from me:tndering b:tck and forth K ross the flOlKI 
plain as it w:ts free (0 do in the pa~t. Thus. the benefits of this parr of 
{hc projeCt should not Ix: ch:lrged wholly to n:lVigation. 
Ch(/r/il1/! V II (Showing Controlled River Channcl) 
This is 111 example of wh:!t I mt:an by channel stabilization and ItS 
etTen.> upon stabilization of :lgriculture. municipal development and in-
dustry. Shown here is a stretch of the Missouri River below Omaha. Norc 
the conditions that existed before channel stabilization works were in-
st:tllcd - a braided channel. a meandering river. unst:tble agricultural a. rcas 
:Illd arrested development. Contrast this with the present controlled chan-
nel which permits farmers to till {he soil right up to the river banks. The 
combination of channel stabilization and upstream reservoirs will ulti-
matcly provide protection for over 1 iii million acres in the Missouri bot-
(Oms, some of the mOM productive land in thl· basin. 
Chart VlIl (Fairfax DistriCt) 
A rypical example of what river controls can mean to industrial de-
velopment is gr:tphically illustrated on this chart. II shows an area of 2.000 
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acres in it bend of the Missouri River at Kansas City, Kansas, which was 
wasteland prior to 1923, a part of it consisting of a big sandbar called 
Goose Island. Conrrast This with the situation today. Here is an example 
of ont of the finest i()([usrrial dcvclopmcnrs in the Mid.West, known as 
rhe F:lirEIX Industrial District, which is familiar to many of you. 
Today the Fairfax Industrial District, developed by the Union Pacific 
Railroad, con tains 144 industri:tl plants, wier} an annual payroll of 
$12~,OOO,OOO, employing 30,m people. Without a stabilized river channel 
and Federal levees this Di strict would stilJ be at the mercy of the river, 
floodmg almost every year. 
Chtlrl I X (Navigation) 
Finally. [ come (Q rhe navigation story on the Missouri River. It is 
not :l spectacuhr picture today, but the potenti:lls for the future are of 
gre:ll importance ro the growth and development of the I\l issouri Valley 
area. You can sec that before we had upStream reservoir control the ron-
nage was negligible -50,<XXl tons in 1952. But notice how the trend has 
surged upw:m l since then. In 1953, the tonnage was DO,OOO: in 1954, 
287,000 :lnd hst year 414,000. Peanuts comp:lred with the Ohio River's 
60 million tons. Yes. OIH there W:lS a time when the Ohio carried little 
tonnage. Locks :lnd d:lms :md other improvements built the Ohio up to 
the St:uus of one of the world's largest carriers of waterborne commerce. 
It can happen proportionately on the Missouri when the authorized 9-foot 
channel project is completed permitting frec inter·ehange of 9·foot draft 
barges from the Mi ssissippi River up the Missouri. Navigable depths on 
the Missouri now r:lnge from 6 Yz to 7 Yz feet up ro Omaha. 
In summary, may I poim out that our nation at laSt is aroused as 
never before to the urgency of water resources conservation and use. Al-
ready water supply is inadeguate in many industria l and municipa l com-
munities :lnd threatening ro limit their future growth. \'{Ie must conserve 
what we have and put it (0 fullest use. Navigation is one of the impor-
tant elements of sound phnning and development. As this nation grows 
all economic means of transportation wil! be necessary to keep pace. To 
ignore or stille any of them would be shorr-sightl-d and not in the Ameri-
can tradirion. In the next century of engineering, river development in all 
its facets will be a major fi eld of technical endeavor. The rivers of Amcric:t 
must ful fill the destiny envisioned by our ford.1thers. 
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CONVOCATION PROGRAM 
J ESSE A U D ITORI U M 
9:30 A .M ., /I !"reb 17, 1956 
CALL TO ORD ER by Dad Srone, Presidenr of Engineers' Club. 
INVOCATION by Dean Seth W. Slaughter, Bible College of l'"l issouri. 
INSTRUCTIONS for ancndlncc cards and remainder of the day by 
O:lil Srone. 
ANNOUNCEM ENT O F WINNING EXHIBIT by Wlilli:lm Marshall. 
iNTRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION or STUDENT AWARDS, 
Prcsenr:uion of omsranding frcshm:111 engineer, 
Roger Pape - by Dail Smne 
PreS<:'lltation of outstanding sophomore chemica l engineer. 
Duane Luallin - by Richard Hazel 
Prcscmarion of Chi Epsilon sophomore award (0 
Gordon Scott-by Roben j\bc 
Presentation of ASA E sophomore award co 
Rodger Garrcrr- by James Frisby 
Presentation of Pi Tau Sigma sophomore award to 
George Huber - by Shelton Ehrlich 
Prcscnt~tion of Et~ Kappa Nu sophomorc :lw:lrd [Q 
Rogcr Pape :lnd Paul Klock ~ by Bruce Jord:lll 
INTRODUCTION of De:ln Croft by D:lil Stone. 
PRESENTATION O F ENG INEERING AWARDS by DC:ln Croft to: 
J. Brownlee D:lvidson 
Procter Thomson 
William Gr;m( Purdy 
George Albert Dehney 
Louis H:lrry Winkler 
INT RODUcn ON OF SPEAKER by Professor C. M. W:lllis. 
ADDRESS "Communications of (he Future" by Eugene J. McNeely, 
Vice President, Americ:m Telephone :lnd Telegr~ph Comp:lI1y 
FINAL INSTR UCn ON for :luend:lnce cards. 
BENEDICTION by Dt":ln Seth W. Shughter. 
ADJOURNMENT by O:lil StOne. 
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MISSOURI 
HONOR 
AWARDS 
FOR 
1956 
, 
INTIWDUCTION TO THE All" ARDS 
By D EAN H UBER O. CROFT 
In particular is rhis Centennial Year of Engineering:H the Univer-
sity a mos! propitious occasion to honor five outstanding engineers by 
presentation to them of the Mi ssouri Honor Award for D istinguished 
Service in Engineering. This AWlHf in the form ofa bronze medal is made 
possible by the support of the Missouri Engineering Foundation. 
\Y/c honor here 1001ay, a famous and revered professor of agriculture 
engineering; a chemic:!.l engineering :tdministraror of :l world f:lmous 
America n corporation: a civil engineer who has literally made a place 
for himself ill the stars in the field of rockets and guided missiles; an 
electric:d engineer who is the chief engineer of a well-known automobile 
company; and a mechanical engi neer who is one of the distinguished met· 
~lIurgists of ou r time now connccted with a large steel company. 
Four of these: engin<:ers gradu:t led here, of whom thc youngesl grad-
uated in 1941 3nd the oldest in 1907. 
Thc contributions which Ihest mcn have made are inlimatcly in· 
voved in the prcsem and future of this great cLvililation, which is Amer· 
ica. They were once, not m3ny years lLgO, SfUllents such as Ihe young men 
in the audience and we hope that in Lhis centennial senior class that herc 
may be at least five men who may become as distinguished as these med· 
al rccipiems we honor here today. 
\VJe will now proceed to the Awards. 
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J. BROWNLEE DAVIDSON 
The Citation 
J. BROWNLEI; D"I'IO$ON, in 10:'(08n;I;1)fl 0( hi~ OUlsllI.nding ~,hicvcmcutS 
in Ihe fidd of 19ricuhurll.I cngil)cning ~nd cnllinccrin1: CduC~II""'; 
His vision, leaocrshlp. and pioneer work in the application of cn.l:in~"Cr"'.I: 
[0 agriculture. which have cOl1!ribu(~1 subsllntidly nOl onl)' !O the sulu· 
lion~ of problems in Ihis field, bUI also 10 the devciopment of the whole 
Amcrian ceonolll)' .nd way of life; 
His service to engineering education 15 ~ pioneer in Ihe development of 
college instrunion in agricuhural engineering. his authorship of IC~I ­
books, bulletins. and u:chnicll J>:I.pe' s, his long lntl respected service u a 
colkge I~chcr and adminisll'l1cor: 
His promo<ion of hi$h professionll snndards through his work in cnE:;' 
n«nng societies. whIch h1$ broughl n~do"al ~ccl~;m: 
The Collcgc of Engincc:ring ~nd d,C Engineering I'oundat;on of !I"" Uni. 
versity of /I.!issollri confer llpon him the /I.! i5stlllri Honor i\w:Lrd (O)r 
D istinguished Service in ""Sincering. 
Mr. Davidson's Response 
I! is with ~ feeling of humble gratitude th1t I 
IIceep' this lIwlIrd. I do so with 1I Yay sincere II pprecia. 
tion of the contributions 10 this ~ehievcmcn I Ihal hllve 
been mllde by my fllmily. m)' friends. my teachers lind 
my co,workers. lind all dIOse who hllve g u ided and 
e,,(ounged me through Ihe years th~1 arc p aK 
I 1m proud to be their represematiye:os I lake my 
pl.cc amo"8 Ihe eminen! enginccr.l who h".,<= receiv(."<:1 
fhis award before me. 
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Biographical 
Information 
J. BKOWNI.I!I! DIIVII)SON, a narive o{ Nebnsb, rt"Ccivc<l a B.S. desrC!: in Me· 
ehanie~1 Engineering in 1901. and Doctor of Engineering degree in 19}1 from the 
University of Nehnsb. 
Af!er ohtllinin,s; his firs! degree. he served liS lin in$!ruelOf in {lrm mechlniC5 lit 
the UniversilY of Nehl"llsb. and laler beCime profc:s.sor of a!;ricullul"lIl engineering lI! 
Io wa State College and the University of California. In 1919. he retu rned ro 10m 
S!a!e College where he lIgain headed !he del'~r!ment of agricuhunl engineering. 
He is the aurhor of many impomnt publiCl!iooS in the field of 19ricultu!1l.l engi. 
neering lind WlIS ei!ed by :I special eomminee of tIK: American Society of Agricultur:1I 
Engineers liS lIuthor of twO flIIpcrs of "exccprionlll merir." He hu served on many 
import.am governmemal committees and organiurions al1(la$ adviser 10 sevcnl foreign 
coumrl ~S. 
Mr. Davidson is lin honorary memlxr of rhe IImerican Socicty of Agriculm!1l.1 
Engineers and is :I life memlxr of the IImeriCin Sociery of Engineering Educuion. 
lowlI Engineering Society. 
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PROCTER THOMSON 
The CitaHon 
P MOCTI!R THO~tSON, in recognition of hi5 notable ~chicvcmCn(5 in rke: 
fields of stanwrdiution and quality (OIl(rol; 
H is ladcrship in , he 3ppliC:llfion of Sl2{isliul methods (0 (hernial and 
engineering problems: 
His work in conneClion wid, Ih(' Process Standards Deparrmenr of;l luge 
(orpor-uion with respect 10 Ir:lnslaling ,he results of rCS~';Irch and devel· 
oprncO! into rhO! opcruing procedures and <jualily control; 
T he College of Engineering ami the Engineering l'oundalion of the Uni· 
versity of '/I.'l i,tsour; ( onfa upon (his alumnus the Missouri Honor Award 
for Distinguished Service in Enginccrinli. 
Mr. Thomson's Response 
II is wi t h great pride that r :L(ecl' l this honor. 
One's achievements n e the result of his 0pporlunifio. 
I have been fOrlUn1u: in Ixing with good »«Ipk, pe0-
ple o( char~cter. integrity lind intelligence. In such 
surroundings Ofle n:ttur:tlly does good work. 
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Biograph ica l 
Informa~i on 
PMOCltM THOMSON. ~ n~dvl.' of ASl<lri~. Ort~on. rt'Ceivcd his B.S. degrC'C in 
Chcmic~1 Enf(inecrin).: in 1')12 fmm dll: Univel'liitl' of Missouri. After his gr.ldu~tion. 
he worked for the Solv,ty Proces.1 COIllP:"'Y. Ihe I ruo~wick Collcndcr Company. 111t! 
Scars· Rllebuck and Clllllp:ln )', before joi ning his prescm firm . Ihe Procter &: Gamble 
/II ~nuf~nurin).: Cmnp:my. 
Here for nun)' Yl.'ars. he served as associatc di renor of the Process Standardl 
Dep1flmem of the Chemial Division. whcn~ he gained a rcpulalion for tr1nslaring 
rcsullS of rcsc::arch 1nd developmcm infO oper1ling procedures and Cjullify control for 
faclOries. He was 1 pioneer in rhe application of sralislial melh()(ls 10 chemical and 
enginttring problems. 
Two )'eus ago, /II r. Thomson joined Ihe Palcm Departmelll but COnT inues his 
work in standardi~1fion aCfi,·ilies. He is a member of Ihe Chemists' Commintt of the 
National Cononsced Prodocrs Associalion, rhe; TC(hninl Commilftt of the; National 
Sorbon Proct'SSQrs Association, and he; is 1 member of the; Governing Board of rhe 
Amerian Oil Chemi!ls' Society. 
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WILLIAM GRANT PURDY 
The Citation 
WILL.lAM G kANT PURDY. in rccognilion of his wnrribut;on !O n~ l ion~1 
defense and to space: nav;g:lfion; 
His r~pid progress, while sti ll under 40, in the forefront of a new tcch· 
nology di ~ [in cr from ,har of hi s specific edUGlliona! backgrollll(l; 
His responsibility for development of the Vik ing rocker, a foundation 
for our country's defense; 
Uis up-gnding to head engineering advanced design on rockets and sat· 
emus; 
H;~ recent assignment as director of all engineering :lcliviry on the major 
weapons development progr:"" of :Hl outstanding :l ircr:lfr corporation; 
The College of Engineering and Ihe I:nginecring Founda tion of the Un;· 
venilY of Missouri confer upon [his alumnus the M i~uri HOllor Aw:ml 
for Distinguished Service in Engineering. 
Mr. Pu rdy's Response 
[I is wi dl :I parlicullr de:gre:e: of hum ility t h:lt I 
acce:p[ [his Honor A ward. 
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Biographical 
Information 
WILLlA •• GRANT PURl>". ) nalive of Sullivan County, Missouri, sllldiWlhr« 
yars al Norlheast Missouri SllIle Tcachers College at Kirksville, be(ore enrolling in 
the College o( Engineering at the University. He reeeived his B. S. degn:e in Civil 
Engineering here in 1941, :tnd went 10 work immwiucly (or the Martin Air<rllf, Cor· 
par-uion where he soon bca.me known for his close associalion wilh Ihe development 
lind testing o( Ihe Viking reS(llrch nxkels. 
MI. Purdy is dircclOr of all engineering lIcliyilY on 11 major weapons dcvelopmc11l 
prognm of the corpar:uion. Previously he had served as supervisor of Ihe Flight In· 
slrumentation Lloor:ltory, He WliS responsibk (or Ihe engineering drom in the devel· 
opment of the Viking nxkel until mid·19H. At Ihat time, he WliS assigned n:sponsibiJ. 
ify (or engineering advanced design activity on rockelS and slIlelliles. 
He is a member of Tau Bet~ Pi. Ihe American Assoo:;illlion (or Ihe Adyancement 
of Science, Ihe American Rockel SocielY, and the American Ordnance Associlltion. 
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GEORGE ALBERT DELANEY 
The Ci~ation 
GEOW(oE A. DEL"N~Y. in form~J ~cknowlcdgcmel1C of his disrioguisht'd 
career in rhe science of ilUlomot;vc engi neering: 
His [t'(hnic:lllcaclcrship ~$ chief engineer of (he Ponli)c ~Jotor Division 
of GcnCr.lJ Motors Corporation: 
His productive ~rvicc in the field of stan<Jardiut ion as dircctor of the 
America n Standards Association; 
His professional leadershi p ~ s former (hair m~n of Ihe Technical BO:Ird 
of the Society of Automotive Enginccu. and flOW. as the ,orrenl presi-
dent of Ihis society; 
The College of Engineering :Ind Engineering Foul1(blion of the Uni-
versity of Missouri proudly confc( upon this alumnus Ihe Missouri Honor 
Award (or Distinguished Service in Engineering. 
Mr. De laney's Response 
It is a d(cply 1lI'prcci1r<:d honor to receive this 
Award for Disringuishcd Service in Engineering. 
My Ilnritudc and .~ in ctrt thanks to tnl Alma 
Mater and rhe alHomorive industry, both 0 which 
have rurnished so many opponuniries and such ample 
rewuds. 
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Biographical 
Informa~i o n 
G~OMGa A. DHI.-,NP.Y, ) nat ive of Centerview, Missouri,gr:l.du~!(:d trom (hoe 
Colkge of En,a;ineering ~l (he University of Missouri in 1911. Immedi)teiy ,fu~r gr:wl. 
ualion. he emered officers Ir:lining camp ~nd servcd as a 1st lieutenant during World 
\VIar I. 
Mr. Delancy's first automotive cngineering experien(e was as ~ dr:l.ftsman with 
Ihe automotive division of the Savagc Arms Corporarion. Afler a yor with (hal finn, 
he joined 1111: staff of Ihe Paige Octroit MOlor C~r Co. U ) project cngineer. and 
remained with the company and its successor. lhe Gr:lham Paige Company, until 
19H, when he joinctl Pontiac Motor Division of GentTIll Motors Corporation as an 
eiecllical engineer. He became assistant chief engi neer in 1939. and chief engineer 
in 1947. During World \VIar II he supervised the aircraft engineering in Gencr:ll 
MOlOrs' Fisher Body Division. 
He is a past dircctor of the American STandards Association and is ,he currCnT 
president of the Society of Automotive I:ngincers. 
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LOUIS HARRY WINKLER 
The Citation 
Louls H IIMM\' \'(IINIO.ER. in rccngnilion of his Ol,llSl1nding achicVCnlcnrs 
in rhe fields of mc(~lIur,l:i,~t engineering ~"d sleci manufacture; 
His I c~dcrs hip in the development of rcrhllic~1 codes for [he design, man· 
uf~ctur('. and testing of Meet r:.ils. Io..:omntivc torginhs. wire rope, wi re 
and wire ro·ds. and tubular products; 
His hi8h abil ilY 10 undcrsland his fc llow ma rl. (0 pro,·ide cffcclivc 30(1 
responsible (C(hnio.l le:adcrship in the Sled n13nufaccuring industry; 
The CoJJc~ of Engin<=ing and the Engineering I:ou nchlino of the Uni· 
versify of Missou ri confer upon this al\lmn\l ~ Ihe Mi5snuri Honor Award 
for D istinguished Service in Engil1ccrin~ . 
,,1 r ·H '\ '1 -
. t' . t't:,,~r'J · 
. ~""' ~'! 
- w"""·' . ' , . 
(
" ')1('\ 
' . ,I " • , 
,:, . J.II""')I' ~ 
I tH,U'I' I " ~' 
,,'11 J .\J'~'~~ -
Mr, Winkler's Respo nse 
[I is indeed a grcal honor 10 be: chose n for lids 
AW1rd for Di~dnguished Service in Engineering. 
I :l.CCC:pl Ihis honor widt ~ dc<:p fc<:linA of humility 
~ml aprrc:ci~lion . 
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Biographical 
Information 
LOU1S HAMIIY W1NKI.F.l. ~ n~dvc of Carthagc. Missouri, 8nduatw from lhc 
Univcl'llilY of Missouri in 1907 with a degree in MCl::haniCiI Engineering, and in 1909 
rcccived {he degree of Mechanic:,l Engineer for work ill ,,/mll/ia. He joined the engi. 
neering dep:lrlmcnr of the C~mhri~ Steel Company ~Ild was l ssisllm meullurgiCiI 
engineer from 1909 umil 1917 wheo he was promoted to chid menllurgiR In 1923 
the company wu acquired by Iklhlchem Steel Company and Mr. Winkler wu made 
metallurgical engineer. 
Mr. Winkler is an authority on railroad sleel products, wire tope. wile and win: 
rods, and sleel IlLbular prodllclS. He has been chairman of the Gencral Technical 
Comminee of.the American [ron and Steel InSlitllle since 1946. 
He is a member of many technical and professional societies, including Ihe AISI 
Technical Committee on Raib and Joinr Bars; Ihe American Railway Engineering 
Associarion _ A mcrican Iron and Sreel Insritute joint Contact Committee on Rail· 
road Rails; and rhe American Petroleum Institute Siandardinrion Commitlee 011 
Wire Rope and Tububr Products. 
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Recipients of tbe A uNtrds 
1951 
Carl Wright Brown 
William Valentine Kahler 
1952 
Lief John Sverdrup 
Wilfred Sykes 
Charles Allen Thomas 
National Bureau of Standards 
(by Allen V. Austin. Aning Din:nor) 
1953 
Francis Gano Chance 
Roy Putnam Hart 
Fred K. Powell. J r. 
Stanley Stokes 
1954 
Leon:lrd J. Fletcher 
\'{/ebster Newton J ones 
C:mh rae Merre[[e Laffoon 
Sterling Price Reynolds 
Rex Marion WhirtOn 
The E. I. duPont de Nemours and Company 
(by Granville M. Read. Chief Engineer) 
1955 
VeaH D iker 
G lenn L. Dimmick 
C. W . L,Pierre 
Lee Schncitter 
John Merrill Olin 
1956 
J. Brownlee Davidson 
Procter T homson 
William Gram Purdy 
George Albert Delancy 
Louis H:Hry Winkler 
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